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Introduction

In 1994-96, the Nordic Council of Ministers organised a joint interdisciplinary Nordic
project to seek new objects and areas that could be appropriate for receiving World Heritage
status. The work culminated in a number of recommendations being put forward in a report
entitled ”Nordisk Verdensarv/Nordic World Heritage” (NORD 1996:30/31) and these were
underlined in a subsequent seminar in 1997 (TemaNord 1997:621). This work was supported
by the UNESCO World Heritage Centre, which also part-funded the publication. In a letter
to the General Secretary of the Nordic Council of Ministers, dated 4th February 1997, the
UNESCO World Heritage Centre wrote:

”This is an excellent report which in addition to evaluating the implementation of the World
Heritage Convention in the Nordic Region has identified potential cultural landscapes in the
Nordic Region. This project is exemplary for its integration approach to the identification
and assessment of both cultural and natural world heritage.”

The objective of this work was to raise our eyes above the national sphere and view the
natural and cultural values as a whole in a region that has much in common (the five Nordic
nations). Particular emphasis was placed on evaluating areas of open countryside (natural
heritage areas) with and without cultural content, cultural landscapes and ”mixed sites”,
since at that time no such sites in the Nordic region were inscribed on the World Heritage
List; it just held a number of sites and monuments of purely cultural value. Several new,
potential cultural heritage sites and monuments were also evaluated. 

The work was undertaken by representatives of the national authorities responsible for
managing the natural and cultural heritage in the individual nations. Agreement was reached
on the recommendations presented. Iceland ratified the Convention as a direct consequence
of the work being undertaken in the Nordic project. In the period since the report was
published, the various countries have followed up the recommendations to differing extents,
amended them, or carried out additional evaluations. Two large areas in Sweden, the High
Coast and southern Öland, both in the Baltic Sea region, have been inscribed on the World
Heritage List. Of the areas in Norway proposed in the report, the following four were placed
on the official tentative list for Norway submitted on 1st October 2002: 1) the Vega
Archipelago, 2) Lofoten, 3) Tysfjord and Hellemobotn, and 4) Geirangerfjord and
Nærøyfjord in western Norway. 

The project has placed emphasis on assessing various gradients, including physical and
cultural geography, topography, land forms and geology, climate and salinity, fauna and
vegetation, and aesthetics, natural resources and human use over time.

The Nordic region is a part of the world with a great deal of water, fresh water, brackish
water and salt water. The Gulf Stream has decisive influence on large parts of Scandinavia.
The long coasts bind the nations together and the coastal fairways were for a long time the
most important lines of communication linking the peoples inhabiting the Nordic region,
and were also of great significance for their contact with the rest of Europe and beyond.

The peoples of the Nordic region have lived close to nature and exploited it in their struggle
for existence. The Nordic landscape is still in a relatively undisturbed state, substantially
more pristine than many other parts of the world. A Nordic perspective on natural and
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cultural values automatically implies taking a holistic view and taking into account natural
resources. 

The coastal landscapes in the Nordic region vary greatly, from benign and friendly to wild
and extreme. In pact with the bounties of nature in the shape of climate, geography, topo-
graphy and a basis for earning a living, a variety of coastal cultures have been formed and
have evolved over time, some with many features in common, others with very distinctive
features. Some people have found a basis for living and working in the outer archipelagos
fringing the ocean, on the border between sea and land where biological productivity and
diversity are particularly high, but where the weather can be extreme, on the brink between
life and death.

The Vega Archipelago was, and still is, one such area. This unique area was evaluated as a
potential World Heritage Area in NORD 1996:30/31. That report compared the Vega
Archipelago with other archipelagos in the Nordic countries and proposed that it be con-
sidered for nomination in combination with the Lofoten Islands. However, the area has since
been re-evaluated on an independent footing, as has Lofoten, which now figures separately
on the tentative list of Norwegian nominations. 

Oslo 20th January 2003
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1 Identification of the Property

1a. Country
Norway

1b. County, borough
Nordland, Vega 

1c. Name of Property
Vegaøyan – Vega Archipelago 

The Vega Archipelago (Vegaøyan) is centrally located on the Helgeland coast, the southern
part of the county of Nordland. It is defined here as the actual property hereby nominated
for inscription on the World Heritage List. The property is delineated such that it embraces
the islands and areas of sea north and west of the main island of Vega, along with certain
areas and parts of the coastal strip on the main island. The remainder of the main island of
Vega, along with the islands south-east of the main island, are not part of this property thus
defined as the Vega Archipelago (Vegaøyan), but are situated in the buffer zone of the
nominated property (Annex 1, Map A).  

1d. Precise location
65° 31’ – 65° 59’ N  
11° 15’ – 12° 10’ E 
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1e. Maps
Annex 1

Boundary of area proposed in 2003 Map A
Bedrock geology Map B
Quaternary geology Map C
Topographical map showing the strandflat Map D
Egg and down sites Map E
Status of protected areas in 2002 (nature and cultural history reserves) Map F

Annex 5
Topographical maps. Scale 1:50 000  (Nos. 1726 I-IV)

1f. Areas of property proposed for inscription and proposed
buffer zone

Total area of property: 103,710 ha 
Area of sea: 96,880 ha
Area of land: 6,930 ha 

Total area of proposed buffer zone: 28,040 ha
Area of sea (buffer zone): 18,610 ha
Area of land (buffer zone): 9,430 ha

(margin of error for total area ± 30 ha)

Description of the boundaries of the nominated property, the Vega Archipelago -
Vegaøyan (Annex 1, Map A):

The demarcation is determined by the topography, biology, cultural history and present-day
land use. On the main island of Vega, the boundary follows the agriculture areas, nature
areas and areas for open-air recreation defined in the current Municipal Master Plan. The
geographical delimitation of the individual holdings, called “øyvær”, has influenced the
demarcation of the outer limit of the property. The Vega Archipelago (Vegaøyan) embraces
15 “øyvær” (an “øyvær” is a physical and social entity consisting of one or more islands).  

The boundary is demarcated as follows:
It is drawn as a straight line between the following islands, islets and skerries, starting from
Ervikodden on the south-west coast of the main island of Vega to Muddværet via Gåsflesa,
Steinan, Oksknausen, Langskjæret, Nova, Kjeggruva, Kvannflesa, Krappskjæret, Falkflesa,
Andersmorten-skjæran, Kinnarøya, Buholman, Hestholmen, Buøya, Trollholmen, Kvig-
holmen, Ånskjæret, Indre Hilholmen to the north-west point of Vega.

Along the north coast of the main island of Vega, the Vega Archipelago (Vegaøyan)
embraces all the nearby islands, along with the Kjellerhaugvatnet and Holandsosen Nature
Reserves (Annex 1, Map F). From Sørneset on the west coast, the boundary follows the
eastern foot of the mountains across central Vega back to the starting point at Ervikodden.
The rest of Vega east of this boundary, together with Ylvingen and the small islands to the
south-east, form the buffer zone. The radar on the summit of Gullsvågfjellet is not included
in the proposed World Heritage Area and excludes a circular area with radius of 100 m.
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2 Justification for Inscription 

2a. Statement on the significance of the property
The unique landscape of the Vega Archipelago, the islands and surrounding shallow water,
the seascape, is a living testimony to the everyday life and labour of the people who have
lived in this extremely exposed archipelago. This is a stretch of coast where a strandflat, a
topographical and geological formation, is specially well developed. As a whole, this excep-
tional area comprises an open cultural landscape consisting of a mixture of sea and land. In
addition to a multitude of reefs, underwater rocks and shoals, there are more than 6500
islands, islets and skerries within the property.

This exposed seascape contains fishing villages with breakwaters, quays and warehouses,
sites with ”eider houses” where eggs and down were collected, the homes of fishermen-
farmers with dwellings, outhouses, boathouses and islets where livestock grazed and hay
was scythed, and navigational aids like lighthouses, lights and other beacons to aid seafaring
in the perilous, foul waters. All told, these elements shaped by people relate a long history
of use under exceptional living conditions controlled by the climate and the basis endowed
by nature. 

Nature has shaped the people, and over 10,000 years the people have helped to mould the
nature into a special landscape with a unique cultural content. A landscape which, to a
greater extent than any other coastal landscape on the strandflat, can display relics of the
way the coastal inhabitants have traditionally used the sea and the land down the ages. This
exceptional landscape is characterised by frugal cultivation, settlements specially accom-
modated to the knowledge gained by the inhabitants of the natural conditions locally, and
small traces of the laborious toil of generations on the very fringe of the ocean. 

The unique cultural landscape of the Vega Archipelago holds a multifarious natural and
cultural heritage linked to the sea and the land. For the fisherman-farmer, the sea and the
land constituted, and still constitute, a combined resource base. The land was, and is, his
permanent, though marginal, anchorage. The sea was, and is, his rich, though perilous, arena
for life and work. The values in the area are representative for this geo-cultural region that
embraces exposed stretches of coast where the traditional livelihood has been a combination
of fishing, sealing, collecting eggs and down, and farming. The landscape is also the bearer
of distinctive, unique cultural traditions that can only be associated with the natural condi-
tions on the strandflat, the shallow sea and the bountiful biological production in the waters
washing the Helgeland coast.

The universal value of the Vega Archipelago lies in the clear handing down of history and
cultural traditions within an island realm integrating both land and sea, where new com-
mercial enterprises have had little impact on this landscape, which embraces both land and
sea (seascape), in a way that breaks the continuity back in time. The area is not represen-
tative for species threatened by extinction, huge monuments, or the ingenious creations of
architects. The values and qualities can be linked to:

- the unique topography and geology with the best-developed strandflat (see chap. 3a)
containing thousands of islands offering space for marginal settlement and farming, lofty
coastal mountains providing secure landmarks along the fairway and for the people on the
islands, an area that clearly illustrates the tremendous importance of the Gulf Stream in
making it feasible to live on the Arctic Circle;
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- the rich natural resources which, down the ages, have given the area cultural and social
importance, and political power, in a region extending far beyond the coast of northern
Norway;

- the early permanent settlement and long, unbroken use of the sea and the land in combi-
nation, a use that has been accommodated to the natural conditions, has helped to enhance
the biodiversity and is representative for the archipelagic areas within a clearly defined
geo-cultural region - ”Life on the Edge”;

- the seascape out towards Egga, the edge of the continental shelf, was the “arable field” of
the fisherman-farmer, frequently harvested at the risk of his life despite the many navi-
gational aids in the archipelago, such as lighthouses, lights, beacons and stakes; safe
seafaring and fishing in these foul waters depended mostly on knowledge of the weather,
currents and unmarked fishing grounds passed down from one generation to the next. 

Ever since the first people settled close to the ice margin, the meat, eggs and down of a
variety of birds have been an important resource. The eider holds a foremost position here
and represents an important element in the cultural traditions and resource base of the
coastal inhabitants. The unique millennium-long tradition of maintaining egg and down
sites, where the inhabitants of the archipelago provided ideal, protected homes for nesting
eiders, is an example of a unique interplay between people and a non-domesticated species
of bird. The eider is a wild bird which, in the breeding season, has voluntarily sought the
protection of people to gain a haven from storms and  predators as the best way of producing
the largest possible number of viable chicks. This symbiotic contact between man and bird
long ago changed the attitudes of the people towards this species and also the behaviour of
the eiders towards people. Both derived value and pleasure from the contact. As a form of
gratitude for their effort, the people received eggs and down, and at the same time developed
a personal relationship with the wild ”tame ducks”, looking forward to meeting them the
following year.  

This is an example of one of the relationships between nature and man that gives the cultural
landscape of the Vega Archipelago its character and outstanding universal value. The
property is, moreover, excellent for carrying out research on a range of topics linked with
natural history and cultural history.  

This is an island realm close to the Arctic Circle which, above any others, represents the
epitome of the island communities found in the archipelagos formed by and on the strand-
flat along the coast of Nordland. It stands out as a cultural landscape, and a seascape, where
the cultural monuments are not magnificent, but where traces are present everywhere and
bear witness to 300 generations of inherited knowledge, toil and joy. It testifies to a dynamic
interaction between nature and man over time in a marginal area of the world. 

The Vega Archipelago stands as a testimony to the life and work of the inhabitants of an
extremely exposed coast. The people have created a cultural landscape of fishing villages
and farms, where buildings and traces in the landscape relate the history of the living and
working conditions of the people. Nature has shaped the people and the people have helped
to shape nature in a perpetual interaction, creating a unique landscape with unique traditions. 

(Annex 2, Photographs)
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2b. Comparative analysis 

The Vega Archipelago in a Norwegian context

The full length of the Norwegian coastline is all of 83,000 km, between 58° and 72° N.
Characteristic elements in the landscape of the long, mountainous coast are numerous fjords
extending far into the hinterland, a multitude of coastal islands and large archipelagos. The
diversity is great. The country has always been oriented towards the sea, and local com-
munities have gradually evolved with similarities as well as dissimilarities and specialities,
depending on the local natural resources.

On long stretches of the coast from Stavanger (59° N) to Magerøy (72° N), tectonic processes
and various forms of erosion have shaped a topographical feature called the strandflat.
Groups of islands and archipelagos are strung out along parts of the strandflat coasts. The
strandflat is best developed and broadest in Helgeland, around 65° N, and the Vega
Archipelago, made up of more than 6500 islands, islets and skerries, occupies the heart of
this area. This district became inhabited shortly after the last Ice Age, and the present
cultural landscape is a result of 10,000 years of human influence.

The Vega Archipelago in a Nordic context

The area has previously been evaluated in a Nordic context as part of the ”Nordic World
Heritage” project (Nord 1996:31). A group of experts from the Nordic countries concluded
that the Vega Archipelago, because of its extreme exposure to the Atlantic Ocean, its unique
topography and its unique cultural content, could not be likened to any of the few Nordic
coastal landscapes that were appraised as having outstanding universal value.   

The Vega Archipelago contains a representative selection of elements that are special for
Nordic coastal culture. The area is characterised by a hard climate, topographical peculiari-
ties, rich fish resources, continuous settlement, a coast-related power structure based on
fisheries, traditions linked with the exploitation of other marginal natural resources, the
fisherman-farmer’s combined use of the sea and the land, and the operation of egg and down
sites. 

The Helgeland coast is far more extreme than the exceptional cultural landscapes of the
archipelagos in the brackish-water Gulf of Bothnia, which represent different natural and
cultural values since climate, topography, salinity, natural resources and traditions
distinguish them clearly from the Vega Archipelago.

The Vega Archipelago in a European context

The Vega Archipelago differs very clearly from other large areas of shallow water in Europe
through the occurrence and size of the strandflat and its considerable extents of rocky sea
bed, where algae grow profusely, alternating with stretches covered by light-coloured shell
sand. The clean water (good visibility), exposed location and strong currents mean that the
lushness and diversity of the aquatic environment differ from the other areas, which are
much more characterised by a greyish-brown, muddy substrate, poorer visibility and less
lushness. 

The Outer Hebrides, Orkneys and Shetlands, which once had a Nordic population, do have
some features in common, having both Nordic nature and Nordic culture. However, a strand-
flat topography is absent and, unlike the Vega Archipelago, they lack an outer rim of islets
and skerries to shelter them from the ocean and provide extensive, rich fishing grounds on
a strandflat where simple vessels may be used. This is a fundamentally different basis and
has resulted in a cultural content that has more dissimilarities than similarities.  
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The Vega Archipelago in a global context

Viewed in a global perspective, archipelagos as they are developed in the Nordic region,
both marine and brackish-water archipelagos, from the polar tracts in the north to the Baltic
Sea in the south, are most definitely a Nordic feature. The type of archipelago formed on
what has been termed the strandflat is specially rich in life. The largest and best-developed
example is in Helgeland, centred around Vega where the coastal inhabitants have lived off
these rich, yet perilous, conditions for a long time. 

The islands of western Canada, the Caribbean and the Mediterranean have different land
forms, natural resources and climatic conditions that have helped to shape cultural land-
scapes and traditions which belong to other geo-cultural regions.   

This is also the case with archipelagos on the coast of Chile, in the Pacific Ocean, the
Seychelles and Maldives, Indonesia and New Zealand. The topography of the groups of
islands near the Equator and archipelagic landscapes in the Southern Hemisphere differs
clearly from the Scandinavian strandflat, which has evolved in a completely different
geocultural context.

The individual elements in the cultural landscape

The cultural landscape of the Vega Archipelago is complex after 10,000 years of continuous
interaction between nature and man. A number of features are rare or outstanding in an inter-
national context. Together, they explain why this living cultural landscape is of outstanding
universal value.

Land form 

The strandflat is a topographical feature that most notably occurs along the west coast of
Norway, and in Svalbard and Greenland. One of the best developed areas of strandflat in the
world is that containing the Vega Archipelago (Annex 2, nos. 3, 16, 100). 

Climate and ocean currents

The property clearly illustrates the importance of ocean currents (here the Gulf Stream) for
the total diversity of species and for human settlement, life and livelihoods in the northern
part of the Northern Hemisphere. Coasts at a comparable latitude (with the partial exception
of Iceland) belong in the arctic vegetation zones, where the biodiversity is lower.

Geology  

The property displays a large number of interesting geological features which result in a
unique geo-diversity. The Vega Archipelago is situated within one of the key areas for under-
standing Caledonian geology. This type of Ordovician granite found here is rare in moun-
tain belts and is characterised as a world-class occurrence. 

Terrestrial and marine flora  

The combination of the boreal vegetation zone and the highly or markedly oceanic vege-
tation sections occurs only on the west coast of North America, the southern tip of
Greenland, Iceland and the coast of central and northern Norway. All these areas except the
west coast of North America are situated in the Holarctic, the largest floral kingdom in the
world. Iceland and the southern tip of Greenland are isolated areas and therefore lack some
of the flora found on the Norwegian coast. In the context of global-scale aspects of vege-
tation and ecology, and the floral regions, the vegetation of Vega is unique. 
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The extensive occurrence of calcareous heath is outstanding in a European context, and
examples of typical plants are seen in Annex 2, nos. 84, 85 and 88.

Clean water, the exposed location and favourable currents support an underwater flora that
has a greater diversity of species than other shallow-water areas in Europe.

Terrestrial and marine fauna  

The number of bird species recorded (222, 110 of which breed here) is extremely high for
65° N. The world’s largest colony of cormorants (Annex 2, nos. 41-44) is found within the
property, which is also part of one of the most important wintering areas for sea birds in the
Nordic region. The property is vital as a staging post for the entire population of barnacle
geese (Annex 2, no. 65) breeding in Svalbard and wintering in Scotland.

Clean water, the exposed location and favourable currents support an underwater fauna that
has a greater diversity of species than other shallow-water areas in Europe.

Historical depth

Land uplift has produced obvious strandlines that give an unusually clear visual experience
of the evolution of the landscape over time. Clear traces left by extensive settlement during
the Stone Age, combined with the possibility for chronological control, give the area an out-
standing potential for further studies of the full history of settlement on the northern coasts.

The use of the area

The settlements and settlement patterns in the area demonstrate physical and social  struc-
tures that are representative for the most exposed parts of the Atlantic Ocean coast of
Norway. The combined occupation of fishing and farming still characterises the use of this
area and contrasts with other coasts around the world where occupations are generally more
specialised. The social organisation into fishing villages and hamlets owned by powerful
individuals who leased properties to tenants was a feature peculiar to Nordic coasts with rich
fishing.  

Specialised occupations

Historically, the Vega Archipelago has been one of the most important areas for the devel-
opment and operation of the egg- and down-collecting business. This livelihood survives and
the original manual methods are still being used, in contrast to Iceland where it has been
modernised and partially mechanised.

Values gained from experiencing the landscape and its attractions

The multitude of low islands dotting the open surface of the sea forms a dramatic contrast
to the massive coastal mountains. In the mighty space of the landscape, nature and her forces
are experienced in close proximity and strongly everywhere and at all times. This places the
life and work of the islanders in a perceptible and mighty reality where unobtrusive physical
traces become strong testimonies to a culture subordinated and controlled by nature’s
dynamism. Clear variations in the seasons, with long, light, summer nights and short, dark,
winter days, intensify the impressions and create great variation over time (Annex 2, nos. 7-10).
The total experience gained from the landscape differs from that of all other archipelagos in
the world.
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2c. Authenticity and Integrity  

Authenticity of the Vega Archipelago

Settlements far out on the shelf bordering the large Norwegian Sea fishing banks were, and
are, marginal and extreme in character. Knowledge of currents, the weather, the light, the
topography, fishing gear, boats and fishing spots, and dependency on distant markets and
social developments are, and were, vital for the use of the sea and for the cultural landscape
of the archipelago. The exceptional cultural landscape of the Vega Archipelago is, and has
been, marked by periodic fluctuations in the resources of the sea. When fishing was good,
the population grew, resulting in an intensive use of the landscape, whereas downturns in
fishing brought depopulation, buildings fell into disrepair and farmland became overgrown. 
In recent decades, most of the inhabitants have left the small islands for the winter. Farming
has declined in large parts of the area, resulting in problems linked with the formerly grazed
areas becoming overgrown and the vegetation changing in appearance. The traditional
coastal fishery has also been reduced due to recent structural rationalisation. A long period
with a huge increase in the number of sea urchins which extensively grazed the kelp forests
has also impacted on local fish stocks.

Nevertheless, on the large scale, the landscape has retained its original character and shows
few signs of human disturbance that is alien to the cultural traditions of the region. The
property contains no recent, irreversible physical encroachments that are not rooted in
traditional practices.

The building style in the area is representative for the geo-cultural region to which the
property belongs (Annex 2, nos. 29, 34, 38, 46, 50). The architecture follows the traditional
building customs of the region with respect to choice of materials, function, form and
volume. The farm dwellings are timber built and comprise a complete ground floor and a
loft, and are representative of north Norwegian architecture developed in the 18th and 19th
centuries. Families who moved out to the islands often brought buildings with them from
their homesteads on the mainland. Recycling of buildings and variations in the style of
building are therefore characteristic features of this district. The constructions linked with
the eider ducks vary immensely and are characterised by imagination, recycling and
consideration for the birds. Hard climatic conditions call for frequent maintenance and in
this treeless landscape materials available at the time were used. Driftwood, flotsam and
jetsam have always been important resources, even as building material. 

A decline in the fisheries and the consequent vacation of houses have meant that many build-
ings in the area are no longer used to the extent for which they were intended. A few entire
settlements, such as Skjærvær, have been maintained in their traditional state by the owners
and the cultural heritage authorities, and function as local bases for commercial fishermen
from the district. Other large groups of buildings are maintained through their seasonal use
in connection with their original function as egg and down sites. On a few groups of islands,
some buildings are used as holiday houses or in connection with local ecotourism. Others
are vacant and offer a great potential for new, sustainable occupations on the islands.
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Integrity of the Vega Archipelago

The property has been delimited in such a way that all the characteristic elements in the
cultural landscape of the strandflat are represented. It covers (Annex 1, Map A):
- 17 sub-archipelagos (groups of islands, islets and skerries with intervening areas of sea),

15 of them being traditional egg- and down-collecting sites
- areas with important botanical and zoological functions on the main island of Vega 
- the coastal mountains with strandlines and traces of the earliest settlement; the prehistoric

framework around life and occupations in the Vega Archipelago.

Archaeological remains dating from before the Reformation (i.e. pre-1537) are automati-
cally protected under the terms of the Cultural Heritage Act. Bremstein Lighthouse and the
fishing village of Skjærvær have been protected by special Protection Orders and are to be
preserved unchanged on a long-term basis. Parts of the property (22 %) are protected under
the terms of the Nature Conservation Act, which ensures that the natural resources are
preserved and utilised in a traditional, sustainable manner. Development elsewhere in the
property is controlled by national planning legislation and related municipal provisions
directed at the management of natural and cultural values.

Buffer zone 

The parts of the main island of Vega that are beyond the proposed World Heritage Area,
along with the island of Ylvingen, are defined as a buffer zone. The future use and devel-
opment of this zone will have a great deal to say for the management of the property. The
retention of active farming, including livestock husbandry, on Vega will be essential for the
upkeep and grazing of the cultural landscape on the islands (Annex 2, nos. 11, 24). Equally,
it is essential to maintain local fishing expertise (Annex 2, no. 27). Within the buffer zone, it
is vital that land use does not impact on the way in which the prehistoric and historic
landscape within the future World Heritage Area is experienced.

The buffer zone will be the natural entrance for visitors to the World Heritage Area.
Functions like public communications, overnight accommodation, tourist vessels and infor-
mation will be located here. A development that provides an attractive gateway to the World
Heritage Area, possibilities for supervising visitors and co-ordination of services for
tourists, where concern for the values in the area is the essential premise, requires that this
area be defined as a buffer zone.

Assurance

A Declaration of Intent signed by current users of land and sea within the property commits
the signatories to co-operate on the long-term, sustainable management of the landscape in
a way that does not alter the values of the property, its integrity or authenticity. This
guarantee will be embodied in the Municipal Master Plan and the management plans which
will embrace both the nominated area and the buffer zone (Annex 3).
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2d. Criteria

The unique cultural landscape of the Vega Archipelago is a testimony to 10,000 years of
interaction between man and nature. The landscape illustrates how the settlement and use of
Nordic coasts have been developed over a long period under the influence of extreme
climatic and topographical conditions, varying availability of resources and shifting social,
economic and cultural forces and conditions. The landscape of the Vega Archipelago
illustrates unique traditions linked to the use of the strandflat, as well as a wealth of cultural
elements that are representative for a clearly defined geo-cultural region.

24 (a) (v)
The cultural landscape of the Vega Archipelago illustrates in an outstanding way a form of
settlement and land use shaped by many generations of man’s adaptation to, and use of, the
resources of the archipelago.

The cultural landscape

• The geological and topographical development of the property (the strandflat with
thousands of islands, islets and skerries) is outstanding in form and extent.

• The Quaternary geological history of the property offers an exceptional opportunity for
chronological control and for research on settlement history and cultural evolution.

• The great extent of the property and its varied exposure result in outstanding variations in
cultural traces within a single macrohabitat. 

• The unique tradition of tending nesting wild birds (‘eider farming’) originated in this area
and is an example of a sustainable tradition of outstanding universal value.

• The traditional, combined occupation of fishing and farming was representative for the
region and helped to make the biological diversity richer than in a corresponding land-
scape in a natural state.

• The significant ornithological and marine biological importance of the property in an
international context forms the basis for the evolution of a varied cultural landscape with
unique traditions.

• The area is a unique example of the importance of the Gulf Stream for settlement along
northern coasts in this part of the world.

• The cultural relics within the property are a unique expression of social and cultural devel-
opment within a geo-cultural region. 
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3 Description

The cultural landscape of the Vega Archipelago is a unique testimony that can be linked to
an unbroken interaction between man and nature through 10,000 years. In the Vega
Archipelago, nature has always provided the resources and laid the premises for everyday
life and work. 

The foundation for the evolution of the cultural landscape is to be found in the productive
and, in terms of area, dominant marine environment. The unique combination of  strandflat
topography, climate, abundant light, ocean currents and bedrock has resulted in marine
production that has great significance for the environment on the islands as well as in the
nearby deep sea. Considering its northerly location, the property has an unusually high
diversity of species, with rich fish stocks and large bird and marine mammal populations.
This exposed, open, coastal landscape has a unique and varied resource base that has been
exploited since the first people came here after the last Ice Age.

3a. Description of the property
The Vega Archipelago is situated in the Borough of Vega on the Helgeland coast at 66° N in
the county of Nordland. The entire archipelago extends over approximately 103,700 ha, the
buffer zone taking up about 6900 ha. Approximately 6500 islands, islets and skerries
account for some 16,400 hectares of the whole archipelago. 

This island realm can be divided into a number of “øyvær”, that is to say islands and groups
of islands that have been used for fishing, farming and collecting eggs and down. The
concept of “øyvær” is fundamental for understanding the distinctiveness and unique cultural
evolution of the archipelago and, hence, its relevance in the context of cultural landscapes,
despite the present economic situation.

Fifteen of the “øyvær” (Annex 1, Map E) have been legally protected as egg and down sites
since the 18th or 19th centuries and censuses show that 59 islands used to be inhabited. One
island, Omnøy, is permanently inhabited today, having 2 residents, but some 150 - 200
people live on the islands in summer. 1410 inhabitants reside in the buffer zone in 2002. 

Landscape and topography 

The landscape of the Vega Archipelago is dominated by a broad area of shallow sea occu-
pied by an archipelago stretching from the mainland far out into the ocean. The strandflat
stands in stark contrast to the steep coastal mountains that form the boundary towards the
inland region with its alpine topography transected by fjords. The strandflat topography is a
characteristic feature of the entire stretch of coast from Leka in the south to Hamarøy in the
north, but is best developed here.

Mountains rising from the strandflat form a dramatic contrast to the open, flat landscape of
the remainder of the archipelago. These mountains are often encircled by a belt of conti-
nuous strandflat relief.

The submarine topography is essentially a reflection of the supramarine topography since,
just as most of the islands are flat and low, the sea is shallow and its bed is predominantly
gently sloping. Moreover, as a parallel to the few high mountains on Vega and Søla, there
are correspondingly deep channels between the shallow areas of sea bed. West of the large
shallow-water area (the island realm), the sea bed slopes from the strandflat level down to a
continental shelf at a depth of around 300 m. 
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In the northern part of the area, the islands are strung out in long chains oriented in a pattern
that reflects the folding of the bedrock in the Caledonian mountain chain. In the southern
part of the area, where the bedrock mostly consists of hard granite, there are high mountains
and an archipelago comprised of more rounded islands scattered across the strandflat in a
more haphazard fashion.  

Settlements and other traces of human activity vary in size and degree of exposure, from
Stone Age habitation sites that are scarcely visible to huge 20th century constructions, like
breakwaters and lighthouses. On the low, treeless islands, fishing hamlets, quays and ware-
houses, groups of boathouses and isolated farms stand aloft in the landscape. 

The total impression is of immense contrasts, with a magnificent, exposed, coastal landscape
containing sheltered areas where broken terrain with straits, inlets, green islands and
buildings produce a varied, small-scale landscape. 

The thrills to be experienced in the landscape are enriched by the great seasonal variations,
ranging from light summer nights bathed in virtual midnight sun to dark winter months with
short days and frequent displays of the northern lights (aurora borealis), (Annex 2, no. 2).

Bedrock

The bedrock in the Vega district belongs to the western part of the Caledonian mountain
chain, which stretches from southern Norway to the Barents Sea in the north. This chain was
formed around 400 million years ago at a time when the Baltic and Laurentian Plates were
being pressed against one another. The rocks forming Vega are remnants of the North
American continent (Laurentia) left attached to the Baltic Plate after the continents drifted
apart again.
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Figure 1. Geological map showing the origin of major allochthonous rock units that constitute the
Scandinavian Caledonides. The rocks of Vega, which belong to the uppermost thrust sheet, are exotic
to Baltica. Prior to formation of the Caledonian mountain belt, these rocks resided near the margin of
the Laurentian continent (North America & Greenland). As a result of continent-continent collision
between Laurentia and Baltica (about 400 million years ago), the rocks were detached from their
original roots and were thrust hundreds of kilometres onto Baltica, where they have remained since
then. During subsequent opening of the North Atlantic, the rocks were stranded on Baltica, forming a
remnant of Laurentian origin.  
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In the northern part of the property, the bedrock consists of metamorphosed sedimentary
rocks, including marble, calcareous schist, mica schist and subordinate calcareous conglo-
merate. 

Southern parts consist of a homogeneous, grey Ordovician granite formed 475 million years
ago. It engulfed older rocks that were not entirely melted and their remains can be seen as
dark patches, irregularly dispersed in the granite.     

The varied bedrock makes the Vega Archipelago a key area for understanding Caledonian
geology (Annex 1, Map B).

Quaternary Era

North-western Europe has experienced several ice ages during the Quaternary Era. The last
one, the Late Weichselian, had its greatest extent 24,000 – 21,000 years ago. At that time,
the ice margin probably reached as far out as the Skjoldryggen Terminal Moraine, which is
located on the sea bed almost 600 km west of Vega.

Recent data show that the ice sheet varied considerably in thickness. High coastal moun-
tains, like the 800 m peaks on Vega, display a great amount of frost weathering that has left
spires, pinnacles and narrow ridges. These are alpine forms that are typical of mountains that
have not been buried by ice, and indicate that the highest peaks in the area extended over the
ice sheet during the last Ice Age (Annex 1, Map C).

Figure 2. Palaeogeographical map of the area around the Vega Archipelago during the Younger Dryas,
about 10,500 radiocarbon years BP (equivalent to about 12,400-12,800 calendar years ago). The map
shows the inferred distribution of the continental ice sheet and the extent of land areas above the
Younger Dryas sea level. The present coastline is also indicated. Local cirque glaciers outside the
marginal ice line and nunataks within the ice sheet are not shown. The figure is based on observations
of end moraines and elevated shorelines that are mostly excavated in bedrock. Data adapted from
Rekstad (1915, 1917), Andersen et al. (1981) and Bargel (2001).
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Strandflat and monadnocks

The Vega Archipelago is part of the unique Norwegian strandflat. This outstanding geomor-
phological feature was first named and described by the Norwegian geologist, Hans Reusch,
in 1894. Its mode of formation became a source of debate, among others, by the American
geomorphologist, William M. Davis, and Fridtjof Nansen. The strandflat is essentially an
immensely broad wave-cut platform carved out of the bedrock in the transition between sea
and land, and stretches from 100 m below sea level to 100 m above sea level. Its huge extent
helps to distinguish it from ordinary wave-cut platforms, such as are typically developed on
the west coast of the British Isles. It has developed over a period of around 10 million years,
mainly through a combination of faulting that produced plateaus, marine abrasion and frost
weathering in a region exposed to heavy glaciation. Within the total extent of the strandflat,
the area around Vega is one of the locations where it is most outstandingly and typically
developed, stretching 50 km out from the mainland. 

The strandflat is a topographically monotonous plain forming a shallow sea and a belt of flat
land that encircles large islands and stretches in varying breadths seawards from the outer
part of the mainland. Archipelagos composed of a large number of small islands, islets and
skerries are common on coasts with a broad strandflat. The majority of the strandflat is
situated beneath present sea level.

The highest peaks on Vega and Søla are well-developed monadnocks (Annex 2, nos. 7-10),
features that have survived the erosive forces; monadnocks are common and characteristic
land forms on the entire Norwegian coast. They offer shelter from the prevailing south-west-
erlies, attract precipitation and are often surrounded by thick superficial deposits, all of
which are vital factors determining settlement on this exposed stretch of coast (Annex 1,
Map D).

Land uplift and strandlines

During the last Ice Age, the Fennoscandian ice sheet expanded greatly and reached a
thickness of several hundred metres over parts of Norway. The weight of the ice depressed
the land. When the ice melted at the end of the Ice Age, this pressure was relieved and the
land began to rise. Vega became ice free early, probably before 13,000 years ago. The sea
level then stood 110 m higher than today. As a result of the subsequent land uplift, the sea
has formed a series of strandlines (elevated shorelines) which now show up clearly on Vega
and Søla. On Vega, the strandlines can almost be read like tree-rings in the terrain.
Uppermost is what is called the Main strandline, dating from the Younger Dryas Chronozone
(11,000 – 10,000 BP). It is represented as a notch eroded in the bedrock, or as a beach ridge,
at the following places:

• Below Trollvasstind-Vegtind and Floaksla on the south side of Vega (90 – 95 m a.s.l.)
• Below Hestvikfjell and Tårnet in Hestvika, south-east Vega (92 – 96 m a.s.l.)
• In the pass between Hestvikfjell and Tårnet, where it consists of a belt of rounded stones

at 92 – 96 m a.s.l.
• At Moen, north of Vegtind and east of Gullsvågfjell, are two strandline fragments at 96 m

a.s.l.
• On the south coast of Søla. 

After the Ice Age, the land in the Vega district has always risen more rapidly than the sea.
In the Preboreal Chronozone (10,000 – 9000 BP), it rose at a rate of 3.8 m per century in the
nearest area investigated, some 80 km along the coast south of Vega. 
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Glacial drift

The small islands in the archipelago off the main island of Vega mostly consist of smoothed
bedrock and lack superficial deposits. 

The mountainsides on Vega carry weathered material in the form of avalanche fans and talus
(screes). Two terminal moraines 500 m a.s.l. west of Trollvasstind may have been deposited
by a local glacier in Younger Dryas time.

Fragments of flint (probably from Denmark) and of rhomb porphyry from the Oslo district
are found up to 50 m a.s.l. These were probably transported by icebergs that drifted with the
Norwegian Coastal Current northwards from the Skagerrak during the period when the ice
was melting. Blocks of red sandstone were carried westwards by the ice sheet from inland
parts of Sweden. 

A 6 km long, up to 1 km broad, terminal moraine deposited below sea level stretches in a
N-S direction across the strandflat past Vega (coloured green on Map C). 

Soils

The granite in the southern part of the area is resistant to erosion and its minerals do not
decompose easily. Hence, its weathering and erosion products are mainly sand, gravel and
talus deriving from mechanical degradation on steep mountain slopes and along the shores.
In contrast, the calcareous rocks and schists in the north are relatively soft and give way
much more easily to mechanical erosion. The minerals are also less resistant to chemical
breakdown, and the soil developed on this substrate therefore tends to be well developed and
rich in nutrients.

Climate

The climate in the Vega district is typified by mild winters, quite cool summers and moder-
ate amounts of precipitation. The mean temperature of the coldest months, December –
February, is around 0∞ C. The normal annual precipitation is just over 1300 mm, and the
growing season lasts 180 – 190 days. 

Vega is a particularly windy and stormy part of the Helgeland coast and substantial
topographical differences influence the precipitation, wind and temperature. 

Thanks to its location in the belt of westerly winds on the east side of a large ocean and
washed by a strong, warm, ocean current, Vega has a very favourable climate compared with
other areas in the world situated at a latitude of 66∞ N. The Gulf Stream transports warm
water north along the Norwegian coast at a rate corresponding to a heat supply of 50 W/m2,
equivalent to average solar radiation.

Vega’s geographical location almost on the Arctic Circle results in light summer nights,
verging on midnight sun at the end of June and the beginning of July. This is an important
factor for plant and animal life.
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Currents and tides

The Norwegian portion of the Atlantic Ocean Current (the Gulf Stream) originates in the
water that flows northwards over the ridge between Iceland and the Shetlands. It has a salinity
of 35.3-35.4 psu (practical salinity units) and a temperature of 7-9° C, and follows the outer
margin of the Norwegian continental shelf (Egga). It divides further north, some water
flowing into the Barents Sea and the remainder continuing along the shelf margin towards
Framstredet, between Svalbard and Greenland. 

The fresh water issuing from the Baltic Sea and from Norwegian rivers mixes with sea water
and is transported northwards along the coast as the Norwegian Coastal Current. This
current gradually becomes mixed with the Atlantic Ocean Current so that its water becomes
saltier as it flows northwards. The precise direction and velocity of the currents vary with
the direction of the wind, snow melting and the influence of tidal water. The average velocity
of the Coastal Current seldom reaches 1 knot (ca. 50 cm/s).

However, the most noticeable currents around the Vega islands are east-west tidal currents,
which are very strong between all the islands. Since the difference between high and low
tide is 1.5-2 m, large volumes of water have to be transported back and forth twice a day
through this extensive realm of islands between the shelf sea to the west and the inner
coastal waters over the deep channel (the inner fairway) that follows the mainland, and the
fjords further east. 

The tidal water travels northwards along the Norwegian coast as a wave with a wavelength
of 4500 km. It varies with the lunar phase and meteorological conditions. The mean diffe-
rence between high and low spring tides at Sandnessjøen is 224 cm.

Wave heights

Calculations of the percentage frequency of significant wave height (for 1961-90) at
Brakdjupet, south of Vega, show that December – February are the most turbulent months,
with wave heights exceeding 3 m on 10 days each month. 

CLIMATE DATA FOR VEGA (VALLSJØ) 
(Normal value = the average for the period 1970-2000) (pers. comm. Johan Antonsen)

Temperature (°C) Precipitation (mm) Wind force (Beaufort)   
2002 Normal 2002 Normal 2002 Normal  

January 0.4 -1.1 177.9 146.7 4.7 4.7  
February 1.0 -1.0 155.7 112.0 5.0 4.6  
March 1.5 0.2 129.3 106.6 4.5 4.4  
April 6.6 2.6 99.3 80.8 4.2 3.9  
May 10.8 6.9 35.4 66.1 4.4 3.7  
June 14.5 10.1 41.8 63.5 3.4 3.5  
July 15.1 12.3 31.7 83.7 3.8 3.2  
August 16.0 12.1 58.9 104.2 3.7 3.4  
September 10.5 9.0 149.6 133.5 4.1 3.8  
October 3.1 5.4 74.7 153.2 3.5 4.3  
November -0.9 1.7 38.2 141.9 3.1 4.3  
December -0.6 -0.4 75.5 154.0 3.9 4.6  
Av./totals 2002 6.5 4.8 1068.0 1346.2 4.0 4.0  
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Where the area of shallow water ends and the sea bed slopes down to the continental shelf,
the waves coming in from the ocean break continually, even in calm weather. Here, large
masses of water are pressed up the slope from the continental shelf towards the shallow-
water shelf.  

Marine flora and fauna

Vega is situated in the north-east Atlantic boreal region. The marine flora and fauna are
dominated by species which, viewed from a Norwegian aspect, have a southerly distribution
or are distributed along the whole coast, only a small proportion having a distinctly northerly
range. 

The special kind of landscape in the waters of the Vega Archipelago results in a submarine
environment dominated by three types of bottom communities, hard-bottom tidal zone, kelp
forest and shell sand. The types of sea bed that dominate are gently sloping, or almost flat,
hard-bottom areas interspersed with flat patches of shell sand. Because such large areas of
the sea bed in the euphotic zone (where there is sufficient light to support photosynthesis)
are composed of rock (hard bottom), this area to a greater extent than other waters we know,
is marked by the production of benthic algae (dominated by seaweed). These seaweed
systems are ranked among the most productive in the world. A primary production close to
10 kg of plant material per square metre per year is approximately 10 times higher than the
productive pelagic coastal systems. In most marine systems, pelagial production is consi-
dered to dominate entirely, but in these shallow areas it is thought that the primary produc-
tion in the benthic systems dominates strongly. Such a high benthic production, in addition
to the pelagial production, shows that the area must be characterised as specially productive. 

This production is also of great importance for the environment on the islands and in neigh-
bouring areas of deep water. Indeed, the shallow, soft-bottom areas (including shell sand)
will also derive benefit from the production in the benthic algal systems. In addition to the
primary production, the belts of seaweed have a high secondary production in the form of
large numbers of gastropods and bivalves which, when they die, contribute to the shell sand
substrate. Gastropods, bivalves and barnacles which live directly on the sea bed in the
shallow, hard-bottom areas help to contribute to the supply of shells to the shell sand.

The submarine environment can be divided into the following types of benthic communities:

Hard-bottom shore in the tidal zone makes up a large proportion of the submarine environ-
ment. The rich belts of seaweed in the lowest part of the tidal zone have remained undi-
sturbed by the sea urchins and are able to house a number of small creatures. The zone is a
valuable feeding area for eiders and other species that formerly utilised the kelp forests
which have been depleted by grazing sea urchins.

Soft-bottom shore in the tidal zone is less widespread and less important (Annex 2, no. 18).
Sandy substrates house few organisms because of the continual wave movement.

Kelp forest is dominated by cuvie (Laminaria hyperborea) along with a dense growth of
epiphytes. The kelp forest is the habitat of more than 50 species of algae and 300 species of
animals. Gastropods and crustaceans occur in densities in excess of 100,000 individuals per
square metre. The kelp forest is an important growing up area for coastal stocks of cod,
saithe and pollack. Moreover, top predators like seals, otters, white-tailed eagles, black
guillemots, cormorants, shags and eiders also utilise the area for feeding.
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Shell sand in the beautiful, white areas of sand among the islands results from the accumu-
lation of shells of gastropods, bivalves, etc. Plaice (Pleuronectes platessa) and other fish
graze here on mussels, bristle worms and other soft-bottom fauna.

Deep channels contain mud and clay and often have a high sedimentation of organic
material that produces a rich animal life. This is a habitat for the common deep-water shrimp
(Pandalus borealis), which is fished. The number of species of fish in these channels is also
comparatively high. For a long time, Sølasundet has been known to be an important haunt
for Norwegian spring-spawning herring, and it was here a small remnant survived the
collapse of the stock, partly caused by excessive fishing, in the late-1960s. The present, new
stock of herring subsequently originated here. 

The pelagic community inhabiting the water masses transported northwards with the Coastal
Current and east-west with the tidal currents is also important, and will achieve compara-
tively greater importance where the kelp has been heavily depleted by grazing. 

Other habitats in the marine environment in these waters include soft-bottom shores,
Lithothamnium bottoms and soft bottoms, and these may have more moderate ecological
importance and less extent.

The total marine macrofauna has been poorly studied and only 800–900 species have so far
been recorded. Investigations on other comparable sections of coast suggest that the total
number of species actually present around the Vega islands is 2 – 3 times higher, i.e. close
on 2700. The waters around Vega have long been known as an important area for fishing,
and a number of species have been fished commercially. The most important ones have
been, and are, cod, saithe, ling, torsk, haddock and redfish (Annex 2, no. 14). Crabs and
monkfish have become increasingly important since the end of the 1990s.

A number of changes took place in the marine environment during the latter part of the
1960s and since, but they have not been documented in detail. The following events are
nevertheless known to have had dramatic consequences for the marine environment:

• The important North Atlantic herring stock almost completely disappeared. 
• The population of the green sea urchin (Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis) has risen

markedly.
• Parts of the kelp forest have been heavily grazed by sea urchins. Large parts of the -

sublittoral, hard-bottom areas on the Helgeland coast, and elsewhere, have become barren
grounds.

• The eelgrass (Zostera marina) has disappeared; the hypothesis was evolved that there was
a link between the decline in the eelgrass and the decline in the pale-bellied brent goose
(Branta rhota).

• The occurrence of intestinal worms (Pseudoterranova dicipiens) in the fish stocks
increased. The grey seal (Halichoerus grypus) is the main host for Pseudoterranova
dicipiens, which is a parasitic roundworm that reproduces in the stomach of seals and
spreads via its eggs through the seal faeces. The roundworm spends most of its life cycle
in fish, where it lives in the muscles, and is transferred from fish to fish by predators (seals
and fish). Pseudoterranova dicipiens may occur in large quantities locally. Studies have
shown that almost half the fish in catches made in the Vega district in 1990 and 1992 were
infested by these nematodes.  

• Increase in the seal population (grey seal and common harbour seal (Phoca vitulina)) 
compared with the previous 50-year period.
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Terrestrial flora and fauna

Flora
The Vega Archipelago is situated in the boreal vegetation zone, in the transition between the
southern and middle boreal zones. The warm ocean current explains why the southern bore-
al zone extends as far north as this, right up to 66∞ N. On the east coast of Canada, for
instance, you would need to travel 1800 km further south, to Newfoundland, to find an area
with a corresponding amount of heat in the growing season (Fig. 3). 

The Vega Archipelago is on the northern boundary of the highly and markedly oceanic vege-
tation sections, characterised by comparatively high humidity, frequent precipitation and
small differences between summer and winter temperatures compared with the continental
vegetation sections.

The combination of the main boreal zone and the highly or markedly oceanic vegetation
sections occurs only on the west coast of North America, the southern tip of Greenland, in
Iceland and along the coast of central and northern Norway.  

The vegetation in the area displays evidence of agriculture having taken place here for a long
time. The landscape is open, and varieties of heath, grassland and shore vegetation dominate.
Several centuries of farming marked by the limited availability of suitable areas of land have
resulted in a small-scale form of agriculture. The absence of features typical of modern
farming is notable and unusual, and the cultural landscape stands out as a product of extensive
farming that represents the pre-industrial cultural landscape. Artificial fertilisers have not
been used and the soil has been partly built up by adding seaweed. 

The most important botanical values are found in the northern part of the archipelago where
the bedrock is calcareous and unusually large numbers of species are found. Extensive
occurrences of calcareous heath, well-preserved calcareous grasslands, concentrations of
rare swamp and aquatic plants, and occurrences of extremely rich fen vegetation have
national, Nordic and European importance. The northerly location means that some types of
vegetation include substantial elements of alpine species that help to enhance the distinctive
qualities of the natural flora and that which is influenced by, or dependent upon, farming. 

Fig. 3. Vegetation zones (Moen 1999).
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Calcareous grassland vegetation contains the highest number of species and is found on
non-manured hayfields and grazed meadows on calcareous bedrock. An average of 27.8
species per 0.25 m2 was recorded on Lånan, a group of islands in the north, and a corre-
sponding abundance has been found on a number of other islands. Skogsholmen and
Omnøya, in the Lånan Islands, seem to have the most significant occurrences. The species
composition of alpine plants and oceanic species is most unusual and includes a number of
rarities. 

Heaths are formed by clearance, grazing, scything and burning. The boreal variety of
calcareous heaths found in the Vega Archipelago has an extent that is unique in Europe
(Annex 2, no. 22). This cultivated kind of habitat contains an unusually large number of
species and occurs in the northern and north-western parts of Vega itself, on Sandøya, the
Hysvær Islands and other islands north of Vega, from Vallsjø in the west to Tåvær in the east
and north to Skogsholmen. A rare sub-species of lesser bedstraw (Galium pumilum ssp.
normani), whose Norwegian name is “Vegamauren”, is found on the heaths on Vega and
Sandøya (Annex 2, no.56).

Swamp and aquatic vegetation with several rare species is found on the western groups of
islands (Annex 2, nos. 79-82). The Vega Archipelago is one of the most important areas for
the duckweed element (Lemna element), including the common duckweed (Lemna minor),
generally associated with ponds and swamps manured by bird droppings. The 18 species
allocated to this element have features in common with members found in Great Britain and
have probably been brought by barnacle geese (Branta leucopsis) which rest here on their
spring migration to Svalbard. The most important areas are Bremsteinvær, Skjærvær and
Lånan.

Fauna

The Vega Archipelago is a nationally and an internationally important area for birds, parti-
cularly aquatic species, on account of both the excellent natural conditions, which have
resulted in large populations and many species considering the northerly location, and the
interaction between people and birds over a period of 10,000 years. 

A mosaic of highly productive wetland areas with seaweed banks, mud banks, shore pools
and salt marshes provides an abundance of nesting, moulting, resting and wintering sites for
many sea birds, ducks, geese and waders. 222 species have been recorded, including as
many as 36 ducks and geese, and 29 waders. 110 species have been found nesting, or are
assumed to nest here. 

This extensive area of shallow water, with some 6500 islands, islets and skerries, forms a
basis for a remarkably varied and abundant population of sea birds. The eider is the most
abundant species attached to the sea, and 10,000 pairs nested in the archipelago around
1900. Their numbers have declined subsequently because the islands have been depopulated
and there has been a significant reduction in the egg and down business. The archipelago is
also important for moulting and wintering eiders, and 12,000 moulting eiders were recorded in
the outer part in 1980.

The Vega Archipelago has the largest breeding population of greylag geese in Norway, esti-
mated at 650 pairs, 450 of which breed on the small islands. Approximately 1/4 of the
nonbreeding greylag geese in Norway (6000 individuals) moult in the archipelago. A
significant proportion of the population of barnacle geese (Annex 2, no. 65) breeding in
Svalbard rest in the northern part of the property during their migration from Scotland.
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Majestic white-tailed eagles (Annex 2, no. 76) are a commonplace sight in the Vega
Archipelago. Very large colonies of black guillemots (Annex 2, no. 51) breed in breakwaters
and quarries. Almost 4000 pairs of the nominate sub-species of the cormorant breed in the
Vega area, 2000 on Nordværet alone, the largest colony in the world. Some 1400 velvet
scoters have been observed moulting on the shallow-water sand banks between the Hysvær
Islands and Halmøyvær. The Vega Archipelago is also a most important overwintering area
for several species of sea birds.

The marine mammals are the most conspicuous of the mammal species in the Vega district.
Rich fish stocks support strong populations of Eurasian otters and the two coastal seals, the
grey seal (Annex 2, no. 78) and the common harbour seal, both of which are found here
throughout the year and have pupping and moulting areas among the islands. A number of
species of whales and arctic seals are regularly observed within the property and in
surrounding waters. The North American mink was introduced to Vega in the 1930s to be
bred for its fur, and individuals that escaped formed wild populations that have since proved
a great problem for many sea birds and ducks. It has been a great pest in the egg and down
sites. 

One of the terrestrial mammals, the elk, reached Vega by swimming from the mainland far
to the north, via the island of Herøy and the small islands north of Vega. The population has
grown and now numbers about 50 individuals, some 20 of which are shot  during the annual
open season. The hare population (Annex 2, no. 97) is sometimes substantial, and some hares
are shot. Hedgehogs were introduced in the 1960s. 

The northern water vole (Arvicola terrestris) (Annex 2, no. 77) is the terrestrial mammal that
literally has left, and is still leaving, most marks behind it in the proposed World Heritage
Area. The species has had a significant effect on the cultural landscape. In some places, it
can undermine all the cultivated land, tunnelling in both the soil and the topsoil, and has
been, and indeed still is, a problem for the islanders. The population varies and can be very
large. When the animals have ‘used up’ one island, they swim to the next.

Prehistoric and historic monuments and sites (pre-1537 - pre-Reformation)

Many Early Stone Age (Mesolithic) habitations have been found on the older strandlines
flanking the mountains on Vega. So far, artefacts have been found at 108 sites, but this is
probably just a few percent of the total number of sites actually present. In this treeless land-
scape, which was subsequently forsaken when the people moved to lower, more fertile areas,
the up to 10,000-year-old remains can be experienced in virtually authentic surroundings.
The following are some of the important sites for finds:

- Mohalsen, dated to 9350 ± 270 BP; circular stone rings 80 m above present sea level
- Åsgarden, 8500 BP; 13 visible house sites 60 m above present sea level
- Porsmyrdalen, 7000 – 8000 BP; house sites 50 m above present sea level
- Porsmyrdalen, 3860 ± 50 BP; settlement site 20 m above present sea level.

Åsgarden had the safest harbour and test pits suggest that the habitation area extends over
as much as 2300 m2 and contains several hundred thousand artefacts and flakes. Smaller
settlements have been found in other locations, and these probably functioned as hunting
stations. All told, the many sites where finds have been made relate a unique history of the
development of the first communities along the Norwegian coast.

Archaeological finds made on the smaller islands testify to settlement having taken place
1500 years ago and reveal continuity in use right down to the present day. 



The following may be mentioned:
- Farm mounds - Toften on Blomsøya and Rosøya (house refuse, offal and peat from 

house walls); Blomsøya dated to approximately 1400 BP
- Clearance cairns - Skogsholmen and Kilvær
- Barrows - Blomsøya, Åkerøya and probably Skogsholmen
- Slipway for boats - Skogsholmen (probably Medieval)
- Eider “houses” - found on most islands in many forms; some may be very old
- Harbours and anchorages 
- House sites - found on most islands; Flovær dates from the late Middle Ages
- Piles of shells - Sørvær; probably resulting from baiting related to the Lofoten fishery.

Buildings and settlements (post-Medieval cultural heritage objects)

As many as 56 islands in the area have been, or are, inhabited (see the table below). In
addition, individual buildings and groups of buildings not directly related to dwellings exist,
or have existed, on many other islands. These include barns, boathouses, storehouses, sheds,
cooking houses, fishermen’s shacks and eider houses.

* In the buffer zone

The buildings may be scattered with ”one house on each islet”, as at Hysvær, or more
concentrated on the largest islands in the group, such as Skjærvær. 

Buildings (recent cultural heritage remains)
Timber has always been the most important building material in the Vega Archipelago. The
absence of local timber on root meant that all drifted logs, driftwood, jetsam and material
from shipwrecks or boats that had been written off were used. Timber was also fetched from
the mainland for building purposes. Buildings vary considerably in style because entire
houses were taken from the mainland when people moved out to the islands. They also fre-
quently took their house with them when they moved away. 
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

14-29
30

31-32

Mudværet
Halmøy
Bremstein
Søla
Fjellsøy
Grasskjæret
Laukholmen
Seingsøya
Purkøy
Lyngøy
Stakkholmen
Langøy
Skjærvær
Hysværet
Floværet
Indre & Ytre Flesan

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

Lånan
Kilværet
Sørværet
Skogsholmen
Tåvær
Sør-Laukholmen
Nautøya
Kvalholmen
Rognan
Magnetholmen
Stor-Emårsøy
Liss-Emårsøy
Sevaldsøy
Stakkøy
Lisøya

48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

Olderøya
Bukkøy
Skålvær
Lamøy
Engelsøy
Burøy
Sønnedøy`n
Landfastøya
Flolamøya
Rørøyøy`n *
Eriksøy *
Åborsholmen *
Nord-Dypingan *
Sør-Dypingan *
Ylvingen *

ISLANDS IN THE VEGA ARCHIPELAGO THAT HAVE BEEN, OR ARE, INHABITED
(17 - 20th centuries, but may have a substantially longer history of habitation)  
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The climate is testing and resulted in a continuous need for upkeep, as is still the case today.
The lifetime for buildings on the outer coast is considerably shorter than for those in dry,
inland districts. Hence, no timber buildings here are older than 100-200 years.  
A special kind of construction still found everywhere on the islands is the eider house. These
are made to shelter nesting eiders and are either individual structures made of flat stones
(”e-hus”), or long, low wooden houses with walls and a roof (an “e-bane” Annex 2, nos. 23,
30, 31) intended to house several ducks. Upturned end portions of boats, and various con-
structions made of flotsam, also commonly offer shelter for eiders. Any number of creative
solutions based on locally available materials can be found. Although no proof exists, the
separate stone nest boxes are thought to be particularly old. The “eider houses” are an
unusually distinctive cultural heritage feature of the settlements in the Vega Archipelago.

Dwellings constitute the most common kind of buildings. They are built of logs which
generally rest on a stone foundation wall. Their walls are typically clad externally with
vertical, wooden planks and their roofs are ridged and mostly slope 32-33°. Most roofs are
now covered with roofing paper, but turf was probably used in the past. Windows are usually
Empire style (Annex 2, nos. 5, 38). Many of  the houses are 10.5 m long and 5.2 m broad,
and they mostly consist of 11/2 floors. The entrance door is in the middle of one long wall,
which is typical for this part of the country and this period in history. The houses are orien-
tated parallel to the shoreline, well away from the sea. The dwellings in the Vega
Archipelago are comparatively well maintained. Their design is typical for houses in the
outer coastal settlements in Nordland.

The area contains several other kinds of buildings that were essential for the local com-
munities to be able to function, namely, barns, boathouses, warehouses and storehouses on
wharves, sheds, cooking houses and fishermen’s shacks. Many such buildings have disap-
peared or are in a poor state of repair because they are no longer needed for their original
use. This particularly applies to buildings related to farming. 

The place on the shore or on land where the boat was pulled up from the sea was chosen
because it offered the best natural conditions in the vicinity. The slipways used today are the
same as the first settlers chose, and are therefore very old. 

Bremstein Lighthouse, built in 1925, is an important landmark for shipping along the outer
fairway, furthest out in the archipelago. The white-belted, red, iron tower is 27 m high and
easily recognised. It became automatically operated and unmanned in 1980. 

Buildings and remains of buildings in the northern and north-western parts of the archi-
pelago that pre-date 1900 (and post-date the Reformation) were recorded and documented
by the SEFRAK programme in the first half of the 1990s (the “eider houses” were not
included). They amounted to 193 objects, almost 40 % of which were remains of buildings.
The loss of buildings is greatest on the smaller groups of islands. Muddvær and Skjærvær
are particularly outstanding in having all categories of buildings fully represented.

The following table shows the pre-1900 buildings or remains of buildings still present in the
Vega Archipelago, according to the SEFRAK work:



Dwelling Barn Boat- Wharf Shed Cooking Fisher- Ruin Misc. Total
house store- house man’s 

house shack
Tåvær  3  1   1 1   4  2  12   
Kvalholmen  3  1    1    9  1 15   
Kilvær  3  2  1  1 1   4 2 14   
Skogsholmen 6  3  2  3  1    10   25   
Omnøy 1  1     1   1  1  5   
Æmårsøy  1 4  1  6   
Stakkøya  1 6   7   
Nautøya  1        2   3   
Flovær  1     4      5   
Lånan  2   1  1     1   5   
Sørvær  1  1 2   
Mudvær  4  4  3  3  1  1  3  1  2  22   
Bremstein 4  12   16   
Skjærvær 4  4  1  4  4  1  4  5  4  31   
Hysvær  9  2  1  1 11 1  25   
Total  40  19  8  14  12  5  11  70  14  193
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Farming and animal husbandry

The differentiated use of the islands by fishermen-farmers has created a distinctive cultural
landscape where types of farmland have evolved that still bear unique compositions of plant
species. An extensive form of utilisation means that the islands are dominated by heaths and
various kinds of grassland. Cultivated land makes up approximately 15-20 % of the land
area in the archipelago.

The abandonment of farming and fishing, and the depopulation of the outlying parts, have
meant that much of the formerly farmed land is now becoming overgrown. In 1998, 20 %
of the area was characterised as not or only slightly overgrown. Even so, a great deal of the
former cultural landscape remains intact and it is vital that the effort to re-establish farming
and fishing and to maintain the biodiversity and natural values of this farmland continues.

Seasonal use helps to maintain some hayfields. Sheep graze a number of islands and a
considerable effort is being made to increase sheep grazing in the archipelago.

Collecting eggs and down 

People collect eggs from several species of sebirds including geese and ducks and down
from eider nests. This used to be a significant livelihood for the islanders, providing 1/3 of
their annual income. Nowadays, six of the egg and down sites in the Vega Archipelago are
maintained by islanders who have either resumed or continued the unbroken tradition of
keeping eiders in a semi-domesticated manner. Their numbers have been rising after the
tradition almost died out in the 1970s and 1980s, and several people now hand-clean down
to make quilts for sale privately. 

In the last two or three years, several people have received some financial aid to cover the
expenses incurred in tending the birds, and more say they will maintain and develop this
livelihood if they are given an opportunity. They plan to found their own association in
February 2003.

The collecting of eggs and down is regulated through a separate set of Regulations attached
to the Wildlife Act. At sites where eggs and down have traditionally been collected and
which were formerly legally declared as preserves, it is permitted to take eggs from eiders
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until 1st June. The eggs of several sea birds, ducks and geese are collected for home
consumption, and this egging used to take place on a much larger scale, some of the eggs
being sold. The most favoured species are gulls, terns, black guillemots, greylag geese,
cormorants, eiders and oystercatchers.

Fishing

A total of 84 people are employed in the fishing industry on Vega, 13 % of the total work
force. Only 37 of the 73 registered fishermen have fishing as their main or sole occupation.
The remaining 36 fish in combination with other jobs. The fishing fleet consists entirely of
small vessels, up to 40 feet in length. The most active part of the fleet spends the greater part
of the year fishing further north in Norway, in Lofoten and Finnmark. In 2001, the Vega fleet
(54 vessels) landed 2394 tons of fish (pre-cleaned weight) to a landed value of NOK 16.4
million. 480 tons (pre-cleaned weight), or 20 %, of this quantity were landed at Vega. Vega
has a fish quay at Kirkøy and a processing plant at Igerøy, which together employ 9 people.
The property contains eight main fishing grounds, from north to south: Omnøyfjord,
Lisøyråsa, Kilværfjord, Hysværfjord, Tåvær, northern Igerøy, Sølasund and Muddværkåsa.
In addition, there is a very important, large, continuous area stretching from the Lånan-
Bækken area to Bremstein, part of which is within the nominated area. The buffer zone has
three important fishing grounds: Bøbukta, Kjulskåsa and Vikadyftet. The most important
fisheries are net fishing for cod, haddock, saithe and redfish (all year round), net fishing for
halibut (September – December), deep-fishing with a hand-line for cod, saithe and redfish,
line fishing for haddock, torsk and ling, and pot fishing for crabs. The crab fishery is
concentrated between Holandsvika and Igerøy. Both local vessels and vessels whose home
port is elsewhere fish in the area. 

Aquaculture 

Compared with other local authorities on the coast of Nordland, the aquaculture industry is
little developed in Vega. This is due to the natural conditions and the fact that Vega was
particularly severely hit by a general rash of bankruptcies in the fish-farming industry in the
early 1990s. However, the aquaculture industry is growing on Vega and three new shell-
cultivating plants and a cod-farming plant are now operating. Seven shell-cultivating plants,
a cod-farming plant and a land-based plant for farming catfish are operating in the buffer
zone. A licence to farm salmon and trout has recently been allocated to Vega, and potential
locations are Vågøya, Småvær (buffer zone) and Kvalholmen at Tåvær. 

Tourism

Within the property, two businesses in the tourism sector are currently open in summer. They
are:

• Gåkkå Mathus at Hysvær is a restaurant linked to the former school; it caters for -
prebooked groups and plans to offer overnight accommodation for a limited number of
guests in the former school building

• Øyan Feriesenter on Skogsholmen offers overnight accommodation for 30 guests in the
former boarding facilities at the school, and also serves meals in summer.

Additional tourism businesses are located in the buffer zone, and include:

• Ylvingen has two flats in the former school
• Vega Havhotell opens in January 2003 and will accommodate 60 guests by the summer

of 2004; it has a restaurant and conference facilities
• Vega Kro & Motell has 12 rooms and a café
• Former fishermen’s shacks in fishing villages are equipped with simple overnight

amenities
• Former school at Kjul is equipped for overnight accommodation
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Activities for tourists

Sightseeing
Destination Helgeland and the Vega Tourist Information Office arrange a few trips among
the islands in summer. They visit Skogsholmen, the Hysvær Islands, Skjærvær and occa-
sionally Bremstein. Landing does not take place on any other islands, mainly because of
shallow water and problematical conditions for navigation and landing.

Efforts are being made to establish a coastal fairway for small vessels (”World Heritage
Fairway”) in the archipelago and around Vega itself. It is being planned around the values
that have led to the nomination of the area for World Heritage status and will introduce
visitors to such attributes as the Stone Age history, biological diversity (flora), the egg and
down business, protected buildings and coastal culture.

Boat rental
Plans are in hand to organise the renting of boats for use between the various places. So far,
Ylvingen, Skogsholmen and Hysvær are ports of call for scheduled services. A local firm
operates a hire service with four passenger boats that can take groups of up to 50 persons
per boat. Local people also offer transport in smaller boats.

Marked trails
A number of trails have been marked on and near Vega, offering hikes in various kinds of
terrain – from Lamøy to the Vega mountains.

A Stone Age Trail has been set out in the buffer zone on Vega, equipped with information
signs and a brochure, to show how the Stone Age people lived.

Exhibitions and information
The “É-hus” Documentation Centre for the egg and down business has an exhibition and
offers guided tours that give visitors a glimpse into the history of the Vega Archipelago and
the egg and down business.  

The Coastal Association has a wharf building housing an exhibition showing the coastal
culture of the district. 

Vega Bygdetun is a rural museum with an exhibition dealing with the fisherman-farmer.

Communications

The fairway has always been the most important communication route for traffic along the
Norwegian coast. Before lighthouses, lights and other maritime beacons, not to mention
GPS, became common, navigation along the fairway took place with the aid of characteris-
tic features on mountains and their location relative to one another (‘me’). Along the
Helgeland coast, the mountains on Vega, Gullsvågfjell and Vegtind, are among the most
important landmarks for navigators in the offshore waters beyond the coastal islands. 

Vessels sailing inshore follow the inner coastal fairway (between the skerries and the main-
land) or the outer coastal fairway west of the archipelago. To navigate safely within the
archipelago itself calls for considerable local knowledge of currents and weather conditions,
even though many islets and skerries are equipped with a variety of beacons, stakes, lights,
etc. These are demanding waters.
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Vega has four permanent, scheduled, boat services linking it with the mainland:
Car ferries: Horn – Igerøy  (14 km, 6 departures a day)

Tjøtta – Igerøy (24 km, 2 departures a week in winter, 7 departures a 
week in summer)

Express boat: Sandnessjøen – Kirkøy (51 km, 2 departures a day (goes through the Vega
Archipelago)
Brønnøysund – Rørøy (23 km, 5 or 6 departures a day)

Place names and dialect names

The differentiated land use in the islands is also reflected by many place names. Slåtterøya
(Hay-making Island), Sauholmen (Sheep Islet), Værholmen (Ram Islet) and Geitøya (Goat
Island) are examples that are repeated in many of the groups of islands.

Local dialect words and place names are a valuable cultural heritage in their own right. They
help us to deduce knowledge handed down over the generations concerning topography,
natural conditions, historical events, land use, superstitions and legends.  

The name of an island in the Fuglevær group, Islandsøya (Iceland Island) has encouraged
speculation among some local people that early settlers on Iceland had their roots in this
district. The island is on the very fringe of the ocean and has a reasonably good harbour. It
would therefore have offered Viking seamen an opportunity to await favourable weather and
make final preparations for the long voyage over the open sea. This theory may also explain
the origin of the egg and down collecting practice in Iceland; did immigrants from the
Helgeland coast introduce it?      

Several species of birds figure in the local coastal culture. Species like the pied wagtail,
crow, black guillemot, little auk and white-tailed eagle have been given the Christian names
of people. Others have local names reflecting their appearance, behaviour, call notes, or
superstition related to them. Many place names are based on the birds that commonly used
the various islands. All in all, the local use of names demonstrates the close links that have
existed, and still exist, between people and birds here in the Vega Archipelago.

Art 
In the last century, many painters have gained inspiration from the light and life in the Vega
Archipelago. The best known are Bjarne Ness and Even Ulving.

Bjarne Ness (1902–1927) had a family home on Vega and spent his summers here until he
was sixteen years old. For the rest of his short life he dreamed of returning. Bjarne Ness died
in Paris in 1927, and after his death he was one of the Norwegian artists who was most
frequently referred to until the Second World War. 

Even Ulving (1863–1952) was born and grew up on Ylvingen, the island just east of Vega
itself. He returned here frequently, even as an old man, and his best paintings were motifs
from this part of the country. 

Tore Engen, Edgar Ballo, Åse Liv Hauan, Dag Marius Hestvik, Leiken Vik, Guttorm Nordø
and Oddvar I.N. are present-day artists who derive their subjects and inspiration from Vega
and the archipelago. Most of them have been associated with the local art school for children
and young people, and live in the area parts of the year.
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Music and literature

The foremost island poet is Emelius Knoph Mathisen, who died in 1971. His folk songs
describe the everyday and social lives of Vega people. They also take up the depression in
the 1960s and 1970s, when people abandoned the small islands, and buildings and facilities
fell into disrepair. A book featuring his songs has been published, and it formed the back-
bone of a cabaret performed most successfully some years ago. Plans are now afoot for a
new production based on his texts, to be performed in 2003 or 2004. 

Inga Næss has written novels and other books depicting life in Vega.

Superstitions and traditions

Superstitions and traditions found in the Vega Archipelago are typical ones for this part of
the Nordland coast. The immaterial cultural heritage contains such elements as:

Supernatural beings and places
The combination of faith in God and superstition held a prominent place in the former
coastal culture. Many supernatural beings figured in local superstitions. On land there were
the huldrefolk (nymphs living inside the ground) who always had to be considered if farm-
ing and fishing were to be successful. Good and evil vetter (spirits), troll (trolls) and riser
(giants) were other beings figuring in this imaginary world. At sea, there was Draugen (the
sea monster) who appeared to forebode shipwreck and death. It was also possible to meet
Kraken (the sea serpent) and Havmannen (the merman). Far out in the west, in the ocean,
was Hildringslandet (the kingdom of the dead), a land that occasionally revealed itself as a
mirage. 

Rituals 
Many rituals and tests of manhood existed, partly in connection with fishing. One of the
rituals was that a man had to have sexual intercourse the night before he went out to fish
halibut if he was to catch anything and avoid having an accident. 

Folk medicine
Examples of local folk medicine are the use of catfish liver oil to cure muscular disorders (it
contains cortisone), turpentine and tar gave protection from tuberculosis, and an extract
made from seven herbs was a common cure for animal diseases. 
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3b. History and Development

Prehistory and history

Pioneering period (Vega becomes ice free) 10,000 – 3800 BP (Stone Age) 

About 10,000 years ago, three steep islands protruded from the sea on the edge of the ice
sheet. It was here the first Vega folk settled in a raw, stormy climate whose temperature in
summer was 4°C lower than today. The sea level was 75 - 80 m higher than it is now and
the large expanse of shallow water abounded in fish, marine mammals and birds.

The evidence strongly suggests that Vega rapidly became a popular location for groups of
marine hunters and fishermen who inhabited the Helgeland coast in the early Mesolithic and
that a thriving community of hunters and fishermen lived out here through the rest of the
Stone Age. A clear indication of their close attachment to the sea is that their dwellings were
located near good landing places for boats.

The raw materials used, the techniques employed and the kinds of artefacts found reveal
features in common with the Fosna tradition (defined from Nord-Møre, some 300 km south
of Vega) and suggest that the first people came here from the south.  

The abundance of resources led to great activity throughout the Mesolithic and Neolithic. So
far, Stone Age finds have been recorded at 108 locations on Vega, the majority being
habitation sites. Even though extensive archaeological investigations have been carried out
on Vega, this figure probably only represents a small proportion of the total number of
habitation sites. The large number of Stone Age remains is an important element in the value
of the area from a cultural history viewpoint. 

The mean temperature in the latter half of the Stone Age is estimated to have been 2-3°C
higher than today.

In addition to visible traces in the terrain, fish hooks, sinkers and knives have been found
that are very similar in form to the tools used by the present inhabitants of Vega.  

The archipelago rises from the sea 1800 BC – AD 1050 (Bronze Age - Viking Period) 

Gradually, as the ice retreated, increasingly larger areas of land rose out of the sea and the
people inhabiting Vega were able to extend their territory. An archipelago comprised of 6500
islands, islets and skerries slowly evolved. 

Archaeological excavations have shown that people inhabited nearby low islands as early as
1500 BP and were on the outer islands from 1000 BP. The first people to visit these pristine
islands probably initially established stations used periodically as bases for gathering,
fishing and hunting expeditions.

Investigations of a farm mound on Blomsøya (an island in Alstadhaug, just north-east of the
Vega Archipelago) tell something about life on the nearby islands around AD 600. Bones
found in the refuse dumps show that in addition to fishing, hunting large marine mammals
and collecting shellfish, the people also tilled land, kept domestic animals, hunted on land,
made textiles and performed other handicrafts. Cod were the most important fish, but
herring, redfish, haddock, saithe, torsk, ling and halibut were also caught. Common harbour
seals and grey seals were taken. Cormorants, shags, gulls, geese, eiders and cranes were also
on the menu. Shellfish, not least periwinkles, were important. Domestic animal bones
included those of horses, cows, sheep, goats, pigs and hens, and there are also red deer and
elk antlers. 
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The tradition of keeping eiders as ‘domestic birds’ goes back a long way. The first account
is found in Egil’s Saga, which reports that Torolv Kveldulvsson controlled egg sites. About
890, Ottar, a chieftain from northern Norway, undertook a voyage to England where he told
King Alfred about egg and down sites in northern Norway. This account was subsequently
included in King Alfred’s translation of the History of the World, written by Oriosus.

The Middle Ages - the islands become inhabited, AD 1050 - 1536 

The small islands began to be settled seriously around 1000 years ago. The first permanent
inhabitants were probably poor, landless tenant farmers who left their famine-ridden inland
homes. Such farmers had to labour hard to pay rent to the rich estate owners on the main-
land, who also owned the islands. One task the landowners required of their tenants was to
look after the eiders, thus ensuring an increased production of eggs and down. All neces-
sities that could not be made or grown had to be paid for through work for the landowner.
Despite a great deal of toil and many hazards, food was more readily available than on the
mainland. In his cadaster from about 1430, Archbishop Aslak Bolt wrote of sealing stations
and grazing for sheep in the Vega Archipelago, and Archbishop Olav Engelbrektsson’s
cadaster from about 1520 also mentions sealing stations.

The Hanseatic merchants gained a foothold in Bergen (a World Heritage City) during the
Middle Ages. In 1294, they acquired a trading licence which gave them better terms than
others, and they gradually gained control over trade in Bergen, one of the most important
items of which was dried fish from North Norway.

Until the Black Death struck in 1349, fish caught in northern Norway were taken to Vågan
in Lofoten, where Norwegian merchants purchased them and exported them directly. The
Black Death greatly weakened Norwegian society in general, and in Bergen the Hanseatic
merchants gradually gained full control over the fish trade. In 1361, all the merchants in
Norway, including the Hansers, gained the right to journey north with their wares. Northern
Norway (Hålogaland) was the land of great promise from 1440 to 1536.

From the Reformation (1537) to 1814

In 1560, the King decreed that all wares from the North had to pass through Bergen before
being despatched further south. Direct export was not permitted and it also became illegal
to trade with fishermen who stood in debt to other merchants. This meant that a fisherman
became permanently bound to a certain merchant, who was able to set whatever prices he
wished. These changes constituted an immense instrument of power that gave Bergen a
dominant position along the coast of northern Norway, including the Vega Archipelago.

When the Church, through the Archbishop’s See in Trondheim, lost its power following the
Reformation, most of the trade through Trondheim lay in depression for almost 100 years.
Bergen merchants dominated all northern trade, and north Norwegians themselves
journeyed to Bergen with their commodities, or merchants from Bergen traded in North
Norway in summer, and occasionally also in winter. The basis for a great deal of the trade
was weakened from the end of the 1500s because of new discoveries elsewhere in the world,
new fishing banks (including Newfoundland), new trade routes, new commodities and
increased competition. 

From about 1600, Trondheim citizens began to take over the former Bergen merchants’
houses, and set up new ones. This was particularly marked after 1660. 
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Rørøy on Vega is representative for the trading centres established during this period, and
the main buildings there remain much the same as when they were built at the end of the
18th century. Inventories show that the Rørøy trading centre originally comprised 30 build-
ings, 6 or 7 cotters’ homes, a mill and market booths, and had 25 cows and 30 sheep. The
property is described as being unsuitable for agriculture, but having rich fishing. The
exterior and interior architectural features differ significantly from other housing of the time,
reflecting the power, wealth and distant cultural impulses that characterised the 18th century
trading centres. Several groups of islands in the Vega Archipelago were owned by the
merchant at Rørøy, and others by the Tjøtta Estate.

Following the Great Nordic War (1700-21), agriculture recovered. Russians began trading
with Nordland at that time. Around 1770, local merchants were given landlord licences, and
this led to several of the local trading centres acquiring great power. In 1813, trade became
free and the power links to Bergen ceased, but contacts with Bergen lived on for a long time.

The 19th and 20th centuries

At the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century, agricultural land was in short
supply throughout Norway owing to a marked growth in the population. The shoals of large
herring that had given work and income to many people had vanished, and after 1900 the
Lofoten fishery also hit hard times. Many children were being born and the small farms were
too small to be divided up when these were due to inherit their share. The introduction of
engines in boats reduced the need for crew, giving fewer jobs in the fishing industry. From
1860 to 1930, 500 people emigrated from Vega to America, the majority between about 1900
and 1925. Others moved to the mainland to seek work.

Around 1930, cod began to be fished with pots in the Vega Archipelago. This fishery became
very important for the islands north of Vega. The fish were delivered live to well boats once
a week. This fishery continued until about 1980. 

A subsistence economy and living on what nature could provide was the norm right up to
around 1950 when electricity reached several of the small island settlements. Shortly after-
wards, the Government adopted a new centralisation policy (the Nordland Plan) which put
an end to settlement in the islands. Schools were closed, scheduled boat services ceased,
Government loans for house building were refused and people were given financial incen-
tives to take jobs in newly established industries on the  mainland. Structural changes in
agricultural and fishery policies made it more difficult to make a living from a combination
of fishing and farming. You had to be either a fisherman or a farmer, not a fisherman-farmer.
All told, this meant that the basis for the traditional use and settlement of the islands
vanished and the inhabitants gradually vacated their island homes.  

Despite the difficult conditions, some people continued to live on the islands. It was parti-
cularly the oldest generation which upheld the traditions and maintained some of the cultural
landscape. A large number of the houses from which people moved were kept in good repair
and are now used as holiday houses by those who moved, or their descendants. 

The 21st century

People who have their links to the Vega Archipelago display a keen sense of involvement
and a strong will to carry on and resume old traditions which have shaped the unique cultural
landscape. More and more people are now taking leave from their jobs to live on the islands
for parts of the year to look after the egg and down sites in a traditional manner. Vega
Borough Council is pursuing projects and plans to increase the utilisation of the islands for
grazing and thus prevent the biologically rich, seldom farmland from becoming overgrown.
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Knowledge is being collected and passed on, and there is broad political consensus locally
about the importance of protection through use. This provides great encouragement for
reintroducing sustainable farming practices onto the islands of the archipelago in the future.

Review of the vegetation development 

Knowledge of the earliest development of the vegetation is limited. The only pollen ana-
lytical investigation on Vega was made in a bog near a Stone Age site at Moen, 50 m above
sea level. The vegetation development there can be divided into six phases. 

The first phase reflected the early pioneer communities and was dated to 7010 ± 60 BP. It
consisted of open, salt-marsh vegetation with several herbs and shrubs that required a great
deal of light, like sea-buckthorn (Hippophäe rhamnoides) and common juniper (Juniperus
communis). The herb pollen derived from the Cabbage family (Brassicaceae), the Sedge
family (Cyperaceae), the Grass family (Poaceae), the Valerian family (Valeriana) and
meadowsweet (Filipendula ulmaria). 

This first phase of light-demanding vegetation was succeeded by a phase of shrub vegetation
growing close to the sea shore. The characteristic vegetation was sea-buckthorn, willows
(Salix spp.) and juniper, along with grasses and tall herbs such as meadowsweet and nettles
(Urtica). 

The third phase was dominated by birch (Betula), suggesting that dense birch wood may
have been close to the locality about 6830 ± 80 BP. 

In the fourth phase, heath became established in the area, indicating that domestic livestock
were grazing here for a substantial period. The birch wood was no longer as dense and crow-
berry (Empetrum nigrum) and heather (Calluna vulgaris) were abundant. Important
elements of the present-day vegetation were apparently also formed during this phase since
the amount of pollen deriving from sedges, juniper, heathers and ferns has remained fairly
stable from this period onwards. 

During the fifth phase, the warmth-loving tree species, hazel (Corylus avellana), wych elm
(Ulmus glabra) and pedunculate oak (Quercus robur) achieved their widest distribution.
This warm period is called the Atlantic Period. Alder (Alnus) also reached its maximum at
this time. Alder, wych elm and hazel still grow on Vega, but oak now has its northern limit
at 63º N. Birch was the dominant tree species in this period, too. 

The final phase extends up to the present-day and is called the Post-Atlantic Period. The
occurrences of warmth-loving tree species declined, showing that the climate became cooler.
Large quantities of pollen from juniper and herbs is again proof of an open  landscape. Corn
pollen indicates the introduction of arable farming during this phase. 

Spruce pollen (Picea abies) was also recorded in small quantities in the uppermost layers of
the bog, but this was carried by wind from the mainland. Spruce now grows on Vega and in
a few places on the small islands, but all these trees have been planted.
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Development of the cultural landscape

Settlement and resource utilisation in the Vega Archipelago have been based on a combi-
nation of farming, fishing and egg and down collecting from the first few centuries AD up
to the present day. The cultural landscape was shaped by the various activities of the
fishermen-farmers.  
The islands are scattered irregularly across the strandflat. Small concentrations of islands
have formed the basis for settlement. Some islands are large and have villages made up of
farms, small trading posts and steamship quays. Others are merely a small islet with space
for one family. Furthest out in the west are the large fishing villages of Skjærvær and
Bremstein, with shacks for many men who fished from there in the fishing seasons. The
entire area contains 17 groups of islands that have been inhabited for a long time. 

Over the past 2000 years, the mutual importance of the three combined occupations of the
fisherman-farmer, fishing, farming, and gathering and processing eider down, has varied
according to the availability of resources, the market and the development of new, more
efficient vessels and fishing gear. Despite these variations, the everyday activities of the
islanders have centred around a subsistence economy based on a broad utilisation of the
natural resources in the sea and on the islands. The landscape still largely bears the marks
of grazing and hay making, and a settlement pattern accommodated to the down business,
small-scale farming and a great deal of fishing. 

Life among the islands

It was rich fishing that encouraged people to settle out here on this weather-beaten coast not
far from the edge of the continental shelf. Here, they lived in the midst of the food, in
contrast to life in the villages along the fjords where conditions were more unreliable and
bad weather could ruin the crops for a year or more, causing hunger and want. However,
while they obtained their staple diet from the sea, the poor soil on the islands was their
larder. It was there the fishermen-farmers on their island farms eked what they could from
the land, sufficient to feed a couple of cows and some sheep. They also exploited all the
other resources. They hunted the marine mammals, common harbour seals and grey seals,
and turned the wild eider into a “domestic bird”. This provided them the “Islanders’ gold”,
the precious, soft eider down. Originally, the islanders were not allowed to keep the eggs and
down from the eiders. Viking chieftains, the Church, the Government and local merchants
successively owned the land in Helgeland down the ages, and the tenants on the islands had
to pay rent in the form of eggs and down to be allowed to live there. It was not before the
19th and early-20th centuries that the great majority of the population became the owners of
the land they lived on. The tending of the eiders then earned the families a valuable cash
income. 

The work capacity of the entire family could then be utilised through farming, fishing and
the egg and down business. The majority of the food, the clothing and the equipment for
fishing was obtained on the farm and through the labour of the family members themselves.
This meant that the children had their own duties to fulfil in the household from a very early
age. That is, while they were living at home, because as island children they had to resign
themselves to living in a boarding school from the age of seven, during schooling periods.
Initially, they alternately lived at the school for fourteen days and at home for fourteen days.
As time went by, they were only at home at the weekends. In the mid-1980s, the schools at
Hysvær and Skogsholmen were closed and the children from the small islands had to move
to lodgings on Vega if the family was to continue living on the islands. This put an end to
settlement on the small islands.
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The islands differ. Some are in sheltered positions between islets and skerries, others right
out on the edge of the ocean, on the shelf, where the agitated waters ring their everlasting,
deep tone and the sea bed is laid bare in the troughs when the waves are at their highest. 

Life was hard. No-one knew what a day had in store. Down the ages, many people have
drowned while fishing, or when their vessel strayed into treacherous waters. This was a way
of life that led to a strong faith in God and to superstition, legend, songs and tales.  

However, life was also full of contrasts because, while the islanders had their houses
tethered with chains to protect them from hurricanes and had to crawl from the barn to the
house in winter storms, they could sit by the sunny wall and clean the snowflake-light down
on warm summer days. And while in winter they saw the stormy seas crash against the rocks
and heard vessels being crushed to matchwood, the islanders could row out on the glass-
smooth sea on light summer nights.

Firewood for the winter was always in the minds of the islanders. When they had money, or
fish to exchange, they went to the mainland to get wood. Others cut peat for the fire, or found
driftwood on the shore.

The boat was the most important means of travel and the most important workplace. It was
essential when they needed to go to the main island, Vega, to attend church, find work and
shop, or to the neighbouring islands to milk cows, fetch water for the livestock, gather
seaweed as extra food for the animals, visit neighbours or take the children to school. It was
also necessary when collecting eggs and down, or sealing. The boat was particularly vital
for fishing, or when they wanted to journey to far away places (Bergen, Lofoten, Finnmark,
the White Sea, Iceland, etc.).

The egg and down business

Wild birds have always been exploited on the coast ever since the earliest days when the first
hunters began using the ice-free land on the fringe of the Norwegian coast as the last Ice Age
waned. They sought both meat and eggs, and their refuse dumps disclose that their menu
figured many species, particularly sea birds, including the great auk (Alca imprennis) and
the eider. Feathers and down must also have been used from the early days. By the 9th
century AD, these resources had become valuable trading items, being transported over long
distances and looked upon as costly resources. It became important to register the rights to
eggs and down, and to safeguard them. The places where eggs and down were collected
were among the treasures the North Norwegian Viking chieftains controlled. The declaration
of preserves was one of the items in the first Norwegian legislation adopted in the 11th
century. It was elaborated upon in later legislation, in King Magnus Lagabøter’s Land Act
of 1248, in the Norway Act of 1604 and subsequent Acts and Royal Decrees in the 1700s
that explicitly aimed at safeguarding eiders or egg and down sites. The down business
achieved a boost in the 16th and 17th centuries through the new fashion on the Continent
and in England to use pillows and quilts. In 1842, a special Act concerning the Preservation
of Egg and Down Sites and Eider Ducks came into force, and it was supplemented in 1860.
Sites for which Preservation Orders were issued were marked with a large white cross that
could be seen from a long distance. The first Norwegian Hunting Act was adopted in 1899
and included provisions regarding the protection of eiders and the preservation of egg and
down sites through the public certification of real property. These provisions were retained
in the new Hunting Act passed in 1951, but the Wildlife Act of 1981 repealed the certi-
fication paragraph, replacing it with a biotope protection paragraph.

Statistics from about 1900 show that Nordland was the most important county for down in
Norway, as it no doubt always had been, and that the Vega Archipelago was the single most
important district. The sale of eggs and down provided an important supplementary income
for many of the absentee owners.
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The tradition of keeping the eider as a ”domestic bird” is ancient. By preparing good nesting
places (building small houses of stones or wood) and protecting the duck from predators,
some 1000 - 1400 birds could nest at the largest sites. In turn for this protection, the islanders
got eggs for their own use and the down that remained in the nest when the brooding period
was over.

Since the islands in Helgeland have been a core area for the egg and down business, it is
reasonable to believe that emigrants from there helped to carry the tradition of collecting
eggs and down to Iceland. Iceland is now by far the largest exporter of eider down in the
world. Icelandic down is cleaned mechanically, in contrast to that in the Vega district where
the traditional hand-cleaning process is still employed. Icelandic quilts weigh 0.7 kg, whereas
the hand-sewn products from Vega weigh 1.0 –1.2 kg.

Between 1700 and the 1790s, there were 187 legally preserved egg and down sites in
Nordland, 83 of them on the coast of Helgeland. Vega has had 17 egg and down sites, 15
having been legally preserved (Annex 1, Map E).

The best sites lay furthest out to sea. Around 100 years ago, the farms on Flovær, Lånan and
Halmøy tended approximately 800 brooding eiders each, and the figure was probably higher in
the latter part of the 19th century. Egg and down husbandry here accounted for more than
half the annual income. It was not unusual for smaller islands to have 400-500 birds;
consequently, this form of husbandry had substantial economic importance in providing
cash for housekeeping. 

It is estimated that around 250 kg of down were produced annually in the Vega Archipelago
in the 1890s, a figure which should correspond to some 16,000 brooding birds. At that time,
some 1000 kg were produced in the whole of Nordland, 2/3 of this coming from Helgeland.
Since the inhabitants abandoned the islands in 1960-1980, the breeding population of eiders
at the tended sites has declined and the number of ”wild eiders” has risen. The reduction is
perhaps also related to a general decline along the entire coast of Norway, the reason for
which is uncertain (poaching, mink, etc.). 

Property

Muddvær
Halmøy
Bremstein/Bremsteinvær
Søla
Hysværøyan I
Hysværøyan II
Omnøy
Lisøy
Nautøy
Skogsholmen
Kilvær
Sørvær
Lånan
Flovær
Indre & Ytre Flesen

Preserved 

1832
1876
1836
1890
1891
1834
1854
1855
1854
1853
1812
1795
1919
1812
1975

Utilised now

X
X

X
X

X
X

LEGALLY PRESERVED EGG AND DOWN SITES IN THE VEGA 
ARCHIPELAGO 

(the last preservation declaration)
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In 2002, six of the former egg and down sites in the Vega Archipelago are being tended by
islanders who have resumed, or continued, the unbroken tradition of keeping eiders as semi-
domesticated livestock. 

In the last two or three years, several people who tend the birds have received some financial
aid to cover their expenses, and more say they will maintain and extend the business if they
are given the opportunity to do so. 

The large number of eider houses of one kind or another are an important visual element in
the cultural landscape on the islands. Small houses which, in their use of materials and
design, relate the history of a substantial, unique, specialised and living business.

The “eider year” of the Vega islanders (Annex 2, nos. 15, 66-72)
The eiders return to their breeding area in the archipelago in February and March, and in
April they form flocks around the islands where the pairs gradually find their nesting sites.
The females are attached to one locality and return to former nesting sites. For several
nights, the females (the ducks) and the males (the drakes) go ashore and seek nests. The
birds are extremely timid then and very vulnerable to disturbance. After they have found
suitable nests, egg laying begins, and it continues through May and into June. The drakes
then leave the nesting sites, gather in flocks and go out to the skerries or open sea for their
annual moult, during which time they are unable to fly. They do not return until September. 

The nests: The natural habit of the eider is to nest among seaweed, on the shore, beneath an
overhanging rock or under a juniper bush. The objective of making a nest for the eider is to
form an attractive shelter that can meet her requirement for a dry, protected refuge that also
keeps the down clean and dry. People gather seaweed at Easter time and lay it out to dry,
gathering it in stacks, spreading it out and turning it. The old stone ‘nest boxes’, the “é-husene”,
are put in order and a new ring of seaweed is laid inside. The same takes place in the long
wooden houses (“e-banene”).

The chicks: The newly-hatched chicks are kept warm in the nest for a couple of days before
they embark on the treacherous walk to the sea. Great black-backed gulls are particularly
keen to catch them. The rest of the summer is spent swimming with their mother, often
assisted by non-breeding females. By late July or August, the chicks have grown up and
become independent, and the mother starts to moult her wing feathers. In late autumn, the
ducks and drakes congregate in their winter quarters. The drake has again assumed his fine,
white plumage, the ring has come full circle, and courting begins once more.

The down: The female lays down in her nest to conceal and warm her eggs. The down on
her breast loosens from its fixture points and she pushes it beneath and around the eggs. She
covers the eggs when she leaves the nest to drink. The colder the area, the more down she
relinquishes. While she is incubating her eggs, mink are her worst enemy, but otters, ravens
and crows can also cause a great deal of damage at the nesting sites. 

Down cleaning: The down needs drying, shaking, rough-cleaning, screening and fine-
cleaning. First, it has to be dried and the biggest pieces of rubbish are shaken loose. Then
the down can be put aside until there is time to begin the actual cleaning process. Foreign
matter is picked out by hand. Cleaning takes place in a shed, or outdoors in calm weather,
because the dust flies around. Grass and other impurities are removed. The fine cleaning is
done on a down screen, a frame fitted with a mesh made of fishing line. In Norway, it is
reckoned that 50-60 nests are required to give 1 kg of cleaned down, which in turn is
sufficient for one quilt.
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The quilt: No quilt fill is as light and emits as much warmth as the down from the breast of
the eider duck. It has very special properties. Unlike the down of other ducks and of geese,
eider down has tiny barbs that make it cling together in a clump. This gives eider down
exceptional insulating ability. Worldwide, some 3000 kg of cleaned down are produced
annually. Most of this is now machine-cleaned. On the down-producing islands at Vega, the
down is still hand-cleaned in the traditional manner, and it takes a whole week to clean one
kilogram of down.

Fishing and hunting

Fishing and the hunting of marine mammals have taken place ever since the ice retreated
10,000 years ago. Finds of Stone Age tools show that the design of important fishing gear
like fish hooks and sinkers has not changed much right down to our days. 

Investigation of the farm mound on the island of Blomsøy (from AD 600) showed that cod
was the most important fish, but herring, redfish, haddock, torsk, ling and halibut were also
taken. Common seals and grey seals were caught. For comparison, local reports of fish landed
during the 20th century show that the most important species were cod, other gadoid fish,
catfish, halibut, plaice and other flatfish.

The fish taken varied through the year. In early summer, saithe fishing was most popular and
small boats (17 – 23 foot) were generally used, the tackle being a rod or a ground net. People
also caught redfish in summer, for their own consumption, using a hand line. In late summer,
autumn and early winter, most people sought herring. Nets were the most important gear and
usually the same boats were used for herring as for saithe fishing.

The main fishery was the winter fishery for cod from the Barents Sea, and it took place in
Lofoten, some 250 km north of Vega, where the fish spawn from the end of January to some
time in April. The second half of the 19th century is generally called the ‘fembøring’ period
after the kind of boat used, a large boat rowed with five pairs of oars. The gear used was
nets. Line fishing was most in favour at the beginning of the 20th century, and mainly took
place with ’åttringer’, boats with four or five pairs of oars. Relatively deep-water, hand-line
fishing from small boats has taken place at all times where the fishing grounds were close
at hand. In the early days, ‘åttringer’ and ‘seksroringer’ (boats with three pairs of oars) were
also used for hand-line fishing. 

Taking part in the Lofoten fishery has been of great importance to the inhabitants of the Vega
Archipelago ever since the Middle Ages. In the 1870s, half the men in Vega took part in this
winter fishery. Relative to its population, no other borough had as many fishermen in
Lofoten as Vega. About 1870, Vega had 1830 inhabitants and 600 of the men fished in
Lofoten. In addition to these, there were the boats from the part of the Vega Archipelago
which then belonged to Tjøtta. Right up to 1910, Vega Borough Council held meetings in
what was called the Vega Shack in Kremmarvika, at Ballstad in Lofoten. The fishery lasted
three months and it was vital to earn money to purchase essential wares that could not be
grown or made on the islands. The younger fishermen continued further north to take part
in the cod fishery in Finnmark, which lasted until June. In this period, the women had the
sole responsibility for looking after the farm and the children on the islands. The interest for
the Lofoten fishery has lasted right up to our time, and even though it has become less
important, virtually all the active fishermen go there.

Around 1930, fish pots began to be used in the Vega Archipelago to catch cod living among
the kelp fronds near the rocky shores. This fishery became very important for the islands
north of Vega. Up to 300 tons of live fish were delivered to well boats that came once a week.
This fishery continued until about 1980. 
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At the end of the 1960s, the adult stock of Norwegian spring-spawning herring was virtually
exhausted. A small portion of the young herring that originated from the 1969 spawning
survived to spawn for the first time in 1973. This spawning stock became divided into
southerly and northerly components. The southerly one stayed on the stretch of coast from
Stad (in northern west Norway) to the Bodø district (some 150 km north of Vega). While the
herring stock was recovering, Sølasundet was an important feeding site for the immature
(fat) herring. Large numbers of these fish were recorded throughout Sølasundet and in
neighbouring waters west of Vega, initially in 1975. They migrated into these waters in late
summer and remained until November. In the latter part of the 1970s, the proportion of
mature herring rose. As the herring stock gradually increased during the 1980s, the number
of herring in Sølasundet decreased.  

In the Vega Archipelago cultural landscape, the rich fishing traditions are revealed by the
numerous navigational aids dotting the treacherous waters, the settlements with their fisher-
men’s shacks, boathouses and huts, the breakwaters, and the quays and warehouses.

Fish processing

In olden days, the cod were hung to dry in late winter to await their sale and transport to
Bergen in late summer. From the Middle Ages up to fairly recent times, huge quantities of
dried fish were sent from North Norway, including the Vega Archipelago, to the World
Heritage City of Bergen. 

To produce dried fish, the fish had to be cleaned, scraped, washed and tied two and two
together before being hung on large, trestle-like racks composed of horizontal rows of logs
fixed between supports. The larger fish were generally divided in two lengthwise, boned and
hung singly on the rack. The fish heads were strung on lines and dried for sale. Liver was
steamed to produce oil, and roe was salted and smoked. 

An alternative way of conserving the fish was to clean, split them in two and lay them on
the rocks to dry in the sun. These clip fish were then exported to southern Europe to make
”Bacalao de Nourvega”. Tåvær was one of the clip-fish rocks. In spring, salted fish were
soaked and washed in the sea before being salted again and laid in round mounds on the
rocks. After three days, they were re-stacked, after which they were ready to be laid out on
the rocks to dry. The weather conditions were vital for the quality of the end product of this
elaborate, time-consuming process. Dried clip fish were shipped from the Vega Archipelago
to Kristiansund from the beginning of the 1800s until 1940.   

Nowadays, dried fish and clip fish are only produced for private consumption. Commercial
fishermen now land their catches from regular fishing grounds right out at sea and among
the islands for filleting and icing at the local processing plant on Vega.

The boat

The first people to settle along the coast and on the islands came by boat more than 10,000
years ago. The boat remained the most important means of transport along the coast of
Norway until the second half of the 20th century.

The boats we know most about are those that have been in use from the end of the 19th
century up to the present day. Before it became popular to have an engine in the boat, just
before and after the First World War, the open Nordland boat with oars and a square sail was
the main type of boat throughout northern Norway.
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There are many sizes and versions of the Nordland boat, each adapted to different purposes:
• Tororing (from about 15 foot upwards, one pair of oars); the smallest Nordland boat.
• Færing (about 17 foot, two or three pairs of oars); the commonest boat for use near home.  
• Treroring (three pairs of oars); used by individual households for transporting people and

cargo, and for local fishing.
• Halvfemterømming (27 foot, four or five pairs of oars); for transporting people and cargo,

and for fishing.
• Åttring (28 – 30 foot, four or five pairs of oars); the most commonly used boat for line

fishing
• Fembøring (up to 45 foot, five pairs of oars); for fishing in winter with nets, cargo

transport and to live in; this was the largest Nordland boat.

With a fresh breeze, the Nordland boats, designed on the pattern of Viking ships, could sail
really fast. With the most favourable winds, they could outrun the coastal express steamers.

The boats were built at the heads of some fjords in the Salten, Rana and Bindalen districts,
and this boat-building tradition, based on a thousand years of experience, has been main-
tained right up to our time. In the Viking Period, the largest ships were built in Hålogaland
(northern Norway) and the biggest of the fleets of conscripted warships, with their 30 pairs
of oars and an estimated length of some 42 metres, came from here.

The boats were beached in a cleared landing place on the shore where there was a boathouse
in which they stood when not in use. The landing place and boathouse were an essential
feature of any household. Farming, fishing and travelling by sea were inseparable parts of
everyday life in Hålogaland, where Vega is situated.

Fishing took place from square-rigged, open boats right up to 1900. ‘Toromsfæring’ and
‘treroring’ (two and three pairs of oars) were mainly used for fishing near home. The
‘halvfemterømming’ was used for fishing in winter near Skjærvær and Bremstein, and also
on the offshore banks in spring. ‘Åttring’ and ‘fembøring’ were used for the same fishing
and also to fish cod in Lofoten and Finnmark. 

Each boat required a considerable crew and many people were involved in the fisheries
around the mid-1800s. This changed radically when engines were introduced from 1910.
The new boats needed fewer crew members and much of the worst toil was gone. People
began to use 20-30 foot motorboats (‘sjark’) for fishing both at home and in Lofoten. 

The original ‘sjark’ was a roughly 20 foot Nordland-type boat fitted with an engine. By
degrees, the hull design changed somewhat, but the Nordland boat remained the fundamental
concept for the shape of fishing boats in northern Norway until plastics and steel took over
as building materials during the second half of the 20th century (Annex 2, no. 28).
Nowadays, the old Nordland boats are looked upon as veteran vessels and are put to leisure
use. New Nordland boats are still being built on the old patterns. 

Fishing grounds and navigation 

In the past, no lighthouses or light beacons marked the way. In the dark and in poor visi-
bility, the fishermen therefore learned to sail by the distinctive sounds made by the sea. The
sound told them where the skerries and reefs lay, thus enabling them to know just where they
were in the dark. The pot fisherman knew the bottom so well, he could tell where he was in
dense fog. There are also special landmarks (‘mé’) that have been recognised as long as
people have lived on the islands; for instance, Haufatet on the Vega mountains and Sula on
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Søla). A ‘mé’ is used to locate a specific fishing spot using the point of intersection between
two lines of sight. The names of the ‘mé’ describe the topography, the height and the depth
(‘høl’ - a deep spot under water), shape (‘reip’ - rope-shaped), the kind of fish, and the tack-
le to be used (‘sula’ - a reel for a fishing line), and a few bear the name of a woman. The
knowledge about these landmarks was passed down from father to son, and was written
down in special ‘skall’ books in the 1800s and well into the 1900s. Owing to the navigational
aids on modern boats, much of the knowledge about these landmarks is being forgotten.

Livestock husbandry and farming 

Remains have been found which show that livestock were kept on some habitation sites on
the Helgeland coast dating from as early as 4000–5000 BP. Livestock were kept in all the
island settlements in Vega until these were depopulated during the second half of the 20th
century. Nowadays, some islands are grazed by breeds of sheep capable of staying outdoors
all winter (outwintered sheep) (Annex 2, nos. 12, 55). Corn is known to have been cultivated
on Vega 2000 years ago. 

The most important domestic animals down the ages have been sheep and cattle. Others
were pigs, goats, hens, dogs, cats and probably horses. On Søla, goats which had escaped
formed a wild stock that survived for a couple of hundred years until around 1970. 

On the islands, people made hay for the livestock and grew potatoes and other vegetables
for their own consumption. Many islands were used for grazing in summer, cows on the
most productive islands where fresh water was openly available (Annex 2, no. 13), sheep on
less productive islands, often lacking fresh water. All islands with grass and herbs were
scythed once each summer. The hay fields near the barn were fenced in and manured. The
plots used for potatoes and other vegetables, and also small barley fields, were generally
close to the dwellings, or in places on the islands where the soil was specially deep.

Seaweed cutting goes back a long way. Seaweed was used to improve the soil, as fodder and
to make eider nests. On low, treeless, barren islands, the islanders spread seaweed on the
land to deepen the soil and get better crops. Every single stem of grass was cut, and heather,
seaweed and fish entrails were essential as supplementary fodder. 

The varied land use on the islands has created a distinctive cultural landscape where different
kinds of cultivated land have developed bearing unique compositions of plant species that
still exist. 
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3c. Form and date of most recent records of property

Maps

In general, the quality and availability of maps is good. The most relevant maps include:

Land-use Maps Scale 1:5000. Contour interval 1 m. Show paths, tracks, roads, etc., place
names, contours, types of land, ancient monuments and property boundaries.

Main Series of Topographical Maps Scale 1:50 000. Contour interval 20 m. Sheets 1726
I-IV. Field checked in 1984.  Norwegian Mapping Authority. (Annex 5).

Main Chart Series Scale 1:50 000. Nos. 54, 55 and 56. ED 50. Published 1911, 1898 and
1905. Norwegian Mapping Authority, Hydrographic Section. 

Coastal Chart Series Scale 1:350 000. No. 310. Leka – Sklinna/Vestfjorden. ED 50.
Published 1919, 1960 edition. Norwegian Mapping Authority, Hydrographic Section. 

Bedrock Geology Scale 1:150 000. Geological Survey of Norway. 2002. (Annex 1, Map B).

Quaternary Geology Scale 1:150 000. Geological Survey of Norway. 2002. (Annex 1, Map C).

Inhabitants and commercial life 

Considerable statistical information exists, including:

Statistics Norway (Statistisk Sentralbyrå) releases more than 800 statistics a year
(www.ssb.no/english). As one of very few statistic agencies in the world, Statistics Norway
also performs extensive research and analysis.  

National Population Register A continually updated register recording births, deaths and
where every single individual is domiciled.

Real Properties, Addresses and Buildings Called GAB in Norwegian, this is a national
register and an information system containing data on real property, owners, addresses and
buildings throughout the country. It covers every property in Norway, complete with its
owners and their official, allocated addresses, as well as all buildings larger than 15 m2, with
varying degrees of detailed information. It is updated daily, these routines being authorised
in Norwegian legislation. Vega Borough Council has access to the register.

Agricultural Register is a register of all agricultural properties, operative units in agri-
culture, owners and users throughout the country. Contains information on the classes of
agricultural land, productive woodland and the total area of farmland in active use in Vega. 

Catch reports (2002) provides a survey of fish catches. The figures derive from the
Directorate of Fisheries, the Norwegian Raw Fish Sales Organisation and local fish buyers.

Aquaculture production (2002) is a survey from the Directorate of Fisheries of aquaculture
plants in Vega.
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Cultural history

Our knowledge of visible cultural history remains is considerable and the information is
found in several registers.

SEFRAK – register of buildings covers buildings and remains of buildings from before
1900. Approximately 495,000 in the country as a whole. Vega has 711 objects registered in
SEFRAK, 199 of these being ruins or remains. The original data are stored at the Nordland
County Council offices. The digital version is included in the GAB register (see above).

SEFRAK – register of other heritage objects and environments covers other kinds of
post-Reformation (post-1537) heritage objects. The records are incomplete. Approximately
20,000 are registered in the country as a whole, 21 in Vega. The original data are stored at
the Nordland County Council offices. They will be transferred to the Monument and Site
Register (the Cultural Monuments’ Data Base).

Register of Protected Buildings covers all protected buildings (except Sami ones) and all
objects and sites covered by an Individual Protection Order. Approximately 4000 objects in
the country as a whole. Vega has two sites containing a total of 32 objects.
(www.mistin.dep.no/fredninger/fredn_sok.asp)

Monument and Site Register covers all automatically protected (pre-1537) archaeological
and historical monuments and sites (not buildings). Vega has 238 localities containing
automatically protected monuments and sites of this kind registered in the data base. The
data base contains descriptive data, not co-ordinates. The Monument and Site Register will
be replaced by the Cultural Monuments’ Data Base in 2003, which will also contain co-
ordinates. Access to the Monument and Site Register requires a password. However, the data
are also available on an open web site: www.arkeoland.uib.no

Topographical Archive at the Museum of Archaeology and Natural History contains
information on archaeological and historical monuments and sites in the Vega Archipelago
that are not precisely placed on maps. Held at the Museum of Archaeology and Natural
History, Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim.

Biological diversity

Extensive background material exists for terrestrial biology, information having been
gathered since the 1960s. 

As a follow-up of the Convention on Biological Diversity, Norway is undertaking a
municipal programme during 1999–2003 which includes the recording of important
habitats, the ranges of important species and the precise haunts of Red Listed species. The
local authorities prepare thematic maps and combined maps which classify the values in the
areas shown. The records are fed into the national nature data base (naturbasen) which, in
turn, is linked to the land-use information system, Arealis, in each county administration.

Vega Borough Council completed its effort in the field during the summer of 2002 and all
the data will be available in the appropriate data bases within a year or two. 

Nature data base 
This data base contains information derived from the mapping of biological diversity, as
well as data on nature conservation areas, open-air recreation areas and cultural landscapes.
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It enables statistics and maps to be produced for use in planning, environmental impact
assessments, management, monitoring, etc. Various key figures can be derived from it. The
data base covers the whole country and is updated quarterly. Vega Borough Council and the
Office of the County Governor of Nordland can access it.

Arealis
This is a national project aimed at making land-use, resource and planning information more
readily available to local authorities and county administrations. The principal objective is
to gather information from specialist bodies and process it in a manner suitable for planners.
Specifications have been drawn up for important geographical data sets in many fields,
including archaeological and historical monuments and sites, biological diversity, water
supply, agriculture, land-use plans and population figures. As of September 2002, the
following data sets are available for Nordland:

RA - Directorate for Cultural Heritage
FMVA - Division for Environmental Conservation at the County Governor’s Office

Marine environment
General speaking, considerably less is known about the marine environment than the
terrestrial environment. The exceptions concern the pelagic systems which form the basis
for important fisheries, the mapping of seaweed resources (in 1950) and studies of the kelp
forest problem from 1980 onwards. 

In connection with on-going work on a national conservation plan for marine areas, some
supportive data have been compiled that concern the Vega Archipelago. A transect from
Vistenfjord right across the strandflat here is one of the potential marine conservation areas
being considered in connection with the plan. Particularly relevant sources are listed in
Chap. 7c.         

Vegetation 
Botanical investigations have mainly been carried out from 1980 to the present day. The
most important ones are listed in Chap. 7c.

Since 1998, a research project entitled ”Utmarksbeite på Helgelandskysten” (Outfield
grazing on the Helgeland coast) has been investigating the extent of overgrowing on more
than 100 islands. 
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The Norwegian Institute for Soil and Forest Mapping is planning extensive vegetation
mapping in Vega in summer 2003.

Fauna 
Systematic recording of fauna has been taking place since the 1960s, particularly as regards
bird life. In the 1970s and 1980s, several systematic investigations were undertaken in
connection with the preparation of conservation plans. Records drawn up by a local ornit-
hologist (Johan Antonsen) make up a 40-year series. Occurrences of seals, otters and elk,
among others, have also been recorded in recent decades. The most important faunal
investigations are listed in Chap. 7c.

Legal provisions

The Lovdata Foundation has web pages on the Internet (www.lovdata.no) listing all the Acts
and national and local Regulations that relate to the property. 

Photographic documentation 

The Directorate for Nature Management has 1000 colour slides taken in July, August,
October and November 2002.

The Directorate for Cultural Heritage has an archive of photographs.

Some photographic documentation of buildings in the property was made during the
SEFRAK investigation (held at the Nordland County Council offices).

Wilse Collection from 1905-13 (held at the Norwegian Folk Museum).

Geological information

The bedrock and Quaternary geology of the area are well documented. References to the
most important publications are in Chap. 7c.
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3d. Present state of conservation

Cultural landscape

In recent years, focus has been directed on values attached to the cultural landscape in the
Vega Archipelago, especially relating to problems associated with formerly cultivated areas
becoming overgrown. Among the significant projects that may be mentioned are:

”National registration of valuable cultural landscapes” took place in 1994 to select the
cultural landscape areas in Norway that were most worthy of protection. Lånan, a group of
islands in the property, was one of the 104 areas chosen. 

”Outfield grazing on the Helgeland coast” is a research project that began in 1998 to study
the extent of overgrowing on more than 100 islands. 

Upkeep and maintenance plan for cultivated land in the Vega Archipelago (draft 2002)
is a continuation of the above-mentioned research project and aims to reduce the further loss
of formerly cultivated land with substantial biological value. The work is being carried out
by staff of the Norwegian Institute for Crop Research at its local office in Tjøtta, in co-ope-
ration with Vega Borough Council and the County Governor’s Office in Nordland. The
measures proposed will be processed and implemented during 2003.   

Coastal culture and cultural environment

The cultural heritage conservation authorities in Norway are now placing great emphasis on
individual cultural monuments and sites being part of a meaningful context and that this
context must be preserved for posterity. 

”Protection of cultural monuments and sites along the coast” is a project whose goal has
been to help to protect a representative selection of coastal environments. It is also focusing
on restoring objects and perhaps making them suitable for a new form of use. The protec-
tion and restoration of Skjærvær in the Vega Archipelago is an important result of this work.
The Lighthouse Preservation Plan (1997) has resulted in the protection of 83 lighthouses
along the Norwegian coast. Bremstein Lighthouse in the Vega Archipelago is one of those
afforded national priority.   

Automatically protected archaeological and historical monuments and sites

Ever since the first Cultural Heritage Act in 1905, all pre-Reformation (pre-1537) archa-
eological and historical monuments and sites have been automatically protected. Vega has
238 known localities of this kind recorded in the Monument and Site Register and by an ®
symbol on land-use maps (scale 1:5000). Known archaeological and historical monuments
and sites are, in general, at risk of being damaged or destroyed, and the estimated annual
loss in the country as a whole is 1 %. The proportion in Vega is not known.

Vega Project was an archaeological research project that took place in 1984–88 and resulted
in many significant discoveries. It revealed the great research potential of the Vega
Archipelago. The results have been summarised on a map, which also shows the areas in
Vega that have the greatest potential for new discoveries.

The Cultural Heritage Year of 1997

In Norway, 1997 was set aside as Cultural Heritage Year. In this context, many local authori-
ties selected a municipal cultural heritage site, an important symbol for cultural monuments
within the borough. In Vega, Rørøygården (a farm and former trading centre in the buffer
zone) was chosen.
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Ship finds

The Norwegian Cultural Heritage Act states that a boat or related object that is older than
100 years is State property and must not be moved or damaged. Marine archaeological
investigations and registrations of Norwegian coastal waters are inadequate. Nevertheless,
pilot studies have shown that the foul waters within the property, combined with fishery-
based settlements, good natural harbours and emergency harbours, offer a great potential for
finding marine archaeological objects and wrecks from a long period of time. 

Fredrikstad Declaration and a Local Agenda 21

In November 1998, Vega Borough Council adopted the Fredrikstad Declaration regarding
the effort of the local community to further sustainable social development. This has been
elaborated on and made more specific in the ”Handlingsprogram for bærekraftig utvikling i
Vega” (Action programme for sustainable development in Vega) adopted on 5th October
2000. This programme states that the following visions will form the basis of future municipal
planning:

”The physical evidence left by prehistoric people in Vega must be a living and visible part
of the everyday life, self-expression and self-understanding of the inhabitants.”

“Biological diversity in Vega must be secured for coming generations. Create an under-
standing of the importance of safeguarding the biological diversity. Secure and preserve the
animal and plant life that occurs naturally in Vega through sustainable land-use manage-
ment and resource utilisation.”

The land-use part of the Municipal Master Plan

The Municipal Master Plan (approved in 2001) is undergoing revision. New plans will
replace both this and the present Coastal Zone Plan (a sub-plan for the islands and areas of
sea). The values that form the basis of the World Heritage Nomination and their manage-
ment will form the premises when the new land-use plan for the land and sea area in the
Vega Archipelago is drawn up. The work starts on 1st January 2003.

The current Coastal Zone Plan (from 1997-2000) states the following regarding the cultur-
al landscape:

”The local authority will take care of and develop the positive values in the cultural land-
scape in all its planning and activities, and improve the elements in the cultural landscape
that do not fit into the total impression given.”

In the current Municipal Master Plan for Vega, the nominated property is set aside as agri-
cultural areas, nature areas and areas for open-air recreation with the following provisions:
”Area where building is forbidden. Permission may be given to erect individual buildings
that are directly associated with agriculture and existing business or industry that is
attached to one location.”
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Egg and down sites

Fifteen egg and down sites were legally preserved long ago (see the table in section 3b). The
right to collect eggs and down at these sites has been upheld under the terms of the Wildlife
Act of 29th May 1981. The basis for practising this traditional livelihood in the Vega
Archipelago is thus ensured. 

”Landowners or users of land may collect eggs from eider nests in formerly legally preserved
egg and down sites up to and including 1st June. Down from eiders may be removed
throughout the summer after hatching has occurred.”

Nature conservation

The cultural landscape in the Vega Archipelago contains areas with natural merits of
international, national or regional value. On the basis of reports dealing with national and
regional qualities, the Government has consequently protected substantial areas under the
terms of the Nature Conservation Act. Special regulations prevent forms of land use and
disturbance that are detrimental to natural values within the nature conservation areas in the
Vega Archipelago. 

Thematic conservation plans for wetlands, rich deciduous woodlands and coastal areas have
resulted in the setting aside of four nature reserves, four bird sanctuaries and one area of
protected landscape. All told, these cover 22,380 ha of land and sea within the property.
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3e. Policies and programmes related to the presentation and
promotion of the property

Eider House (É-huset)

In Helgeland, there is an unbroken tradition of keeping eiders as ‘domestic birds’. The
history of this tradition and of its commercial aspects is presented at the Eider House, a
documentation centre for the egg and down business. The Eider House is in process of being
established in a former warehouse on a quay on Vega. The exterior restoration of the
building is complete, a concept for an exhibition has been prepared and efforts are being
made to obtain money to fully finance the project and cover the running costs. The work
accomplished so far has been covered by grants from, among others, the Norwegian Council
for Cultural Affairs, Nordland County Council, the County Governor of Nordland and Vega
Borough Council, in addition to a substantial input of voluntary labour.

Web portal

Informing the wider public of the universal values of the area for research, education and
general enjoyment is a major challenge that needs to be met. Since the nesting season of the
birds is one factor that will need to have a strong bearing on when parts of the area may be
visited, it will be specially important to spread good information via the Internet. 

A web portal will be able to inform the public at large about the World Heritage Area. In the
case of the Vega Archipelago, it will be their natural history, cultural landscape and historical
merits that will be most important. The web pages should also present research carried out
in the area and have a data base enabling people to seek information about the flora and
fauna.

Possible future co-operation with the High Coast World Heritage Area in Sweden to evolve
a special Internet site on World Heritage aspects for children and young people is being
discussed, as, too, is the feasibility of arranging the exchange of school pupils.

A web page has been set up in connection with the nomination work, to inform people about
the area and the progress of the nomination process. www.verdensarvvega.no/english.htm

Ecotourism

Ecotourism is a key concept for paving the way for visitors to the entire Vega archipelago.
The increasing influx of visitors means that Vega Borough Council must stay one step ahead
and steer the visitors to prevent damage to the extremely vulnerable natural and historical
assets.

Vega Borough Council wishes to focus particularly on:
• Paving the way for visitors and providing information in parts of the protected areas. This

is taking place through the Coastal Trail and World Heritage Trail. The Coastal Trail has
been organised as a thematic trip focusing on the Stone Age (Vega), botany (Skogs-
holmen), egg and down collecting (the Eider House and Hysvær) and preserved buildings
(Skjærvær). It will also be able to be extended to include small package trips to the
proposed World Heritage Area of the Vega Archipelago.

• Organising facilities for tourists at the protected fishing village of Skjærvær by providing
public services, information and overnight accommodation.
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Preservation of buildings

The Directorate for Cultural Heritage, in co-operation with Vega Borough Council,
Nordland County Council and the region as a whole, has invested a huge effort over several
years in restoring and refurbishing some 20 buildings in the abandoned fishing village of
Skjærvær. Skjærvær is protected under the terms of the Cultural Heritage Act and the
Directorate for Cultural Heritage has singled it out as a specially valuable cultural heritage
site on the coast.

Vega Borough Council is faced with a huge challenge with regard to continuing this work
and finding new uses for the village. Skjærvær will be able to have an important function in
providing knowledge of value for corresponding restoration work in this region. 

World Heritage Trail

The concept of coastal trails is to provide a network of overnight accommodation facilities
along the Norwegian coast for people travelling on foot, in motor boats or in yachts. The
endeavour began as a joint effort between the Norwegian Mountain Tourist Association, the
Coastal Association and the National Association of Open-air Recreation Councils, along
with input from local people attempting to set up facilities. 

Vega Borough Council, Vega Coastal Association and the local tourist industry are co-
operating in Vega to evolve a World Heritage Trail that will give visitors an insight into the
qualities that have led to the nomination of the Vega Archipelago as a World Heritage Area.
The Trail is thematic and demonstrates Stone Age history, biological diversity, the egg and
down business, the preservation of buildings and the history of coastal culture. 

WISP

A number of water bird information centres are being established in northern Europe. The
greylag goose is the species upon which several of these concentrate their attention. A future
visitor centre for the Vega Archipelago will be able to be linked to the others through its
location close to one of the breeding sites of this species.

Books and booklets

Wold, Helge A. (1985): Utvær, bilder fra et norsk hverdagslandskap.
Ness, Inga E. 1998: Med ea som husdyr. Egg- og dunvær i Vega. Fotefar mot nord. Vega
kommune. 
Ness, Inga E. (ed.) 1999: Vega gjennom 10.000 år. Vega kommune. 
Johansen, R. & Sørli, S. (ed.) 2001: I ærfuglens rike. Nordisk Kulturlandskapsforbund No. 15.

Brochures

Vegaøyene som verdensarv (4 pages). Norwegian and English versions (2001). 

Products

Eider down quilts. A number of hand-sewn quilts are produced here each year using
traditional methods.  
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4 Management

4a. Land ownership

The vast majority of land in the property is privately owned (ca. 90 – 95 %). The right of
ownership of private land also embraces the adjoining area of sea down to a depth of 2 m.
Vega Borough Council owns less than 10 % of the land, and only approximately 0.5 % is
state owned. 

Areas of sea beyond a depth of 2 m are state owned. The Norwegian State has the right of
ownership to sub-sea natural deposits (cf. Act relating to Petroleum Activities) and the
Government through the Directorate of Fisheries administers the Act relating to Sea-water
Fisheries, etc., which regulates the utilisation of fish resources in the free water masses.

4b. Legal status (as of 1st January 2003)

The Planning and Building Act for the most part controls the management of land and
landscape in Norway. The Act functions through a system of plans, the overriding instru-
ment at the local level being the parts of the Municipal Master Plan referring to land use.
The borough council adopts the master plan and evaluates it every 4 years. As regards the
property, the current Municipal Master Plan includes two parts referring to land use, one for
land areas (2001-2005) and another for coastal and marine areas (1997-2001). Provisions
that refer to both maps and text lay down the premises for the preservation and development
of the cultural landscape and its natural and cultural values.

The important special bills with national application, the Nature Conservation Act and the
Cultural Heritage Act, are, moreover, of great importance for protecting and managing
parts of the special cultural landscape of the Vega Archipelago. Under the provisions of these
Acts, the Norwegian Government, through resolutions adopted by the King in Council or by
the Directorate for Cultural Heritage, has protected areas with outstanding archaeological
and historical monuments and sites, and/or natural assets. Within their boundaries, the Acts
furnish the environmental conservation authorities with the right to control all acts of a
physical nature that have a bearing on the protected assets. In addition to 238 localities
known to have automatically protected archaeological and historical monuments and sites,
32 buildings and 22,380 ha of the property are protected under the terms of the special bills
(Annex 1, Map F).

A number of other Acts have indirect and direct significance for the protection and manage-
ment of values in the cultural landscape of the property in that they regulate the utilisation
of individual natural resources, or facilitate control and supervision. 

All told, the various parts of the national legislation offer an effective legal means for
controlling development in every aspect of the use of land and resources in the property so
that the values protected are preserved.

The various relevant Acts are described in more detail below.
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Planning and Building Act of 14th June 1985

This Act applies to the entire Vega Archipelago, including rivers, streams and areas of sea.

Planning under the terms of the Act must pave the way for co-ordinating national, county
council and local authority activities and provide a basis for decisions on the use and
protection of resources, development and paying attention to aesthetic aspects.

Chap. IV § 17-2 Ban on building and disposal of part of a property inside a 100 metre wide
belt along the shoreline to the sea
The Act lays down a general ban on the erection of new buildings closer to the sea than 100
metres from the shoreline measured horizontally from the shoreline at normal high water.
The provision does not apply to built-up areas nor to areas covered by a Local Development
Plan. The ban means that many small islands and large stretches of the shore zone can
remain undeveloped by buildings. This also has positive consequences for the cultural land-
scape in the Vega Archipelago.

Chap. V  County Planning 
The County Plan for Nordland consists of objectives and long-term guidelines for devel-
opment in the county and has direct influence on physical planning in the Borough of Vega.
The plan contains regional policy guidelines for land-use policy in five areas:

- general guidelines for land-use planning
- land-use policy for the development of business and industry
- sustainable land-use in the coastal zone
- sustainable land-use in towns and built-up areas
- land-use policy for the management of open countryside and biological diversity.

A separate county sub-plan for the coastal zone in Nordland (1997-) gives more detailed
guidelines for land-use planning in the coastal zone.

Chap. VI Municipal Planning
According to the Norwegian Planning and Building Act, Municipal Master Plans are intended
to co-ordinate physical, economic, social, aesthetic and cultural development within the
local authority concerned. They consist of a long-term component containing targets for
development and guidelines for sector planning and a part referring to land use to enable the
management of land and sea areas and other natural resources.

Guidelines and legally binding plans for the Vega Archipelago 

Chap. IV Planning at the national level
§ 17-2 Ban on building, etc. inside a 100 metre belt from the sea

Chap. V County planning
County Plan for Nordland County Council for 2000-2003
County sub-plan for the coastal zone in Nordland for 1997-

Chap. VI Municipal planning
Municipal Master Plan for Vega (approved on 28th June 2001)
Coastal Zone Plan for Vega (Municipal sub-plan approved in 1997)  

Chap. VII Local Development Plan
§ 28-2 Building Development Plan
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The land-use part of the Municipal Master Plan for Vega consists of two co-ordinated plan-
ning documents, a sub-plan for land areas (2001-2005) and a sub-plan for coastal and sea
areas (1997-2001). These land-use plans consist of maps on which the whole of Vega is
divided into zones with associated planning provisions. The maps have legal effect for the
land use.

Examples of current targets in the Municipal Master Plan for Vega for the protection of nat-
ural and cultural values:
• Traditions passed down over generations for harvesting natural resources, which reflect

their sustainable utilisation, must be upheld
• Local architectural traditions and aesthetic qualities must be safeguarded when planning

areas where building is to take place
• The use of productive land and grazing must be avoided when development is to take

place, and areas that are important for biological diversity must be preserved.

Example of current strategies in the Municipal Master Plan for Vega for preserving natural
and cultural values:
• A separate sub-plan within the Municipal Master Plan must be drawn up for cultural her-

itage preservation.

Examples of current planning provisions that are important for preserving natural and cul-
tural values:
• In areas set aside for agriculture, nature conservation and open-air recreation, new

building development must conform to the following guidelines:
- buildings must be accommodated to the terrain and the surroundings
- buildings must conform to the architectural style and traditions of the area
- a Building Development Plan is required for developments consisting of groups of more  

than three buildings, or of leisure cabins.

Chap. VII Local Development Plans
In general terms, a Local Development Plan is a detailed plan with associated provisions
which regulates the use and protection of land. It is drawn up whenever it is essential to
ensure that general planning work is implemented in accordance with the law. No valid
Local Development Plans exist for the property as of 1st January 2003.

Chap. VII § 28-2 Building Development Plan
In general, the drawing up of a Building Development Plan may be required to establish the
design of buildings and associated outside areas within a specifically limited area. No valid
Building Development Plans exist for the property as of 1st January 2003.

Chap. VIIa Environmental impact assessments
Any measure that may have significant impact on the environment, cultural heritage objects
and sites, natural resources or the community generally generates an obligation for an
environmental impact assessment to clarify its effects.

Chap. III Consultation, publication and information
National, county council and local authority planning bodies are generally speaking obliged
to keep the general public informed of planning matters. Individual persons and groups
affected by plans must be given an opportunity to participate actively in the planning
process. 
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Cultural Heritage Act of 9th June 1978

The purpose of the Act is to protect archaeological monuments and sites and cultural
environments, which are part of our cultural heritage and identity, as part of the overall
environmental and resource management.

All archaeological and historical monuments and sites from before 1537 and Sami monu-
ments and sites that are more than 100 years old are automatically protected under the terms
of the Act. In addition, standing structures dateable to the period 1537-1650 are normally
also automatically protected. An automatically protected monument or site always has a 5-m
broad protected security zone extending from its perimeter. The automatic protection also
concerns monuments and sites under water. The Act also protects all ship finds older than
100 years. 

Under the terms of the Act, the Ministry of the Environment may issue an individual
Protection Order to protect structures or sites that date from 1537 or later. The County
Council administration is authorised by the Act to issue temporary Protection Orders. 

An area surrounding all types of protected monuments and sites may be protected to secure
their effect and significance within the landscape or to protect scientific interests associated
with them. A Royal Decree may, moreover, protect cultural environments as an entity. 

The Act thus protects archaeological and historical monuments and sites from adverse
disturbances, prescribes penalty scales that may be meted out to those who damage a
protected monument or site, and describes the rights and obligations of the owners. The Act
protects archaeological and historical monuments and sites on land as well as under water.
The Directorate for Cultural Heritage is responsible for ensuring that the Act is complied
with.

The Act stipulates prior notification to the proper authorities from anyone who intends to
initiate projects which may lead to the disturbance of an automatically protected archa-
eological or historical monument or site, or a ship find. The person responsible for initiating
the project must ensure that the obligation regarding prior notification is fulfilled. The project
must be reported to the Division for Cultural Heritage Affairs in the appropriate County
Council. The initiator of the project must bear all the costs of any mapping, excavations or
protective measures arising out of such notification.
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Chap. IV Ship finds
The State has the right of ownership of boats more than 100 years old, ship’s hulls, gear,
cargo and anything else that has been on board, or parts of such objects, when it seems clear
under the circumstances that there is no longer any reasonable possibility for finding out
whether there is an owner or who the owner is. Finds of such objects must be reported to the
local police authority or to the authority appointed under the Act. 

Within the Vega Archipelago are two marine archaeological PRIMAT areas (prioritised
marine archaeological territories) where an evaluation has been made of the likelihood that
valuable finds will be revealed in the event of detailed investigations. 

Protected objects and areas in the Vega Archipelago 

Chap. II, § 3 Automatically protected archaeological and historical monuments and
sites
All cultural heritage objects in the Vega Archipelago that date from
before 1537 are automatically protected. This concerns all
archaeological monuments and sites (for instance, Stone Age localities
and Medieval cultural layers), ruins and buildings. A total of 238
localities containing one or more automatically protected
archaeological monuments or sites have so far been recorded in the
archipelago, mostly in the buffer zone.   

Chap. II, § 6 Security zone around automatically protected cultural heritage objects
The area around an automatically protected archaeological monument
or site is protected against any and all measures or disturbance (for a
minimum of 5 m from the periphery). This applies to all the 238
localities mentioned above.  

Chap. IV, § 14 Ship finds
Ship finds older than 100 years are the property of the State and must
not be moved or damaged without the permission of the Cultural
Heritage Authority.   

Chap. V §§ 15 Individual Protection Order
and 19 The Ministry may protect structures or sites which have special value

architecturally or from the point of view of cultural history. As a step
in the protection process, an extensive round of consultations is under-
taken during which relevant private and public parties may make their
opinions known. The Directorate for Cultural Heritage takes the final
decision. This means that all measures beyond ordinary upkeep require
special permission from the cultural heritage authority. This also
applies to fixed inventory.
Within the property, the following objects and their immediate
surroundings are protected:
Skjærvær, Protection Order dated 1994 referring to 29 individual
protected objects (buildings). 
Bremstein Lighthouse, Protection Order dated 1999 referring to 3
protected buildings. 
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Nature Conservation Act of 19th June 1970

The Nature Conservation Act states that nature is a national asset which must be protected.
The Act also emphasises the close interrelationship between man and nature, and that the
quality of nature must be preserved for the future.

The Act authorises the preservation and protection of rare and endangered species of
animals and plants and natural areas containing regional, national and international values
in connection with animal and plant life, geological features and landscapes. The protection
takes place by Royal Decree, which means that the Government adopts a resolution through
the King in Council.

As a step in the democratic process associated with the setting aside of protected areas, a
round of consultations is undertaken where relevant parties are given an opportunity to
comment on the plans.

Chap. II § 5 Protected Landscape Areas
A protected landscape area is set aside to preserve distinctive or beautiful natural or cultural
landscapes. No activities may be undertaken there which can substantially alter the nature
or character of the landscape. 
The purpose of setting aside the Hysvær/Søla Protected Landscape Area is:
- to preserve a distinctive natural and cultural landscape area, and to secure the  zoological,
botanical and cultural historical elements that contribute to the special character of the
area.

Chap. II § 8 Nature Reserves
Nature reserves are set aside where strict protection is essential. They contain habitats, biota
or biotopes that are of special scientific or pedagogical significance. The purpose of setting
aside the nature reserves in the Vega Archipelago is to protect such elements as:
- valuable areas of wetland and mire, valuable areas for migrating and breeding wetland
birds, rich deciduous woodland containing thermophilous and rare species of plants, local-
ities where barnacle geese rest, and breeding, moulting and wintering areas for sea birds.

Protected areas within the property 

Chap. II, § 5 Protected landscape area
Hysvær/Søla Protected Landscape Area (2002) 9317 ha  

Chap. II, § 8 Nature reserves
Eidemsliene Nature Reserve (2000) 292 ha
Kjellerhaugvatnet Nature Reserve (1997) 199 ha
Holandsosen Nature Reserve (2000) 250 ha
Lånan/Skjærvær Nature Reserve (2002) 11 292 ha  

Chap. II, § 9 Bird Sanctuaries (biotope protection)
Mudvær Bird Sanctuary (2002) 959 ha
Skjærvær Bird Sanctuary (2002) 33 ha
Lånan Bird Sanctuary (2002) 33 ha
Flovær Bird Sanctuary (2002) 5 ha

Total: 22 380 ha
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Chap. II § 9 Protected Biotope Areas 
Protected biotope areas are set aside to protect the habitats of specific species of animals and
plants. The purpose of setting aside the bird sanctuaries in the Vega Archipelago is:
- to preserve a good and undisturbed breeding and growing up area for sea birds.

Other legislation that is important for land use and management

Open-air Recreation Act (1957)
The purpose of this Act is to protect the natural basis for outdoor recreation and to secure
the public right of access to and passage through the countryside and the right to spend time
there, etc., so that opportunities for outdoor recreation as a leisure activity that is healthy,
environmentally sound and gives a sense of well being are maintained and promoted.

Act relating to Motor Traffic on Uncultivated Land and in Watercourses (1977)
The purpose of this Act is to regulate motor traffic on uncultivated land and in watercourses on
the basis of overall considerations of the public interest, with a view to protecting the natural
environment and promoting public well-being. 

Wildlife Act (1981)
All wild-living land mammals, birds, amphibians and reptiles within the property are
protected under the terms of this Act unless a Regulation provides specific exemption. The
purpose of the Act is to manage the wildlife and its habitats in such a way that the
productivity and species diversity found in nature are preserved. A special Regulation under
the terms of the Act has been adopted regarding open seasons for the collecting of egg and
down applicable to the seasons from 1st April 2002 up to and including 31st March 2007.
It states the species, time periods and permissible equipment for hunting, egg and down
collecting in the Vega Archipelago.

Pollution Act (1981)
The purpose of this Act is to protect the external environment from pollution, reduce existing
pollution, reduce the quantity of refuse and encourage better treatment of refuse. The Act is
intended to ensure that the quality of the environment is acceptable so that pollution,
contamination and refuse do not become detrimental to health, well-being or the ability of
nature to produce and regenerate itself.

Act relating to Sea-water Fisheries, etc. (1983)
The purpose of this Act is to regulate all fishing in the sea in keeping with the principle of
maintaining justifiable and sustainable management of the resources in the sea. The Act and
its associated Regulations regulate all fishing (quotas and methods) within the Vega
Archipelago and neighbouring offshore waters. 

Act concerning the Cultivation of Fish, Shellfish, etc. (1985)
The cultivation of fish and shellfish requires a licence. The Directorate of Fisheries issues
licences for the cultivation of salmon and trout for human consumption. Licences to produce
fry and fish for stocking purposes and to cultivate sea char, marine fish and shellfish for
human consumption are issued by the regional director for fisheries and aquaculture in the
county in which the plant is to be located.
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Act relating to Land (1995)
The purpose of the Land Act is to ensure that land resources are employed in a way that is
best for society and for those employed in agriculture. 

Provisions in the Land Act stating that cultivated land must not be used for purposes that are
not directed at agricultural production, and that cultivable land must not be used in such a
way that it becomes unsuitable for agricultural production in the future, are of particular
importance for the management of the landscape in the Vega Archipelago. Exemption from
these provisions may be granted in special cases following an application which must be
submitted to the local authority concerned.

Nature Inspectorate Act (1996)
The King can set up a Nature Inspectorate to safeguard national environmental merits and
prevent environmental crime. This inspectorate is intended to ensure that provisions laid
down in a number of Acts are complied with, the Acts concerned being the Open-air
Recreation Act, Nature Conservation Act, Act relating to Motor Traffic on Uncultivated
Land and in Watercourses, Cultural Heritage Act, Wildlife Act and the Act relating to
Salmonids and Fresh-water Fish.The inspectorate has the task of providing guidance and
information, upkeep and maintenance, registration and documentation. A proposal has been
put forward to open a regional office in Vega, or elsewhere in Helgeland.

Act concerning Sea Ranching (2000)
The purpose of this Act is to help sea ranching to have a balanced and sustainable devel-
opment and become a profitable coastal industry. The Act applies to the release and
recapture of crustaceans, molluscs and sea urchins for commercial purposes (sea ranching). 

Act relating to Watercourses and Groundwater (2000)
The purpose of this Act is to ensure that watercourses and groundwater are used and
managed in a manner that is in the best interests of society. 

The drainage basin for drinking water in Vega is situated within the area proposed for
nomination to the World Heritage List.
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4c. Protective measures and means of implementing them

Objectives and appropriate measures

The Norwegian Government, national and regional authorities, Vega Borough Council and
the landowners have the common objective of helping to ensure that the values which underlie
the nomination are preserved for posterity. A number of documents confirm this objective,
contribute towards giving the parties a sense of responsibility and list the prioritised practical
measures that will help ensure successful implementation.

Declaration of Intent (2002)  

A Declaration of Intent between the landowners, the authorised users, Vega Borough
Council, the County Council and Government authorities regarding co-operation and joint
responsibility for preserving the values in the landscape (Annex 3). 

One objective
• ”the landscape in the Vega Archipelago, with its cultural and biological values, shall be

preserved”

One measure
• set up a consultative group for the World Heritage Area

Fredrikstad Declaration (adopted by Vega Borough Council in 1998)
Many Norwegian borough councils, local communities and organisations chose to sign this
Declaration to demonstrate their desire for sustainable development, a Local Agenda 21. (A
Local Agenda 21 is a follow-up performed by local authorities in response to encouragement
stated in Agenda 21, adopted at the Conference on Environment and Development in Rio de
Janeiro in 1992.)  

Two objectives
• ”…. sustainable development that ensures a quality of life and a foundation for life today

and for coming generations.”
• ”The activities in our local community must take place within the limits of what nature

can tolerate both locally and globally, and we therefore wish to reduce our consumption
of resources and the load we place on the environment.”

One measure
• an action plan for sustainable development in Vega (see below).

Action plan for sustainable development in Vega (adopted by Vega Borough Council on
5th October 2000)

The plan will be used as a template for all the municipal planning.  
Two objectives
• ”The physical evidence left by prehistoric people in Vega must be a living and visible part

of the everyday life, self-expression and self-understanding of the inhabitants.”

• ”Biological diversity in Vega must be secured for coming generations. Create an under-
standing of the importance of safeguarding biological diversity. Secure and preserve the
animal and plant life that occurs naturally in Vega through sustainable land-use manage-
ment and resource utilisation.”
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The measures include:
• continue the Skjærvær and Bremstein projects
• endeavour to establish the Eider Museum and Documentation Centre
• draw up a strategy for getting young people to return to Vega after completing their

education
• duplicate maps and registers of archaeological and historical monuments and sites for use

in schools, etc.
• set up apprenticeships in the fishing industry
• retain people who have expertise in the fishing industry
• strictly enforce the obligation to live on and run farms
• map the location and extent of specially important types of habitat that are rare or

endangered
• be restrictive in respect of encroachments and new forms of land use in important

localities for plants and animals
• use the land-use section of the Municipal Master Plan to hinder important areas from

being developed
• safeguard the cultural landscape on the islands through a care and maintenance plan and

measures (see the next item)

Municipal Master Plan for Vega (2001-2005)

One objective
• ”The basis for the development of the community by the inhabitants must be use and re-

use. The traditions passed down over generations for harvesting the natural resources,
which reflect their sustainable utilisation, must continue.”

Two measures
• introduction of a general ban on building within the proposed World Heritage Area
• separate, general guidelines regarding localisation, extent and design of new building

development within the proposed buffer zone 

Upkeep plan for the Vega Archipelago (nearing completion by Vega Borough Council)
Objectives

• register botanical qualities on selected islands in the archipelago
• raw up recommendations for how the islands should be taken care of

The following are among the measures proposed:
• sheep grazing should be intensified on a broader selection of islands
• cattle and/or sheep grazing on selected islands
• controlled sheep grazing on specially selected islands that are vulnerable
• set up a monitoring project.

Management plan for eiders (nearing completion by Vega Borough Council)
One objective

• ”Secure the duck population to enable the retention of a vital and unique aspect of the
coastal culture of northern Norway.”

The measures should include:
• the founding of the Vega Down Association (an organisation of people with a common

interest for running the egg and down business)
• financial aid for people tending eiders 
• further development of an Eider Centre (a centre for documentation and providing know-

how)
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Archaeological and historical monuments and sites and cultural environments (pro-
tected under the terms of the Cultural Heritage Act)

Objective
• ”Archaeological and historical monuments and sites and cultural environments are

irreplaceable sources of knowledge about the life and activities of people and their artistic
and technological skills down the ages. As non-renewable resources they have to be
managed with a long-term perspective.”

Measures should include:
• Protection Orders for 32 buildings and their immediate surroundings in the Vega

Archipelago
• endeavour to set up a ”building preservation centre” on Skjærvær (Vega Borough Council,

Nordland County Council and the Directorate for Cultural Heritage)
• secure and continually maintain Bremstein and Skjærvær (by the Norwegian National

Coastal Administration and Vega Borough Council)

Nature conservation (nature protection resolutions under the terms of the Nature
Conservation Act)

Objective
• ”Nature conservation implies utilising the natural resources from the viewpoint of the

close interrelationship between man and nature, and bearing in mind that the quality of
nature must be preserved for the future. Encroachments should only be undertaken on the
basis of a long-term and broad-based allocation of resources that takes into account that
nature is preserved for the future as a basis for the employment, health and well-being of
the people.”

Measures should include:
• The completion of a comprehensive management plan for areas in the Vega Archipelago

where nature is protected (this is being prepared by staff in the office of the County
Governor of Nordland and will be completed by 1st January 2004)
The document will include the following:
- plan for monitoring the state of nature
- plan for special care and maintenance measures that are essential to follow up the 

intentions of the protection resolutions
- surveillance plan.

Management of fish resources
Objective

• ”The overriding aim is to create a sustainable and profitable fishing and aquaculture
industry, thereby preserving the main elements of the settlement pattern, ensuring reliable
and good jobs and enhancing the earning capacity of the industry.”

Management of agriculture
Objective
• ”The agricultural policy must ensure the consumers safe food of the proper quality by

having sound food production and securing the resource base for agricultural production,
improving basic know-how and contributing towards value creation and employment
throughout the country based on the agricultural and associated industries.”
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4 d - e. Government agencies with management authority

National authorities (government agencies)

Directorate for Cultural Heritage
The Directorate for Cultural Heritage is the professional advisory and executive body for the
Ministry of the Environment in matters relating to cultural heritage management. The
Directorate has multidisciplinary expertise in aspects connected with archaeology, art history,
ethnology, architectural history, restoration and land-use management, and is the thematic
centre for data-based information on prehistoric monuments and sites, historical monuments
and sites and cultural environments.

The Directorate has authority to issue exemptions to the automatic protection of archaeo-
logical and historical monuments and sites and marine archaeological monuments and sites.
It can issue Protection Orders for post-medieval structures and sites.

The Directorate has overriding professional responsibility and responsibility to follow up the
management of archaeological and historical monuments and sites performed by county
council staff. It must aid local authorities to incorporate cultural heritage interests in their
land-use planning and to manage archaeological and historical monuments and sites as
valuable resources in their overall management of the environment. 

Directorate for Nature Management
The Directorate for Nature Management is the professional advisory and executive body for
the Ministry of the Environment in matters relating to nature management. It has multi-
disciplinary expertise in fields connected with ecology, land-use management and open-air
recreation, and is the thematic centre for data-based information on ecology and biology.
The Directorate has broad knowledge of the state of nature and authority to issue instruc-
tions on professional matters to the environmental conservation divisions in the offices of
the County Governors within its own fields of responsibility. It endeavours to preserve
biological diversity and protect and strengthen the right of common access. 

The Norwegian Nature Inspectorate was set up under the terms of the Nature Inspectorate
Act of 21st June 1996 and is intended to maintain an overall grip on the national effort to
supervise the natural environment. It is supposed to create understanding and respect for
regulations existing within this field and to prevent environmental crime. Its main tasks are
to provide information and guidance, perform surveillance and monitoring, carry out regi-
stration and documentation, and care for, maintain and run sites.   

A great deal of emphasis is placed on establishing good co-operation with others involved
in supervising the natural environment, not least co-ordinating with the police in regard to
surveillance tasks. The inspectorate is at present attached to the Directorate for Nature
Management as a separate department, but most of the work takes place locally in areas
where the need for improved supervision is greatest. 

Directorate of Fisheries
The Directorate of Fisheries is the foremost advisory and executive body for the authorities
in matters relating to the management of fisheries in Norway. Its principal task is to work
systematically to further the interests and development of the Norwegian fishing and aqua-
culture industry to the best advantage of its employees, and so that the fish resources will
give an optimal yield in the long term.
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The Directorate is the advisory and executive body for the Ministry of Fisheries in respect
of matters relating to fisheries, aquaculture and the marine environment. It has been
delegated many management tasks. 

The Directorate of Fisheries is intended to help to fulfil the overriding objective of the
Ministry of Fisheries to create a sustainable and profitable fishing and aquaculture industry,
thereby preserving the main elements of the settlement pattern, ensuring reliable and good
jobs and enhancing the earning capacity of the industry.

The fish resources are natural resources that are not subject to private ownership rights. The
Government therefore has special responsibility to ensure that this resource is utilised in a
manner that gives an optimal long-term yield. 

Regional authorities

Government agencies

County Governor of Nordland
The County Governor is the representative of the Government at the county level and has
special responsibility for co-ordinating Government-initiated activities in the county so that
important national policies can be implemented in a balanced manner with respect to local
authorities, for example. 

A primary mission of the County Governor’s Office is to ensure that local authorities fulfil
the obligations for which they are largely responsible, namely to implement tasks concerned
with information, surveillance and monitoring in important areas of society. This concerns
the spheres of nature conservation, agriculture, civil contingency planning, social care, child
care, nursery schools, municipal economy and general municipal organisation and admini-
stration.

The Division for Environmental Conservation is, among other things, responsible for:
• registering natural features that are worthy of protection 
• implementing conservation plans
• administering areas that are protected or preserved
• nature monitoring
• administering public areas for open-air recreation
• managing game and freshwater fish
• looking after environmental concerns in planning and encroachment issues
• surveillance, monitoring and considering matters related with pollution problems.

The Division for Agriculture is, among other things, responsible for:
• implementing Government agricultural policies in Nordland, in part by 

administering and verifying financial transfers to agriculture
• looking after agricultural concerns in planning and encroachment issues 
• controlling and supervising commercial activities in agriculture and forestry,

including ensuring that they are carried out in accordance with the demands for 
sustainability and the maintenance of biological diversity

• being a centre of expertise for the development of multifunctional agriculture and
a living cultural landscape.
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In general terms, the County Governor’s Office plays an important role in laying down
premises for, and being a partner in, the planning efforts made by the local authorities and
sectors to fulfil the terms of the Planning and Building Act and sectoral legislation. 

The regional office of the Directorate of Fisheries in Nordland (Bodø)
The regional office of the Directorate of Fisheries is responsible for administrative and sur-
veillance activities at the county and local authority levels. Its tasks may be categorised as
follows:

• administrative procedures, information and guidance
• planning, strategies and implementing measures
• quality control
• surveillance of resources and regulations
• supervising aquaculture
• contingency work and monitoring of maritime areas.

County authorities

Nordland County Council
The county council is an independent political body at the regional level responsible, among
other things, for planning matters and for the development of business and industry. It has
been delegated authority under the terms of the Cultural Heritage Act and advises landown-
ers and local authorities on all matters relating to archaeological and historical monuments
and sites. 

In this context, the county council has such tasks as:
• determining claims for exemption regarding protected post-Medieval cultural 

heritage objects 
• taking decisions regarding provisional protection orders under the terms of the 

Cultural Heritage Act when archaeological or historical monuments or sites are in
imminent danger of being removed or damaged  

• participating in local authority land-use planning by contributing input on 
cultural heritage matters, and providing advice and guidance to local authorities 
and private individuals in the same context

• presenting objections to local authority planning proposals that threaten regional 
or national cultural heritage assets or, alternatively, reporting the matter to the 
Directorate for Cultural Heritage which, in some cases, will present the
objection.         

Local authorities

Vega Borough Council
The borough council has a number of tasks to fulfil in various areas of society. In the present
context, it is its special primary responsibility for allocating the use of land and resources
under the terms of the Planning and Building Act to which focus will be directed. When
performing land-use planning, due consideration must be given to archaeological and
historical monuments and sites, cultural environments and cultural landscapes, as well as to
natural assets. Under the terms of the Act, the local authority may, among other things,
regulate areas for preservation as well as, generally speaking, for agricultural purposes,
nature protection and open-air recreation.
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4f. Agreed plans related to the Vega Archipelago

Declaration of Intent in connection with the World Heritage Area
On 1st December 2002, the County Governor of Nordland, Nordland County Council, Vega
Borough Council and representatives of local associations signed a Declaration of Intent
which forms the basis for the future organisation of, and division of responsibility for, the
World Heritage Area (Annex 3).

Local Agenda 21
Vega Borough Council agreed in spring 2001 to take part in a project called Bærekraftige
kommuner i praksis (Sustainable local authorities in practice) led by the West Norway
Research Foundation. The contract entails developing and testing an environmental manage-
ment system for integrating and concretising sustainable practice in municipal activities (i.e.
in day-to-day operations, provision of services, execution of authority and how the authority
influences the local community in other ways). The drawing up of an environmental indi-
cator system and verifying the extent to which the local community achieves its targets are
being given priority in 2002.

Management and upkeep of the cultural landscape in the property
Planning and practical work are being funded by the County Governor of Nordland. The
office will clarify where the effort associated with hay making, grazing and the eider
business in the Vega Archipelago should be put in. This phase of the project is expected to
conclude in December 2002. The work is being co-ordinated by local farmers’ organisations.

The greater focus being placed on natural and cultural historical values in the Vega
Archipelago has resulted in a variety of planning procedures to solve conflicts between
business interests and nature management. This includes the management of geese and
efforts to solve the problem of the overgrowing of the cultural landscape. This planning
effort has made plain the necessity of the management authorities, those owning rights and
others to acquire a complete overview of the situation and the challenges facing them in the
archipelago.

The County Governor of Nordland encouraged Vega Borough Council to apply for funding
to prepare a management and upkeep plan for the Vega Archipelago in co-operation with the
landowners, the organisations in the agricultural industry and other appropriate parties. One
aspect that was investigated here was the present use of the islands by the landowners, with
a view to preparing targeted guidance. The work has clarified where and how the effort must
be prioritised. The plan will be finalised during 2003.

Organisation of a network for cultural landscape work in Vega
In 1999, Vega Borough Council began a project called Vega som tettsted (Vega as a built-up
area), and this work continued the following year through the project Organisering av
nettverk for kulturlandskaps arbeidet i Vega (Organisation of a network for cultural land-
scape work in Vega). This project has been co-ordinated with the work being carried out for
the project Vega som verdensarv (Vega as a World Heritage Area). On the local level, the
network effort has helped to develop formal and informal contacts and fora between
landowners, entitled users, management bodies, researchers, etc. The Nordic Cultural
Landscape Conference I ærfuglens rike (In the realm of the eider) (organised by the Nordic
Cultural Landscape Association) was held on Vega in August 2000. This conference placed
the Vega Archipelago in a Nordic perspective and helped to enhance the work by widening
the network co-operation regionally and nationally. 
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The bird tenders (egg and down business)
In connection with preliminary work performed for the preparation of a report entitled Lokal
forvaltningsplan for ærfugl (Local management plan for eiders) a review has been under-
taken of the present status and activities linked with the various egg and down collecting
sites in the Vega district. The work done so far shows that if this unique cultural and natural
history tradition of utilising the egg and down resources is not to die out, measures must be
put in place immediately. Only 6 of the 16 sites that were in operation in 1986 are now being
operated in one way or another. 

Vega Borough Council has provided guidance for site operators who have applied for
financial aid through relevant grant schemes run by agricultural and environmental
management bodies. Through a scheme called STILK (Special measures in the cultural land-
scape linked with farmland), the County Governor has supported a five-year project which
intends, among other things, to document the resource requirements of the business. The
County Governor has also supported eider operations in the Lånan Islands in response to
annual applications made to the grant scheme Tiltak som ivaretar biologisk mangfold i
kulturlandskapet (Measures that safeguard biological diversity in the cultural landscape).
These contributions have been vital in demonstrating that the work being done is esteemed,
but do not provide a long-term solution for the landowners concerned, or for other operators
who wish to have predictable external constraints for their work. Regarding the funding
provided through the STILK scheme, an exception has been made from the rule that the
business is run in combination with active farming; consequently, this is a scheme that
ensures financial support for eider tenders who are not engaged in farming. 

If the traditions associated with the egg and down sites are to survive in the future, it is
essential that permanent financial arrangements are put in place to support the running costs.
To direct focus on upholding the eider business, a Nordic Eider Symposium was held in
Vega in June 2002. 

Local management plan for eiders
A local management plan for eiders will be completed in 2003. It will include measures
intended to ensure the continuation of the tradition of keeping eiders as ‘domestic birds’ by
putting priority on the egg and down sites, combating predators and organising those
operating the business. An association called Nordland dunlag (Nordland Down
Association) is expected to be founded on 7th February 2003.

Local action plans for geese (barnacle and greylag geese)
The Norwegian Institute for Nature Research (NINA) and local research assistants under-
take regular counts of birds from spring to autumn. These records are important in connec-
tion with the following-up of a local management plan for geese. 

In co-operation with the scientists, Vega Borough Council has prepared two action plans,
Lokal tiltaksplan for kvitkinngås (Local action plan for barnacle geese) and Lokal tiltaks-
plan for grågås (Local action plan for greylag geese). The former was sent to the Directorate
for Nature Management for approval in 1999, and the latter was initially approved by the
County Governor of Nordland in 1998. This second plan has stimulated administrative and
financial means for solving the problem of damage to grazing inflicted by greylag geese in
Vega. Both plans have been revised and sent to the County Governor of Nordland and the
Directorate for Nature Management for formal approval. Approval demands that the
Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of the Environment make financial resources
available. So far, the plans have resulted in certain administrative measures like an extended
open season for greylag geese and egg collecting.
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Investigating biological diversity and wildlife
Biological diversity has been given high priority nationally and the County Governor of
Nordland provides financial support to investigate it within the various local authorities.
This is one of the areas given priority in the Local Agenda 21 work in Vega. The aim of the
project is to acquire more knowledge about the biological diversity, better information about
key biotopes and a good instrument to enable the natural values in Vega to be looked after
and managed well in the future. An investigation of the biological diversity provides a sound
scientific basis for much of the planning and many of the everyday activities in Vega. 

The distribution of all the wildlife in Vega is being mapped by gathering local knowledge
and reviewing the literature. This work is an important part of the task of recording the
biological diversity and is important for tracing trends in land use relative to endangered
habitats and haunts, and safeguarding localities for endangered species and areas with
endangered and vulnerable habitats. The borough council’s wildlife committee reviews the
wildlife map annually, supplementing and correcting it. The map undergoes major revision
every fourth year when the land-use part of the Municipal Master Plan is revised.

The biological diversity investigation, completed in summer 2002, was carried out by the
municipal environmental conservation officer in co-operation with local natural history
associations, private individuals and scientists from the Norwegian Crop Research Institute
office at Tjøtta. 

Elk project
The local elk stock on Vega is being studied by the Norwegian Institute for Nature Research
(NINA), which has employed local research assistants to carry out regular tracking of radio-
tagged elk.

Vega Skjærgårdspark A/S (1993)
This company, owned by Vega Borough Council  (65 %), neighbouring local authorities, the
local transport company and other parties, has acquired a number of buildings on the islands.
Its objective is to acquire and preserve properties in the archipelago around Vega with the
intention of protecting them by using them for commercial purposes, tourism and recre-
ational activities, thus making an active contribution to the preservation of the coastal
culture of Norway for posterity.

The Vega Project
In 1984-1988, the Department of Archaeology at the Museum of Natural History and
Archaeology in the University of Trondheim undertook a project entitled “Hvordan sikre de
verdifulle kulturminnene fra Vega fangststeinalder uten at kommunens utvikling hindres
unødig?” (How can we secure the valuable prehistoric sites from Vega’s Hunting Stone Age
without unnecessarily hindering Vega’s development?). With financial support from the
Ministry of the Environment, the fieldwork and research produced results that won inter-
national acknowledgement. Their active dissemination has led to the Stone Age cultural
environment gaining enhanced status in the local community, and it now has a central place
in the identity of Vega people.  
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4g. Sources and levels of funding

National environmental conservation authorities

There exists both funds specially earmarked for following-up national World Heritage
obligations and instruments for following-up conservation and protection resolutions with-
in the fields of nature and cultural heritage management.

World Heritage follow-up
The Government budget allocates funds annually to the budget of the Directorate for
Cultural Heritage to administer existing World Heritage objects (Chap. 1429, Item 72.9) and
from 2004 a corresponding item will figure on the budget of the Directorate for Nature
Management (Chap. 1427). These two Directorates will thereafter be able to co-operate and
work together on following-up the individual World Heritage Area as and when necessary.

Management of areas where nature is protected and management of protected species 
Since there are various protected areas in Vega, money will be available for their manage-
ment and surveillance through sums allocated in the national budget to the Directorate for
Nature Management (Chap. 1427) and the Norwegian Nature Inspectorate (Chap. 1426).

Management of protected cultural heritage sites
Nordland County Council will be able to acquire funding for protected archaeological and
historical monuments and sites in Vega from the budget of the Directorate for Cultural
Heritage (Chap. 1429). 

Norwegian Cultural Heritage Fund

This national fund was set up in 2002 and begins to function from 2003. Subject to certain
conditions and specific rules, money can be sought from the fund on behalf of cultural
heritage objects, buildings and environments that are worthy of being preserved. 

National agricultural authorities

STILK funds  Support for special measures in the cultural landscape related to agriculture
is allocated by the County Governor of Nordland in response to applications. The grant
scheme covers, among other things, measures concerned with archaeological and historical
monuments and sites, cultural environments, the use of formerly cultivated land and bio-
logical diversity.

Norwegian Industrial and Regional Development Fund allocates grants for investments
in, or associated with, farming. Such grants are additional to those which the farmer can
acquire from ordinary credit institutions. 

Agricultural Development Fund is allocated money through the income settlement for
farmers and funds a variety of measures in farming, forestry and related rural industries. The
borough council or the County Governor provide information about the scheme. 

Direct national budget funding. Grants towards other investments are provided directly
through items on the national budget. This concerns, for example, long-term investments
and commercial activities in forestry.
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National fishery authorities 

Norwegian Industrial and Regional Development Fund The fishing and aquaculture
industries can obtain support here from funds set aside for both national and regional
policies, for instance to fund fishing vessels and development programmes. The Fund also
administers special schemes allocated through the budget of the Ministry of Fisheries, for
instance to condemn fishing vessels.       

Income Settlement for Fishermen  The Ministry of Fisheries allocates money annually to
part-fund social schemes and structural initiatives in the fishing fleet.

The Ministry of Fisheries’ Budget provides money for constructing and improving
maritime infrastructures (ports, harbours, fairways, etc.). The item relating to coastal culture
is particularly relevant for following-up World Heritage obligations.

County and borough council authorities
Based on their own priorities, the county council and the borough council may allocate
funds for measures and projects concerned with following-up World Heritage interests. 

4h. Sources of expertise and training in conservation and
management techniques

Local level

Local inhabitants
Many local inhabitants have substantial practical and theoretical knowledge of local  tradi-
tions and culture. Through their business activities, societies and organisations, as well as
their documentation efforts, the local inhabitants help to pass on vital knowledge concerned
with looking after values in the local community.

Organisations and societies
Vega people are specially active in organisations and associations, considering the size of
the population. Among those with special expertise regarding areas, industries and traditions
in the Vega Archipelago are:

- Vega Farmer’s Union - Vega Farmer’s and Small-holder’s Union
- Central Vega Landowner’s Association - Sørbygda Hunter’s Cooperative (5 
- Eastern Vega Marginal Land Association landowner’s associations)
- Vega Fishermen’s Union - Hysvær Landowner’s Association
- Friends of the Eiders - Vega Coastal Association
- Vega Home Arts and Crafts Association - Society for Women and Families in Vega
- Friends of Bremstein 

Borough Council Administration
The Vega Borough Council administration includes such staff as a municipal environmental
conservation officer, a municipal cultural affairs officer, a municipal planning officer and a
municipal agricultural officer. These posts are held by persons with expertise within their
fields.
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Regional level

Nordland County Council
The county council has expertise in several fields. The following may be mentioned:

The Planning Department has special expertise in land-use planning. It gives advice to the
local authority and provides external constraints and guidelines regarding land-use planning
via the County Plan for Nordland.

The Cultural Affairs Department has, among other things, special expertise regarding areas
containing archaeological and historical monuments and sites.

County Governor of Nordland
This office has expertise in several fields and has special responsibility for looking after the
interests of the state within the county.

The following divisions may be mentioned:
Division for Environmental Conservation Affairs has special expertise in the environmental
field.
Agricultural Division has special expertise in agriculture.

Regional Offices of the Directorate of Fisheries in Bodø and Brønnøysund
These offices have expertise in all aspects of the fishing industry.

National level

Directorate for Cultural Heritage
This is a national body that manages the cultural heritage and has specialists in all fields
within its area of responsibility.

Directorate for Nature Management and the Norwegian Nature Inspectorate
The Directorate is a national body concerned with nature management and has specialists in
all fields within its area of responsibility. It includes a division that performs fieldwork 

Norwegian Institute for Nature Research
This is a national research institute employing highly qualified specialists in natural history,
biology, ecology, etc.

Norwegian Institute for Cultural Heritage Research
This is a national research institute employing highly qualified specialists in cultural history,
etc. 

Norwegian Crop Research Institute 
This is a national organisation employing highly qualified specialists in botany, vegetation
history, etc.

Universities and museums
Institutions with relevant special expertise in natural and/or cultural history are:
the University of Tromsø, Nordland County Museum in Bodø, Rana Museum in Mo, Vefsn
Museum in Mosjøen and the Museum of Natural History and Archaeology at the Norwegian
University for Science and Technology in Trondheim.
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4i. Visitor facilities and statistics

Communications

• The Vega Archipelago comprises a large, varied area with widely scattered attractions. The
express passenger boat calls at the islands of Kilvær, Hysvær and Skogsholmen once or
twice a day when specially requested. The archipelago otherwise lacks scheduled trans-
port facilities. A local firm has boats available f or hire for sightseeing trips in the area.
Due to the foul waters, local knowledge is essential to navigate a boat safely in parts of
the property. 

Statistics:
• Express passenger boats and ferries calling at Vega have statistics for 1996-2002 which

show that a total of 66,088 passengers were transported in 2002. 
• Estimated numbers of tourists: about 10,000 of the 48,000 passengers using the express

boat service between Vega and Sandnessjøen travelled to Vega or the small islands them-
selves. 

• Leisure boats: since the area has no organised harbours for visitors, few leisure boats call
while passing along the fairway. Vega inhabitants make up the vast majority of visitors
using their own boats.

Guiding, trails and publications

• Vega Coastal Trail, the World Heritage Trail, is a thematic route through the property,
introducing visitors to its most valuable aspects.

• Mountain walks on Vega
• Trail on Lamøy, an island close to Vega.

A Stone Age Trail (in the buffer zone) goes through an area where finds from several
phases of the Stone Age have been made. It is equipped with information signs, and a
guide pamphlet is available.

• A web site, www.verdensarv.no, gives information about the area in Norwegian and
English

• Tourist brochures and brochures on specific topics, including the egg and down business,
botany and the local dialect.

• Vega gjennom 10 000 år (Vega through 10,000 years) is a book of articles and photographs
dealing with the history, commercial life, flora and fauna of the Vega Archipelago.

Local museums and visitor centres

• The protected fishing village of Skjærvær with 20 refurbished buildings.
• E-huset (Eider House), a documentation centre for the egg and down business (Nes, in the

buffer zone)
• The Coastal Association Museum, a former warehouse with an exhibition displaying

fishing gear, engines and aspects of the coastal culture linked up to an authentic shop from
the last century (Vegstein, in the buffer zone)

• Vega Village Museum has a display about the fisherman-farmer (Gladstad, in the buffer
zone). The Farm Museum at Marken includes a smithy (in the buffer zone)

• ”The Little Museum”, a farm museum (in the buffer zone)
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Overnight accommodation

• Skogsholmen 35 beds
• Gåkkå Mathus (Hysvær) 6 beds 
• Vega Havhotell (2004) 60 beds  (in the buffer zone)
• Vega Kro & Motell 14 beds (Gladstad, in the buffer zone)
• Fishermen’s shacks and farms 40 beds (Vega and Ylvingen, in the buffer zone)
• Grindbakken Camping 25 beds (in the buffer zone)

Restaurants and cafes

• Gåkkå Mathus (Hysvær)
• Øyan Holiday Centre (Skogsholmen)
• Vega Havhotell (in the buffer zone)
• Vega Kro & Motell (in the buffer zone)

Shops

• Vega branch of Sør-Helgeland Coop 
• Joker
• Valla Handel
• Kirkøy Handel
• Hobbyrommet

Rescue service

• The Rescue Service in Bodø has a Seaking helicopter which can reach the area in just over
an hour. 

4j. Property management plan and statement of objectives

• The Municipal Master Plan and the various management plans for the protected areas and
species will be dealt with as a single entity (see Annex 3).

4k. Staffing 

• A part-time overseer is employed for the nature reserves on the island of Vega 
• Consideration is being given to the option of placing all the future supervisory functions

in the Helgeland district under the National Nature Inspectorate.
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5 Factors affecting the area

5a. Development pressures

Farming 

The depopulation of the property means that the farmland is now becoming overgrown.
Even so, much of the former cultural landscape is still quite intact and it is vital that the on-
going upkeep continues. Farmland makes up 15-20 % of the property, and in 1998 20 % of
this was characterised as not, or only slightly, overgrown.

In Hysvær, sheep grazing in summer keeps the landscape as it was when the islands were
inhabited. It is desirable to make corresponding arrangements to transport animals by boat
to other abandoned islands in the archipelago to utilise their grazing resources. To ensure
that grazing animals are available in the vicinity, it is essential that farming continues in the
buffer zone.  

Farming on the 77 farms in the buffer zone was stable in 2002. Approximately 1700 ha of
infield area were grazed or tilled.

• 58 milk farmers supplied 5 mill. litres of milk and 270,000 kg of meat
• 15 sheep farmers supplied 5500 kg of meat
• 8 pig farmers supplied 210,000 kg of meat
• The farms have an average size of 19.8 ha.
• On average, a Vega farm employs a labour force of 1.76 man-years.

In recent years, the national agricultural policy has led to a trend throughout most of Norway
for small farms to be merged to create larger units to meet demands for greater efficiency
and profitability. In the buffer zone in Vega, new land has recently been brought under
cultivation to raise the basis for production on some farms. 

The national agricultural policy for 2000-2001 included an aim to stimulate product devel-
opment and niche production in keeping with consumer demand (White Paper no 92).
Hopefully, this objective will, in the long term, stimulate the development of local products
that can give greater profitability for meat production based on grazing on the islands.

In 1980-1989, conifers were planted on as many as 240 ha of the buffer zone (the total extent
of plantations and woodland is approximately 900 ha). The planting of sitka spruce (Picea
sitchensis) has changed the appearance of the landscape in parts of the buffer zone and is
controversial. The plantations have had a positive effect on the stocks of elk, roe deer and
hares, and improved the local climate in windy locations. However, they have produced
poorer living conditions for species like curlews, eagle owls, geese and sea birds which nest
and feed on the ground in farmland. In its ”Handlingsprogram for en bærekraftig utvikling”
(Action programme for sustainable development), Vega Borough Council has stated that one
of its aims is to encourage thinning and tree felling in the plantations. No plans exist for new
plantations.   

Fisheries and aquaculture

Modern seaweed-harvesting methods used on the strandflat may have direct consequences
for the environment for life in the area. Traditional hand-cutting of seaweed, and gathering
seaweed for use as nesting material in connection with the egg and down business, are con-
sidered to have no significance.
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Ordinary fishing in the waters beyond the property has indirect significance for fish stocks,
and thus for settlement and everyday life within the property.

Parts of Vega are well suited for pen-based fish cultivation. The best areas, having
sufficiently deep water and at the same time being adequately sheltered, are in the northern,
north-eastern and eastern parts of the Vega district. 

In connection with work on the Coastal Zone Plan for Vega (1997–2000), a comprehensive
study was made in 1987 of the suitability of localities for aquaculture and it concluded that
the Kilvær, Hilholman-Tåvær areas and the area north of Hongset and Forøya were very
well suited. This conclusion was confirmed by Akvaplan NIVA in a report ”Egnethets-
analyse for havbruk i Nordland fylke” (“Analysis of suitable areas for aquaculture in
Nordland”) in 2001. The Coastal Zone Plan for Vega has reserved these areas for fish culti-
vation, and a draft strategic plan for business and industry in Vega prioritises aquaculture.

Knowledge of the marine ecosystem and its biological resources is limited. More know-how
and development of new technology can give considerable opportunities for aquaculture on
Vega, too. This applies both to species already utilised and new ones.

Tourism 

Tourism in the Vega Archipelago is still little developed, and there is no tradition for organ-
ised tourism as a commercial activity in Vega. The Vega district has only a few businesses
offering overnight accommodation, food and drink, or tourist activities. The borough coun-
cil wishes to encourage the development of sustainable ecotourism that focuses on enjoying
and learning more about the values offered by the natural environment and the cultural land-
scape of the area (see section 5d).

Settlement and disturbance of the terrain

Ten new buildings have been erected within the property during the last 10 years. These are
small holiday homes on islands with existing buildings. Otherwise, building activities with-
in the property have been confined to ordinary upkeep of some existing buildings. 
The main problem that exists is the lack of use, and consequent increasing state of disrepair,
of buildings, particularly those related to farming and fishing.    

5b. Environmental pressures

Viewed in a broader perspective, the local environmental pressures in the area are few and
not dramatic, but external environmental pressures may potentially occur as disasters (oil
slicks).

Local environmental pressures

Discharges to the atmosphere or water
No industry or other activities that handle or produce environmentally hazardous materials
are found within the property, or its immediate vicinity.

The handling of artificial fertilisers, livestock manure and spray chemicals in agriculture is
controlled by national regulations that help to reduce the risk of run-off.

Most of the shipping along the Norwegian coast navigates the inner coastal fairway, which
is situated between the property and the mainland. Because of the Coastal Current, any oil
slicks here will primarily affect the mainland shores. The marine areas are characterised as
clean.
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The lake supplying drinking water for Vega, Okvatn, is situated within the property. It is not
exposed to run-off from farmland. 

Physical disturbances
No illegal building activities have been registered in the property in recent years. Vega
Borough Council has issued orders to the owners of a number of sand and gravel pits within
the buffer zone to cease extraction and tidy up the sites. This work has not been completed. 

Behaviour and activities
Some illegal boat traffic has been recorded within the property. This concerns traffic in
periods and at places with particularly vulnerable bird life.

Poaching and illegal egg collecting take place, but their extent is not known.

External environmental pressures

Discharge to water
Large vessels sail along the Norwegian coast west of the property. These pose a potential
pollution hazard and accidents have occurred earlier (MS Deyfovos 1981). Increasing tran-
sport of oil, in part to and from Russia, will constitute a significant threat in the future.

Large, commercial deposits of oil and gas exist on the Halten Bank, off the coast of
Nordland. The northernmost field, the Norne Field, 200 km west of the Vega Archipelago,
began production in 1997. Normally, tanker transport constitutes a greater potential for oil
pollution than discharges from installations.

Oil protection measures are organised through an intermunicipal committee located in
Brønnøysund, approximately 16 km south-east of Vega. Equipment to contain and take up
oil slicks, etc. is stored on the remote island of Træna, some 90 km north of Vega. In the
event of a disaster, a contingency plan exists which ensures that relevant specialist authori-
ties, at short notice, form a joint committee to co-ordinate an emergency action.

Traces of radioactivity have been found in the sea water along the Norwegian coast.
Sellafield in England and illegal discharges of ballast water from vessels in the Norwegian
Sea may be potential sources of this contamination.

Discharges to the atmosphere
No changes to the environment in the property have been registered which indicate that
long-transported air pollution constitutes a problem today. The Norwegian Institute for Air
Research monitors the state of the air at Majavatn, on the mainland.

Vega was affected by some radioactive precipitation as a result of the Chernobyl Disaster in
1986. The amount of contamination was small and no radioactivity is now recorded in
mutton produced in the area.

5c. Natural disasters

Tremendous sea-bed avalanches have occurred in the Norwegian Sea during the past 10,000
years generating huge waves (mega-tsunamis) which struck the Norwegian coast. No knowl-
edge exists in 2002 of potential natural disasters that might hit the property in a manner that
makes it appropriate to have special contingency plans, or other measures. 
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Some people regard the heavy grazing of the kelp forests by sea urchins as a natural disaster.
Uncertainty as to the cause of this event, a natural cycle or the result of imbalance in the
utilisation of resources means that more research is required to form a basis for a plan of
action.

5d. Visitor and tourism pressures 

Tourism in the Vega Archipelago is still little developed and there is no tradition for orga-
nised tourism as a commercial activity in Vega. The Vega district has only a few businesses
offering overnight accommodation, food and drink, or tourist activities. The borough council
wishes to encourage the development of sustainable ecotourism that focuses on enjoying
and learning more about the values offered by the natural environment and the cultural
landscape of the area. 

Positive impacts
It is expected that a development of tourism where the basic capital is represented by values
related to the traditions and landscape that can be experienced in Vega will help to intensify the
work being done with the upkeep and maintenance of the cultural landscape. Imparting of
knowledge will be improved through the training of guides and other personnel. Controlled,
planned development of tourism will be able to substantially stimulate the maintenance and
upkeep of the buildings in the property. 

Measures can readily be put in place at the three ports of call for scheduled passenger vessels
from the mainland to make it easy to control the number of visitors and facilitate efficient
provision of information about any necessary limitations in movement.    

Negative impacts 
A development of tourism that leads to a significant increase in the number of visitors to the
islands may have negative consequences for the bird life. Landing is forbidden and
motorised traffic is restricted in particularly vulnerable areas (bird sanctuaries and other
protected areas). 

Steering future visitors within the area is unlikely to prove a significant problem. Uncontrol-
lable visits by leisure boats are thought to pose a minor threat because of the difficult waters
within the property.

A large radar installation stands on the summit of Gullsvågfjellet and can be considered to
detract from the aesthetic qualities of the landscape. The small area it takes up has been
omitted from the area proposed for nomination to the World Heritage List (see Chap. 1f and
Annex 1, Map A).

5e. Number of inhabitants within the area and the buffer zone 

On 31st December 2002, 2 people resided within the property.
Some 150-200 people reside in the property in summer.

On 31st December 2002, 1413 people resided in the buffer zone. 
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6 Monitoring

The responsibility for monitoring is shared among a number of parties, some of whom have
formal responsibility (see Chap. 4) and some scientific responsibility (they carry out the
work). Some of the statistical material can be used directly, but the more sophisticated
scientific investigations require analysis over time.

A number of investigations have been carried out during the past 30-40 years which have
direct or indirect significance for the conservation and management of values in the Vega
Archipelago and the buffer zone. 

6a and b. Key indicators for measuring the state of conservation
and administrative arrangements for monitoring the property

In November 2002, Vega Borough Council elected to introduce an environmental control
system based on key indicators (core indicators and supplementary sustainability indicators)
which, annually, provide a basis for calculating key figures. This system was tested in 2001,
and the number of indicators was increased for 2002 on the basis of the experience gained
then. The monitoring covers the entire Borough of Vega (the Vega Archipelago and the
buffer zone) and describes the trends in the area as a whole. The system will be important
for managing the property. 

Key indicators have been drawn up to monitor the following:
Quality of life – Local air pollution – Resource management – Biological diversity –Energy
and climate – Sustainable production and consumption – Municipal operations.

Relevant registrations and key figures which only cover the proposed World
Heritage Area will be:

Topic: Agriculture and cultivated land in the Vega Archipelago
Background registrations from a selection of islands in the archipelago have supplied data
for, among others, the following key indicators (L. Hatten 2002, Norwegian Crop Research
Institute, Tjøtta):
Name of landowner – Grazing regime – Livestock race(s) – Grazing pressure – Number of
animals – Description of ecology – Archaeological and historical monuments and sites –
Technical installations – Extent of overgrowing and species concerned – Types of vegetation
– Species – Threats.

The draft report from this project (dated 5th November 2002) recommends additional
measurements of:
- Stand sizes of vulnerable and rare species associated with calcareous grassland, calcareous

heath and rich mire
- Distribution of overgrowing species such as common juniper and heather
- Trends in species densities in calcareous grassland, calcareous heath and rich mire
- Distribution of areas intended to be secured by care and upkeep.

Topic: Egg and down business
In connection with work carried out to prepare the Management Plan for Eider Ducks,
figures were acquired in 1999 for the following key indicators:
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Number of people and sites involved – Number of nesting eiders – Number of wild eiders –
Number of ‘tame’ eiders – Number of eider houses – Status of the operation – Processing. 

The people tending the eiders have submitted a status report for the 2001 season.

The founding (February 2003) of an association for people involved in the egg and down
business will facilitate the systematic reporting of key figures such as: annual number of
nesting birds and annual production of eggs and down at the individual sites.

Topic: Fisheries
Catch statistics and reports from the fishery authorities provide annual data on the activity
and trends in the local fishing fleet. 
Relevant key indicators are: Number of people employed – Number of vessels – Volume of
catch – Type of fish. 

Topic: Management of archaeological and historical monuments and sites, and cultur-
al environments
Number of buildings, and their immediate surroundings, protected by individual protection
orders: 32
Number of automatically protected archaeological and historical monuments or sites: 238

The municipal building and development office and the cultural affairs officer in Vega, along
with the National Coastal Administration as the owner of Bremstein Lighthouse, maintain a
continuously updated survey of changes to standing buildings. Key indicators are: Number
of building applications (new/rebuilding) – Status for Skjærvær – Status for Bremstein
Lighthouse.  

Local supervisors, the police and the Norwegian Nature Inspectorate will report annually on
any guiding and environmental crime taking place within the property.

Topic: Nature management

As the authority in charge of their management, the County Governor of Nordland is respon-
sible for maintaining a watch on the status of the protected areas. The management plan,
expected to be completed in 2003, will pave the way for arrangements to monitor the values
being protected.

The registration of biological diversity in Vega (completed in 2002) and future supplements
will provide background data for a number of key indicators.

Local supervisors, the police and the Norwegian Nature Inspectorate will report annually on
any guiding and environmental crime taking place within the property.

Topic: Tourism
Figures and information on overnight stays, length of stay, activities and number of visitors
in the area and the buffer zone will be supplied by the tourism businesses in Vega and the
transport company operating scheduled services to Vega.

Protected areas/category Number Area (hectares)  

Protected landscape 1 9317
Nature reserve 4 12 033
Bird sanctuary 4 1030
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6c. Results of previous reporting exercises

The following is just a small selection of the relevant data available for the area. Relevant
key indicators will be defined in detail in connection with the comprehensive management
plan being prepared, and will provide a basis for monitoring the conservation values and
acquiring data for the UNESCO Periodic Reporting Programme.

Topic: Agriculture and cultivated land 2002 

Data on types of vegetation, species, encroachments, extent of over-
growing, use, etc. are available for 45 islands in the Vega Archipelago
through a special project: Botanical investigations and proposals for care
and upkeep in parts of the Vega Archipelago (L. Hatten, Norwegian Crop
Research Institute, Tjøtta. Unpublished draft of 5th November 2002) 

Topic: Egg and down business 1999 

Number of operative sites 7
Number of operatives 12
Number of eiders nesting at the operative sites 561
*records are incomplete 

Topic: Avifauna 2002 

Species recorded by 1.5.2002 222
Number of species breeding or assumed to be breeding 110
*Population figures are available for a number of species 

Topic: Fisheries (Vega Archipelago + buffer zone) 2001 

Employees in the fishing industry 84
Registered fishermen 73
Registered fishermen with fishing as their main or sole occupation 37
Number of vessels in the Vega fleet 54
Total catch within and outside the area (in tons) 2394 

Topic: Tourism  2001 

Number of tourism businesses / beds in the Vega Archipelago 2 / 41
Number of tourism businesses / beds in the buffer zone 4 / 139
Number of passengers travelling to the buffer zone by express 66 088
boats and ferries (total)
Number of people on the express boat to the Vega Archipelago ca 10 000 
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7 Documentation

7a. Photographs

Annex 2 
100 colour slides with descriptions.

7b. Copies of management plans

Annex 3 
Present management framework and plans. 
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1. A multitude of islands and large archipelagos are characteristic elements in the landscape of the
long, mountainous coast of Norway. The Vega Archipelago seen from the south-west in June 2002.

2. In the dark time of the year, the northern lights (aurora borealis) often illuminate the sky above
the Vega Archipelago. View from Gullsvågfjellet looking north. 11.00 pm on 12th October 2002.

1



3. The Vega Archipelago consists of more than 6500 islands, islets and skerries. Dawn over the
Vega Archipelago. View from Gullsvågfjellet looking north on 13th October 2002.

4. The traditional livelihood has been a combination of fishing, farming, sealing and collecting eggs
and eider down. Hysvær, June 2002.
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5. The architectural style in the area follows the traditional building customs of the region. 
Tåvær, June 2002.

6. The varied use of the islands by fishermen-farmers has created a distinctive cultural landscape.
Hysvær, August 2000.
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7. A monadnock on the strandflat. Søla in spring. May 2002. 

8. Søla on a summer’s night. June 2001.
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9. Søla in an autumn storm. 14th October 2002.

10. Søla on a winter’s day. March 2002.
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11. The depopulation of the islands has meant that many buildings in the area are only maintained
through their seasonal use as holiday homes and in connection with egg and down collecting.
Rainbow over a former farm. Valla*, June 2002.

12. Grazing must be maintained if former farmland with its unusually rich plant life is not to become
overgrown. Vega*, June 2002.
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13. Grazing livestock shape the landscape and vegetation. Vega*, June 2002.

14. It was the rich fishing that encouraged people to settle out here on the weather-beaten coast
10,000 years ago. Fishing redfish in the Vega Archipelago in 1988.
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15. The millennium-long tradition of maintaining egg and down sites is an example of a unique
interplay between people and the eider. Halmøya, June 2002.

16. Mountains rising from the strandflat stand in dramatic contrast to the open, flat landscape of the
rest of the archipelago. Søla, June 2002.
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17. A stony shore. Sundsvoll*, June 2002.

18. A soft-bottom shore. Sundsvoll*, October 2002.
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19. Old strandlines offer an exceptional opportunity for chronological control and for research on
settlement history and cultural evolution. Sundsvoll*, June 2002.

20. A line of boulders marks a former beach. Søla in the background. Near Mårneset, Sundsvoll*, 
June 2002.
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21. Vega has numerous archaeological remains, like this excavated Iron Age grave.
Middagsskarheia*, Vega, June 2002.

22. The boreal calcareous heaths in the Vega Archipelago are more extensive than anywhere else
in Europe. Holandsosen Nature Reserve, October 2002.
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23. The constructions made for nesting eiders vary immensely and are characterised by imaginati-
on, recycling and consideration for the birds. Eider houses on Skjærvær, June 2002.

24. The retention of active farming, including livestock husbandry, on Vega will be essential for the
upkeep and grazing of the cultural landscape on the islands. Farm at Sundsvoll*, June 2002.
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25. Natural pastures are common on Vega. Valla*, June 2002.

26. A fishing settlement on Vega*, June 2002.
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27. Even though fishing has declined greatly in the Vega district, it is still important for the local
community. 2002.

28. Houses on Lånan, June 2002.
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29. Farms on Lånan, June 2002.

30. Eider down is still collected and cleaned in the Lånan Islands. One of the bird tenders is
standing near several eider houses (“e-bane”). June 2002.
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31. A classical “e-bane” on the Lånan Islands. June 2002.

32. An eider brooding in an “e-bane” on the Lånan Islands. June 2002.
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33. ”Eider landscape” on the Lånan Islands. The area is becoming overgrown. August 2000.

34. Farms on Skogsholmen, August 2000.
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35. Adder’s-tongue (Ophioglossum vulgatum) is rare in Norway and has its northern limit on the
Helgeland coast. It is found in pastures and hay fields on calcareous soils. Skogsholmen, 
August 2000.

36. Kilvær from the north-west, with Vega in the background. June 2002.
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37. Rocky and sandy shore on Tåvær, June 2002.

38. Farm on Tåvær, June 2002.
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39. Øverstua on Tåvær, built in 1793. June 2002.

40. An old weaving frame. Tåvær, June 2002.
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41. Nordvær, seen from Gullsvågfjellet on Vega. The white islet is the cormorant colony. 
October 2002.

42. The largest cormorant (Pelicrocorax c. carbo) colony in the world. Nordvær, June 2002.
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43. Cormorants on Nordvær. June 2002.

44. A classical motif from North Norway, cormorants in the midnight sun. Halmøya, May 2002.
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45. Skjærvær, seen from Gullsvågfjellet on Vega. October 2002.

46. Approaching Skjærvær. June 2002.
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47. A picturesque part of Skjærvær, June 2002.

48. Snow storm on Skjærvær. 1991
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49. An old grindstone on Skjærvær. June 2002.

50. The houses on Skjærvær have recently been refurbished. June 2002.
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51. A large colony of black guillemots (Cepphus grylle) lives on Skjærvær. June 2002.

52. Hysvær from Gullsvågfjellet on Vega. October 2002.
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53. Warehouse on the quay at Hysvær, June 2002.

54. Pasture with orchids. Hysvær, June 2002.
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55. Sheep on Hysvær, June 2002.

56. A rare sub-species of slender bedstraw (Galium pumilum ssp. normanii) is only found on the
Helgeland coast. Hysvær, June 2002.
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57. Far out in the west is Bremsteinvær, seen here from Gullsvågfjellet on Vega in October 2002.

58. Bremsteinvær, with the Vega mountains in the background. June 2002. 
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59. Large amounts of shell sand support a rich assortment of plants which require calcareous soil.
Bremsteinvær, June 2002.

60. Breakwater on Bremsteinvær. June 2002.
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61. Abandoned houses on the rocky shore at Bremsteinvær, June 2002.

62. Today no-one is living at Bremsteinvær. June 2002.
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63. The farm on Søla. August 2000.

64. The Halmøyvær islands are situated in the south-west and may look like this on a clear day in
autumn. October 2002.
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65. The barnacle geese (Branta leucopsis) which breed in Svalbard have their winter quarters in
Scotland. During the spring migration, the entire population rests in the Vega district. Halmøya, May
2002.

66. In May, eiders go ashore to breed. Halmøya, May 2002.
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67. Drying seaweed. Halmøya, May 2002.

68. Building the nest. Halmøya, May 2002.
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69. The nest is finished. Halmøya, May 2002.

70. Eider nest with the famous down. Halmøya, 2001.
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71. Eider down before it is cleaned. Halmøya, June 2002.

72. Down-cleaning screen. Vega, June 2002.
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73. A carpet of wild pansies (Viola tricolor) on Halmøyvær in June 2002.

74. The Vega islands are an important production area for greylag geese (Anser anser), seen here 
hatching on Halmøya in June 2001.
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75. Several groups of islands (e g. Halmøya and Lånan) have large numbers of common snipe
(Gallinago gallinago). Halmøya, May 2002.

76. The area probably has one of the world’s densest populations of white-tailed eagles 
(Haliaetus albicilla).
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77. Several groups of islands have large numbers of northern water voles (Arvicola terrestris).
Halmøya, 2002.

78. An inquisitive grey seal (Halichoerus grypus). The species is common in the Vega Archipelago.
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79. Kjellerhaugvatnet Nature Reserve. Kjellerhaugvatn is a lake situated in the middle of the reserve
and is a very important biotope for birds. October 2002.

80. Kjellerhaugvatnet Nature Reserve. The outlet of Kjellerhaugvatn with Gullsvågfjellet in the 
background. October 2002.
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81. Rich aquatic vegetation in Kjellerhaugvatn in June. Kjellerhaugvatnet Nature Reserve in 
June 2002.

82. Holandsosen Nature Reserve in October 2002.
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83. Parts of the Holandsosen Nature Reserve have vegetation that is typical for poor soils. 
October 2002. 

84. Other parts of the Holandsosen Nature Reserve have plants that are typical for calcareous
soils. Mountain avens (Dryas octopetala) growing on calcareous soil. 1992.
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85. Dark-red helleborine (Epipactis atrorubens) and moonwort (Botrychium lunaria), two species
that require calcareous soils. Holandsosen Nature Reserve in 1992.

86. Common milkwort (Polygala vulgaris). Holandsosen Nature Reserve in 1992.
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87. Many curlews (Numenius arquata) grow up in the Holandsosen Nature Reserve. 
A young curlew in June 2002.

88. Fragrant orchids (Gymnadenia conopsea) in the Holandsosen Nature Reserve in June 2002.
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89. Large parts of the Holandsosen Nature Reserve consist of shallow marine waters. 
Vallasjøen in October 2002. 

90. The Vega mountains in March 2002.
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91. Alpine vegetation on Gullsvågfjellet in October 2002.

92. Tall-herb meadow with alpine blue-sow-thistle (Cicerbita alpina). Gullsvågfjellet, June 2002.
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93. Upland downy birch woodland. Gullsvågfjellet, June 2002.

94. Eidemslia Nature Reserve on the southern slope of Vegtindan. October 2002.
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95. Coastal pine woodland in Eidemslia Nature Reserve. June 2002.

96. Coastal pine woodland in Eidemslia Nature Reserve. June 2002.
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97. Vega has considerable areas of grazing land. Hares (Lepus timidus) are very common and are
often seen in fields. June 2002.

98. Salt marsh with a brooding oystercatcher (Haematopus ostralegus). June 2002.
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99. A hay field with many wild plants. Sundsvoll*, June 2002.

100. View northwards from Gullsvågfjellet. Lånan with the Lovunden bird cliff in the background,
famous for its puffins (Fratercula arctica). 12th October 2002.
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1. Status on 1st January 2003

As the nomination document shows, the cultural landscape of the Vega Archipelago contains
a wide range of unique material and immaterial values created through the practice of live-
lihoods based on a number of natural resources. They are therefore managed under the terms
of several different Acts and at a number of administrative levels. Physical and measurable
values in the area are covered by specific provisions dealing with preservation that belong
under national statutes. Other values are taken care of through day-to-day use by the local
inhabitants, who carry the traditions on in a living community where the premises are
continually changing.

The Vega Archipelago is a complex, heterogeneous landscape where the future management
of its heritage depends upon the parties involved having a common understanding for the
preservation and use of a unique natural and cultural heritage. The World Heritage nomi-
nation and the Declaration of Intent are expressions of the accord of those responsible for
management, common ambitions and efforts to ensure that the values are preserved for
posterity.

The ongoing revision of the current Municipal Master Plan for the Borough of Vega is based
on the future World Heritage status of the area. Future land-use planning will be founded on
the best possible preservation and management of the conservation values that form the
basis for the World Heritage nomination. Among other things, this means that Vega Borough
Council will consider using the CHARTER ON THE BUILT VERNACULAR HERITAGE
(Annex 1) as the basis for new planning provisions concerned with building preservation. A
”Code of Ethics” will also be drawn up to manage the building heritage in the area. The
Municipal Master Plan revision will also ensure that the new functions of the buffer zone
related to communications, information and overnight accommodation for a future World
Heritage Area, will be dealt with and concretised.  

A Royal Decree, dated 6th December 2002, protected 22 % of the Vega Archipelago under
the terms of the Nature Conservation Act. This marked a milestone in national environmental
conservation and resulted from a 10-year long, open planning process where everyone had
an opportunity to exert their influence. The decision represents a significant contribution
towards safeguarding the biological resources which form the fundament for the preser-
vation of a living cultural landscape in the Vega Archipelago.  

The establishment of new nature conservation areas means that work on drawing up a
detailed management plan must start on the date the decision is taken. This requirement is
specifically stated in the conservation resolution and is thus legally binding. One year
usually passes between a conservation resolution and the presentation of a complete
management plan approved by Government ministries (in this case, 6th December 2003). 

Since the recently established conservation areas make up a substantial part of the nominat-
ed area, national, regional and local authorities intend to view the management plan for the
nature conservation areas in the context of the management of the rest of the World Heritage
Area (cf. the Declaration of Intent). It is therefore proposed to undertake an overall revision,
review and co-ordination of existing management schemes within the entire area. This work
will be completed by the end of 2003. 

The County Governor of Nordland is responsible for co-ordinating this management plan
work. National authorities have allocated funds to undertake the task during 2003. The work
will involve everyone in the area and be based on existing management-related documents
and schemes in the district. 

Please refer to Chap. 4 of the nomination document for a comprehensive review of the legal
provisions, responsible authorities, management-related projects and economic basis.
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2. Demarcation of the area covered by the plan and
legislation

Map F showing the boundary of the area concerned and which legal provisions apply where.

The Planning and Building Act governs all land-use planning in the area, except where
Special Acts control conservation (Vega Borough Council is responsible for the planning).

The Cultural Heritage Act governs the management of archaeological and historical
monuments and sites in general, and through two Protection Orders it determines activities
in two areas containing a total of 32 buildings.

The Nature Conservation Act governs 22 % of the area through the designation of conser-
vation areas.

There are also a number of other relevant Acts (see Chap. 4 of the nomination document).
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The management plan covers

Total extent of the area: 103,710 hectares
Area of sea: 96,880 hectares
Area of land: 6,930 hectares 

Total extent of the buffer zone: 28,040 hectares
Area of sea (buffer zone): 18,610 hectares
Area of land (buffer zone): 9,430 hectares
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3. The most important interested parties in the Vega
Archipelago

A number of parties are responsible for looking after the unique values in the cultural land-
scape of the Vega Archipelago. The most important ones are the local community,
landowners and entitled users. Without determination, involvement, perception and effort,
cultural traditions, upkeep of the landscape and knowledge will be lost for posterity.

The local authority has special responsibility for ensuring that the continual land-use
planning has the unique values as its premise and that day-to-day management encourages
the inhabitants of Vega to use the area in an appropriate manner.

The agricultural authorities (nationally, regionally and locally) have special responsibility to
preserve the cultural heritage created by their own industry and help maintain continuity by
providing external constraints that ensure future sustainable operations and resource
utilisation.

The fishery authorities (nationally and regionally) have special responsibility to preserve
the cultural heritage created by their own industry and help maintain continuity by providing
external constraints that ensure future sustainable operations and resource utilisation.

The cultural heritage authorities (nationally, regionally and locally) have special responsi-
bility to ensure that archaeological and historical monuments and sites, and the cultural
heritage in general, are secured and preserved for posterity.

The nature conservation authorities (nationally, regionally and locally) have special
responsibility to ensure that biological diversity and the natural heritage in general are
secured and preserved for posterity.
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4. Important programmes, objectives and projects for
the World Heritage Area (1st January 2003)

The management of the Vega Archipelago as a World Heritage focuses on three main areas:

• Measures in line with the intentions in the protection and preservation of the values in the
World Heritage Area (defined in the nomination document)

• Information and dissemination.

• Co-ordination of, and co-operation between, responsible parties.
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Programme Objective Projects 
Complete and update Vegetation mapping (1)
existing registrations National register of valuable 

cultural landscapes (2) 
Conservation and Establish formal conservation of Lighthouse Preservation Plan (3)
preservation of the heritage areas and objects that meet Protection of coastal culture (4) 
natural and cultural the requirements of Special Acts Conservation plan for rich deciduous

woodland (5)
Accommodate municipal land-use Mire Conservation Plan (6)
plans to the objective by establishing Conservation plan for the coast of
a World Heritage Area Nordland (7)

Marine Conservation Plan (8)
Regular revision of the Municipal 
Master Plan (9)  

Care, maintenance, restoration Draw up management plans 
and use for nature conservation areas (10)

Care and maintenance plan for the 
cultural landscape of the 
archipelago (11)
Management plan for geese (12)
Management plan for eiders (13)  

Endeavour to enhance attitudes Vega Project (14)
Care and maintenance plan for the 
cultural landscape of the 
archipelago (11) 

Information and Prepare information on World Eider House (15)
dissemination  Heritage World Heritage web portal (16)

World Heritage Trail (17)
Guide book (18)   

Administration Improve the co-ordination of Network for the cultural
management in the Vega landscape (19)
Archipelago  Found an organisation for those 

running the egg and down 
business (20)
Set up ”a consultative group” (21)
Establish a foundation (22)
Establish support schemes (23)



5. More details about the various projects 
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Project
1. Vegetation mapping 
2. Designation of Lånan as a prioritised,
valuable cultural landscape
3. Protection of Bremstein Lighthouse

4. Protection of Skjærvær

5. Protection of Eidemsliene

6. Protection of Kjellerhaugvatnet and
Holandsosen
7. Designation of a nature reserve, an
area of protected  landscape and four
bird sanctuaries
8. Marine conservation plan 

9. Regular revision of the Municipal
Master Plan
10. Management plans for nature
conservation areas
11. Care and maintenance plan for the
cultural landscape in the archipelago

12. Management plan for geese

13. Management plan for eiders

14. Vega Project

15. Continued development of the Eider
House as a visitor and information
centre
16. World Heritage web portal

17. World Heritage Trail

18. Book project: Vega Archipelago
World Heritage Area (Guide)
19. Network for cultural landscape work

20. Found an organisation for those
running the egg and down business
21. Set up “a consultative group”

22. Consideration is being given to the
idea of establishing a foundation based
on models from other World Heritage
sites to deal with matters associated
with information, maintenance and care
in the future World Heritage Area
23. Establish national support schemes  

Responsible
NIJOS
DN / FM i
Nordland
RA

RA

FM i Nordland

FM i Nordland

DN / FM i
Nordland

DN / FM i
Nordland
Vega Borough
Council
FM i Nordland

Vega Borough
Council /
Norwegian Crop
Research Institute
Vega Borough
Council
Vega Borough
Council
Vit.Mus./ Vega
Borough Council
Vega Borough
Council

Vega Borough
Council
Vega Borough
Council
DN

Vega Borough
Council
Private

FM / Vega
Borough Council
Local

Ministry of the
Environment

Funding

Ministry of the
Environment
Ministry of the
Environment
Ministry of the
Environment
Ministry of the
Environment
Ministry of the
Environment
Ministry of the
Environment

Ministry of the
Environment
Vega Borough
Council
Ministry of the
Environment
FM i Nordland
/ Vega Borough
Council

Nordland FK /
Vega Borough
Council

Ministry of the
Environment

Duration
2003
1991-94 
(completed)
1997 
(completed)
1994 
(completed)
2000 
(completed)
1997 and 2000
(completed)
2002 
(completed)

2001 - 04

2003 - 04

2003

2003

1998

2003

1984-88 
(completed)
Ongoing 

2001 -

Ongoing 

2003

Ongoing

7th Feb. 2003

2003

By 2004

2004

Abbreviations
NIJOS - Norwegian Institute for Soil and Forest Mapping
DN - Directorate for Nature Management
Nordland FK - Nordland County Council
FM i Nordland - County Governor of Nordland 
RA - Directorate for Cultural Heritage
Vit.Mus. - Museum of Archaeology and Natural History, Trondheim 



Annex I

CHARTER ON THE BUILT VERNACULAR HERITAGE

Introduction

The built vernacular heritage occupies a central place in the affection and pride of all
peoples. It has been accepted as a characteristic and attractive product of society. It appears
informal, but nevertheless orderly. It is utilitarian and at the same time possesses interest and
beauty. It is a focus of contemporary life and at the same time a record of the history of soci-
ety. Although it is the work of man it is also the creation of time. It would be unworthy of
the heritage of man if care were not taken to conserve these traditional harmonies which
constitute the core of man’s own existence.

The built vernacular heritage is important; it is the fundamental expression of the culture of
a community, of its relationship with its territory and, at the same time, the expression of the
world’s cultural diversity.

Vernacular building is the traditional and natural way by which communities house them-
selves. It is a continuing process including necessary changes and continuous adaptation as
a response to social and environmental constraints. The survival of this tradition is threat-
ened worldwide by the forces of economic, cultural and architectural homogenisation. How
these forces can be met is a fundamental problem that must be addressed by communities
and also by governments, planners, architects, conservationists and by a multidisciplinary
group of specialists.

Due to the homogenisation of culture and of global socio-economic transformation, vern-
acular structures all around the world are extremely vulnerable, facing serious problems of
obsolescence, internal equilibrium and integration.

It is necessary, therefore, in addition to the Venice charter, to establish principles for the care
and protection of our built vernacular heritage.

GENERAL ISSUES

1. Examples of the vernacular may be recognised by:

- a manner of building shared by the community;
- a recognisable local or regional character responsive to the environment;
- coherence of style, form and appearance, or the use of traditionally established building 

types;
- traditional expertise in design and construction which is transmitted informally;
- an effective response to functional, social and environmental constraints;
- the effective application of traditional construction systems and crafts. 

2. The appreciation and successful protection of the vernacular heritage depend on the
involvement and support of the community, continuing use and maintenance.

3. Governments and responsible authorities must recognise the right of all communities to
maintain their living traditions, to protect these through all available legislative, admini-
strative and financial means and to hand them down to future generations. 
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PRINCIPLES OF CONSERVATION

1. The conservation of the built vernacular heritage must be carried out by multidisciplinary
expertise while recognising the inevitability of change and development, and the need to
respect the community’s established cultural identity.

2. Contemporary work on vernacular buildings, groups and settlements should respect their
cultural values and their traditional character. 

3. The vernacular is only seldom represented by single structures, and it is best conserved
by maintaining and preserving groups and settlements of a representative character, region
by region.

4. The built vernacular heritage is an integral part of the cultural landscape and this rela-
tionship must be taken into consideration in the development of conservation approaches.

5. The vernacular embraces not only the physical form and fabric of buildings, structures
and spaces, but the ways in which they are used and understood, and the traditions and the
intangible associations which attach to them.

GUIDELINES IN PRACTICE

1. Research and documentation
Any physical work on a vernacular structure should be cautious and should be preceded by
a full analysis of its form and structure. This document should be lodged in a publicly acces-
sible archive.

2. Siting, landscape and groups of buildings
Interventions to vernacular structures should be carried out in a manner which will respect
and maintain the integrity of the siting, the relationship to the physical and cultural land-
scape, and of one structure to another.

3. Traditional building systems
The continuity of traditional building systems and craft skills associated with the vernacu-
lar is fundamental for vernacular expression, and essential for the repair and restoration of
these structures. Such skills should be retained, recorded and passed on to new generations
of craftsmen and builders in education and training.

4. Replacement of materials and parts
Alterations which legitimately respond to the demands of contemporary use should be
effected by the introduction of materials which maintain a consistency of expression,
appearance, texture and form throughout the structure and a consistency of building materi-
als.

5. Adaptation
Adaptation and reuse of vernacular structures should be carried out in a manner which will
respect the integrity of the structure, its character and form while being compatible with
acceptable standards of living. 

Where there is no break in the continuous utilisation of vernacular forms, a code of ethics
within the community can serve as a tool of intervention.
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6. Changes and period restoration
Changes over time should be appreciated and understood as important aspects of vernacular
architecture. Conformity of all parts of a building to a single period, will not normally be
the goal of work on vernacular structures.

7. Training
In order to conserve the cultural values of vernacular expression, governments, responsible
authorities, groups and organisations must place emphasis on the following:

a) education programmes for conservators in the principles of the vernacular;

b) training programmes to assist communities in maintaining traditional building systems,
materials and craft skills;

c) information programmes which improve public awareness of the vernacular especially
amongst the younger generation; 

d) regional networks on vernacular architecture to exchange expertise and experiences. 

CIAV:
Madrid, January 30, 1996,
Jerusalem, March 28, 1996 
Mikkeli, February 26, 1998. 
Santo Domingo, August 26, 1998.
ICOMOS:
Stockholm, September 10, 1998.
Guadalajara, October 22, 1999.
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    Vega (Norway) 
 
    No 1143 
 
 

1. BASIC DATA 

State Party:  Norway 

Name of property:  Vegaøyan –Vega Archipelago 

Location:  Nordland, Vega 

Date received:  27 January 2003 

Category of property:  

In terms of the categories of cultural property set out in 
Article 1 of the 1972 World Heritage Convention, this is a 
site. In terms of the Operational Guidelines for the 
Implementation of the World Heritage Convention, 
paragraph 39, this is a cultural landscape.  

Brief description: 

A cluster of islands centred on Vega, just south of the 
Arctic circle, are a testimony to people who developed a 
distinctive and frugal way of life based on fishing and the 
harvesting of ‘eider’ down (the down of the eider duck), in 
this extremely exposed archipelago just south of the Arctic 
circle.  

 

2. THE PROPERTY 

Description 

The nominated site is the major part of the Vega 
archipelago, a seascape made up of more than 6500 
islands, islets and ‘skerries’, and surrounding shallow 
water. It is an open and exposed landscape of sea and land 
– a multitude of low, almost treeless islands dotting the 
surface of the sea against a backdrop of dramatic, massive 
coastal mountains. Over 50 islands are, or were, inhabited 
– many seasonally.  

This seascape is centred on Vega, the largest island, some 
10km from the indented mainland shore. The nominated 
site covers 103,710 ha of which 6,930 is land. Around a 
third of the island of Vega is within the nominated site. 
The remaining two thirds, together with its adjoining 
seascape extending out to about a kilometre, makes up the 
proposed Buffer Zone. There is no need for a Buffer Zone 
on the seaward side.  

The unique geology of the area forms the raw material for 
settlement and livelihood. The Vega archipelago is part of 
a ‘strandflat’ formation, a wave-cut platform providing a 
broad area of shallow sea punctuated by flat, low islands, 
in distinct contrast to the cliffs and fjords of the mainland. 
Although the strandflat is typical of the Norwegian coast 
from Leka in the south to Hamaroy in the north, it is best 
developed in Vega. 

Thus the Vega archipelago shares characteristics with 
Norway’s northern Atlantic coast, but its cultural 
landscape is more intense, and better preserved, than 
elsewhere along the coast.  

The Vega seascape contains fishing villages, quays, 
warehouses, ‘eider’ houses, the farming landscape and 
navigations buildings such as lighthouses and beacons. 
Overall the landscape reflects unique cultural traditions 
based on the way the particular topography has been used 
to provide a living for its inhabitants from a combination 
of farming and harvesting wild produce, a tradition that 
still survives today. 

The nominated site reflects the following cultural qualities: 

- Historical depth: evidence of early settlement from 
the Stone Age 

- Distinctive settlement patterns 

- Eider down harvesting 

- Fishing traditions  

- Intangible cultural traditions 

These are dealt with in turn. 

- Historical depth: evidence of early settlement form 
the Stone Age: 

There is extensive evidence for Early Stone Age 
habitations. More than a hundred sites, some with visible 
house, have been discovered on the lower slopes of Vega 
Mountain but this is thought to be a tiny percentage of the 
total. The largest settlement site is Asgarden, which had 
the safest harbour and where several hundred thousand 
artefacts have been recovered. Elsewhere smaller 
settlements probably functioned as hunting sites. 

Whereas the very early sites on Vega were subsequently 
abandoned, as people moved to lower ground, finds on the 
smaller islands dating back to between 1500 and 1000BP, 
reveal a continuity of settlement to the present day – and a 
continuity of livelihood with finds associated with 
farming, fishing and collecting down. Finds include house 
mounds, field clearance cairns, harbours, barrows and 
‘eider’ houses. 

- Distinctive settlement patterns: 

The strandflat formation has allowed agriculture to 
develop in a small scale-form on the islands. Fields were 
formed by building up suitable soil through mulching with 
seaweed. The traditional pattern of ‘infields’ (cultivated 
permanently for corn and later potatoes) and ‘outfields’ 
(cultivated in rotation) can still be clearly seen. 

 Beyond the fields, varieties of heath have developed 
through prolonged grazing (by sheep and cattle), scything 
and burning, and much of the diverse heathland vegetation 
is now related to these processes. Elsewhere there are 
various types of species rich grassland, formerly cut for 
hay from enclosed fields each with their hay-barns. 

Of the 56 islands that have been inhabited, some had only 
one house while others such as Skjaevaer and Vega had 
larger settlements. Many of the houses were used only 
seasonally – for fishing or down gathering. The local 
building material was wood – gained from driftwood or 
from the mainland. In the extreme climate, buildings had a 
limited lifespan: no surviving buildings are older than 100-
200 years. Dwellings were built of logs, clad externally 
with vertical planks, traditionally roofed in turf, (although 
now mostly covered in roofing felt) – in an overall style 
typical of outer coastal settlements in Nordland. 
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Many dwellings survive (particularly on Vega) whereas far 
fewer buildings related to the fishing and farming 
processes such as barns, boathouses, storehouses, cooking 
houses and fishermen’s shacks still exist. The islands of 
Muddvaer and Skjaevaer are particularly noteworthy in 
having all categories of building fully represented.  

- Specialised occupations: down collecting and fishing: 

The harvesting of down – the soft feathers from the nests 
of eider ducks, who breed in large numbers on the islands 
– is the most distinctive occupation.  The people on the 
islands attracted the wild eider duck to nest year after year 
on the same sites through providing nesting houses. The 
down was used for bedding quilts. 

There is archaeological evidence for the harvesting of 
birds from the time of the earliest settlements, and archival 
evidence from Egil’s Saga, written down in the 11th 
century but referring to two hundred years previously.  

By the 9th century the down from Nordland had become a 
valuable trading item, and the Vega archipelago the single 
most important district for its supply. Down seems to have 
accounted for around a third of the islanders’ income. Eggs 
were also collected for domestic use. 

The nesting houses were built of either stone (e-husane) or 
wood (e-banene) and lined with seaweed to simulate 
natural nesting sites under crags on the shore. They 
attracted the birds and provide shelter from predators. On 
the larger sites, there was accommodation for as many as 
1000 to 1400 birds. In all, the Vega archipelago had 17 
down sites in use in the 19th century. Today six of the sites 
are tended by islanders. Financial support is now being 
provided by Vega Council and an eider farm association 
has been formed.  

Traditionally eider farming was carried out by women. 
This is something not stressed in the nomination. 

The fishing and hunting of marine animals has taken place 
since the ice retreated around 10,000 years ago. The type 
of fishing varied throughout the year. In summer saithe 
were caught, whereas in late summer and autumn it was 
herring, both caught from around the islands in small 
boats.  

In winter the main catch was cod from much further afield 
in the Barents Sea, some 250 km to the north of Vega. 
Each winter a high proportion of the islands’ men went 
there in large, ten-men rowing boats. The winter fishing 
lasted three months and the resulting dried or salted fish 
provided a significant part of the annual income.  

Today there are still active fishermen but very few 
compared to their numbers a hundred years ago. 

Remains of this fishing tradition are seen in quays, 
breakwaters, warehouses and boathouses, as well as the 
Bremstein lighthouse. 

The tradition of boat building dates back to Viking times 
and is still maintained. Six distinctive types of boats, each 
suited to a particular purpose such as fishing transporting 
people etc, were built on the mainland fjords. 

- Cultural traditions: 

The oral traditions of the islands, related to the traditions 
of fishing, farming and down harvesting, are not given 

prominence in the nomination but referred to in connection 
with place-names, landmarks for fishermen, 
‘superstitions’, rituals and folk medicine. The local 
‘superstitions’ include spirits to be propitiated for 
successful fishing or farming, and those that foretold death 
and disaster.  

This aspect of the culture would seem to deserve more 
attention, documentation and evaluation.  

 

History 

Archaeological evidence suggests that the island of Vega 
was well populated with marine hunters and fishermen in 
the early Mesolithic period, and that this settlement 
persisted through the Stone Age. Gradually as the ice 
retreated, larger areas of land rose from the sea and the 
6500 islands, islets and skerries slowly evolved. Settlement 
of the islands closest to Vega was in place by around 
1500BP, and of the outer islands by 1000BP. Initially this 
settlement was seasonal. 

The small islands begun to be settled permanently around 
1000 BP. They were the property of rich estate owners on 
the mainland and their first permanent occupants would 
have been landless tenant farmers escaping famine. The 
landowners required the tenants to look after the eider 
ducks in order to increase production of the valuable 
down. In time sealing stations developed in the islands and 
fishing produced large qualities of dried fish traded out of 
the area. 

From 1560, by decree, all wares from the north had to pass 
through Bergen in the south of Norway. This meant 
fishermen became bound to certain merchants. At the end 
of the 16th century discoveries of new fishing grounds in 
the North America weakened the pre-eminence of Bergen. 
Following the Great Nordic War (1700-1721) agriculture 
recovered and Russians begun trading with Nordland. 
Around 1770 merchants were given landlords’ licences 
and in 1813 trade became free – thus the power links to 
Bergen ceased.  

The period from the end of the 19th into the beginning of 
the 20th century was one of massive change. A marked 
growth in population, and innovations such as boat engines 
which reduced the need for labour, encouraged many to 
emigrate to America, and others to move to the mainland.  

Another landmark change was the Government’s 
centralisation plan of the 1950s (the Nordland Plan) which 
aimed to put an end to settlement in the islands through the 
closure of schools and boat services, and the introduction 
of financial incentives to settle on the mainland. 

In spite of all these constraints, some people continued to 
live in the islands, particularly the older generation, and 
even those who left kept their houses in repair for summer 
use. 

Recently people have begun to move back to the islands 
and the policies are being reversed: Vega Council is now 
looking at ways to encourage the utilisation of the islands’ 
resources as a way of sustaining their rich cultural 
traditions and ecological diversity.  
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Management regime 

Legal provision:  

All pre-Reformation (i.e. pre AD1537) archaeological and 
historical monuments and sites are protected by the 
Cultural Heritage Act of 1905. Vega has 238 known 
localities on the Monuments and Sites Register.  This is 
thought to be a small proportion of what is there. The Vega 
project in 1984-88 revealed the huge research potential of 
the archipelago.  

The Cultural Heritage Act of 1978 extends protection 
automatically to buildings between 1537 and 1650. Under 
the terms of the Act, later individual buildings may also 
gain protection from individual protection orders. A Royal 
Decree may protected cultural environments as a group. 
Under this Act, individual protection orders have been 
issued for 29 buildings in Skjaervaer and for the Bremstein 
Lighthouse. The Hysvaer/Sola area has also been 
designated as a protected landscape of 9317 ha.  

The SEFRAK register of buildings covers buildings and 
remains of buildings from before 1900. Vega has 711 
entries, 199 being ruins or remains. The SEFRAK register 
of other objects is incomplete. 21 objects from Vega are on 
this register.  

The Nature Conservation Act of 1970 can protect 
landscape areas, nature reserves and bird sanctuaries. 
Under this Act, the Hyscaer/Sola areas has become a 
protected landscape, 5 nature reserves and 4 bird 
sanctuaries have been designated, in all amounting to 22% 
of the land surface. 

Other relevant Acts include those protecting drinking 
water, regulating sea fishing in line with natural resources, 
the protection of wildlife, the use of land, (this expects 
agricultural land to be continued in use and is of particular 
relevance to Vega) and a Sustainable Development Plan 
for Vega which will ‘hinder the Municipal Master Plan for 
Vega from being developed’. 

The Mater Plan for Vega (2001-2005) includes a general 
ban on building in the proposed World Heritage site but 
also promotes aquaculture around certain parts of Vega 
which are in the Buffer Zone. This Master Plan will be 
revised in 2003 and the values that form the basis of the 
nomination will underpin the new plan. 

All of these plans cover the whole of the archipelago and 
in some instances they set out to promote development. 
Notwithstanding the checks and balance introduced by 
other acts, there is a need for an overall plan for the 
proposed World Heritage site that can put forwards a 
vision and aims specifically for the site – these seem at the 
moment to be implicit rather than explicit. This plan could 
also cover sites not currently protected - such as eider 
houses. 

A Declaration of Intent between landowners, authorised 
users, the Vega Borough Council, the County Council and 
Government authorities was signed in 2002, under which 
the signatories agreed to preserve ‘the landscape of Vega 
with its cultural and biological values’, and to establish a 
consultative group for the World Heritage site. This group 
could drive forward a strategic/management plan that 
could inform the Master Plan. 

 

Management structure:  

There is no specific management structure in place 
although a World Heritage site consultative group is 
provided for under the Declaration of Intent (see above). 

Responsibility for the conservation of the cultural and 
natural heritage is at three levels: 

National: 

The Directorate of Cultural Heritage has the overriding 
professional responsibility for the management of 
archaeological and historical monuments. Much of its 
work is carried out through County Council staff. For the 
natural heritage the Directorate for Nature Management is 
the professional advisory body. Likewise it issues 
instructions to County Council officers.  

Regional: 

The County Governor’s office has responsibility for 
ensuring local authorities fulfil their obligations in respect 
of, for instance, nature conservation and agriculture (but 
not cultural matters). At County level the Nordland County 
Council is responsible for planning and development. It 
has delegated powers under the Cultural Heritage Act.  

Local: 

Vega Borough Council has responsibility for allocating 
land and resources with due consideration to 
archaeological, historical and natural resources.  

Resources:  

The Government allocates funds annually to administer 
World Heritage sites. Protected cultural sites can apply for 
funding from the Directorate of Cultural Heritage. A new 
Cultural Heritage Fund was set up in 2003 for cultural 
heritage projects. There is a raft of funds to support 
agriculture in relation to cultural heritage, and for farming, 
forestry and related rural industries.  

There is an extensive range of trained staff at national 
level, and expertise at regional level in archaeological and 
historical monuments and the environment. At local level, 
the Council includes staff with expertise in cultural affairs. 
Also significant is the substantial practical and theoretical 
knowledge amongst local people of their traditions and 
cultures –which are crucial to the survival of the Vega 
cultural landscape. 

 

Justification by the State Party (summary) 

The outstanding universal values of the site are identified 
as being a combination of: 

• A unique landscape of islands and shallow water 
reflect a living testimony to the life and labour of 
people who have lived in this exposed archipelago. 

• A collection of built remains which testify to a long 
association between people and the land. 

• Unique cultural traditions associated with fishing and 
farming. 

• The unique millennium long tradition of down 
farming which had mutual benefit to man and birds. 
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• A landscape that represents the lives of people living 
in a harsh marginal area of the world. 

 

3. ICOMOS EVALUATION 

Actions by ICOMOS 

An ICOMOS mission visited the site in September 2003. 

ICOMOS has also consulted its International Scientific 
Committee on Historic Gardens / Cultural Landscapes. 

 

Conservation 

Conservation history:  

Buildings and the remains of buildings in the north and 
northwestern parts of the archipelago that pre-date 1900 
were recorded and documented in the early 1990s. (Eider 
houses were not included). These include 40 dwellings, 19 
barns and 14 storehouses. 

Conservation of buildings has been concentrated on the 
restoring and refurbishing 20 buildings in the abandoned 
fishing village of Skjaervaer. So far new uses for these 
buildings have not been found.  

Conservation work has also included projects to try and 
reverse the decline of agricultural fields. A research 
project in 1998 looked at over-growing on 100 islands. Out 
if this emerged an upkeep and maintenance plan for the 
Vega Archipelago. This plan will begin in 2003. 

State of conservation:  

The Vega landscape has been preserved through under-use 
and at them moment that is not being reversed to any great 
extent. Active conservation has only taken place at a few 
sites. Nevertheless, there is a need for intervention for 
under-used buildings. However the majority of these are in 
private ownership. 

Risk analysis:  

The following risks were identified in the nomination: 

- Depopulation: 

This is the over-riding threat to the way of life of the 
islands. This is being addressed indirectly through the 
introduction of various incentives to add value to local 
produce and encourage traditional livelihoods. 

- Lack of grazing: 

Without a viable farming community, many former arable 
and hay fields and also grazing grounds are becoming 
over-grown. Sheep have been reintroduced in Hysvaer 
(through a private imitative) but there are as yet no plans 
to transport sheep to other islands. It is not clear how this 
issue will be addressed. 

An associated issue not addressed in the nomination is: 

- Sustaining fields: 

Most of the fields were ‘created’ through applying 
seaweed to the land. This not only gave fertility to the 
fields it also created enough depth for cultivation. It is not 
clear from the nomination whether erosion on these fields 

is a problem and if so how sufficient soil depth will be 
maintained. 

- Forestry: 

In 1980-1989 conifers were planted on 24ha of the buffer 
zone and these impact adversely on views. Vega Council 
now aims to encourage thinning and felling. 

- Aquaculture: 

Aquacultivation is given priority in the Vega Master Plan 
for the costal plain to the east of Vega Island in the buffer 
zone. It is however stated that ‘knowledge of the marine 
ecosystem and its biological resources is limited’ and it is 
not clear how the sustainable development plan will 
mitigate this activity in sensitive areas. 

- Tourism: 

Tourism is not currently a threat as it is under-developed. 
However the local authority wishes to encourage the 
development of sustainable tourism. 

- Lack of use of buildings: 

This is a major issue and one that can only be addressed in 
the medium and long term through more viable activities. 

- Pollution: 

Pollution from large vessels sailing along the Norwegian 
coast is identified as a potential threat as is radioactive 
contamination from possibly, Sellafield, in England. 
Adequate oil protection measures and contingency plans 
are in place. 

- Natural disasters: 

Heavy grazing of the kelp forests by sea urchins – whose 
reasons are not known - is considered by some a disaster 
for fish stocks. More research is needed before this issue 
can be addressed. 

- Masts: 

A large radar installation stands of the summit of 
Gullsvagfjellet, the highest peak on Vega Island. This area 
had been excluded from the nomination. This does not 
however stop the mast having a negative visual impact on 
the proposed site. 

The following issues were not addressed: 

- Repair and maintenance: 

The authorities have restored the buildings at Skjaervaer in 
a professional way. Advice should be given to private 
house-owners perhaps through guidelines to encourage 
best practice and stop the use of unsuitable materials. 

 

Authenticity and integrity 

Authenticity: 

There are no issues connected to the authenticity of the 
proposed site, apart from the radar installation, currently 
excluded from the site but not excluded from its visual 
envelope. 
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Integrity:  

The nominated area can be considered sufficiently large to 
encompass the expressions of cultural heritage of the 
strandflat. 

 

Comparative evaluation 

The nominated area has been evaluated in a Nordic context 
by a group of Nordic experts as part of the Nordic World 
Heritage project. This concluded that the Vega archipelago 
could not be likened to other Nordic coastal landscapes in 
broad cultural landscape terms. 

In a European context, the Outer Hebrides, the Orkneys 
and Shetland, which once had Nordic populations, do have 
some features in common in terms of a fishing/farming 
culture in a comparatively hostile environment. What they 
lack is the fragmented topography and shallow waters 
between islands which allow extensive fishing in 
comparatively simple vessels.  

In a global context, archipelagos exist in western Canada, 
the Caribbean, the Mediterranean, the east coat of Chile, 
the Seychelles, the Maldives, Indonesia and New Zealand. 
None of these exhibit similar landforms to the Norwegian 
strandflat, and all have evolved in a different geo-cultural 
context. 

One aspect, not stressed in the nomination under this 
heading, is the practice of eider farming. Although this 
practice was formerly more widespread, and still exists in 
Iceland on an industrial scale, nowhere else does the 
‘domestication’ of eider farming still exist with houses 
being provided for the birds and the down being cleaned 
by hand. This cultural system, with its associated sites and 
structures, is now therefore unique. As a key part of the 
Vega archipelago economy, it thus has a marked bearing 
on the overall profile of the cultural landscape of the area. 

 

Outstanding universal value 

General statement: 

The Vega archipelago has outstanding universal value for: 

• The now unique eider duck farming culture which has 
persisted in the area for more than a thousand years. 

• The manmade landscape which is a testimony to 
people who developed a distinctive and frugal way of 
life in this extremely exposed area just south of the 
Arctic Circle.  

• The long and persistent  interaction between man and 
the landscape which displays a remarkable continuity 
of culture 

• The key part women played in eider farming and thus 
their involvement in the production of a high value 
product which became  part of the Hanseatic trade 

Evaluation of criteria:  

The site is nominated on the basis of criterion v: 

The cultural landscape of the Vega Archipelago illustrates 
in an outstanding way how people have earned a living 

from their inhospitable environment over a long time span 
and in a persistent and distinctive way.  

The site reflects the long and now unique tradition of eider 
duck ‘farming’ which possibly stretches back to pre-
historic times and certainly has persisted over the past 
1500 years.  

The site is a testimony to women’s labour and their control 
of the eider duck farming. 

The site shows how a small-scale society in a remote and 
hostile environment could develop sustainable ways of 
harvesting resources to become a crucial part of a national 
and international trade network through producing high 
value produce. 

 

4. ICOMOS RECOMMENDATIONS 

Recommendation for the future 

This site is undoubtedly of outstanding universal value. It 
is, however, not without its vulnerabilities. At the moment 
it is a living landscape where – remarkably – the process 
of eider down farming has persisted in spite of pressures to 
the contrary over the past hundred years. However there 
are currently insufficient people to utilise all the islands’ 
buildings and insufficient farmers who are willing to take 
sheep to graze the islands rich pastures.  

There is evidence of a strong commitment to tackle these 
problems and a raft of projects has been put in place that 
could help sustain local processes. Four aspects need 
attention: 

1. There is currently no inventory of the duck 
nesting houses on the islands.  This should be 
completed as a matter of urgency, a conservation 
plan drawn up for these unique structures, and 
ways found to give them protection. 

2. Although the Vega Master Plan is being re-
written to espouse the aims of this nomination it 
covers more than the nominated site and includes 
development proposals for the buffer zone. A 
specific strategic plan for the nominated site 
should be prepared which can feed into the 
Master Plan. It should address: 

a. Measures to support traditional forms 
of land management, particularly the 
grazing of sheep on the islands, 

a. Sustaining field patterns  

b. The interface between conservation 
and sustainable development in respect 
of aquaculture 

c. Documentation 

d. How private land-owners may be 
engaged in the management processes 

3. There is a need to formalise the collection of 
traditional, intangible knowledge of the islands’ 
cultural processes and traditions, in order to 
monitor their survival. A plan to record cultural 
traditions should be put in place. 

4. The large radio mast on Vega Island is visual 
intrusion into this dramatic and attractive 
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landscape. Ways should be found to re-site this 
mast in order that its footprint can be included in 
the nomination. 

It is recommended that the State Party give consideration 
to strengthening the boundary of the nominated site to the 
north and northeast through the inclusion of further islands 
and marine areas. 

It is further recommended that consideration should be 
given to acquiring abandoned islands for public ownership, 
where appropriate, in order to sustain the cultural 
landscape of these islands. 

 

Recommendation with respect to inscription 

That, subject to the four points mentioned above, the 
property be inscribed on the World Heritage list as a 
cultural landscape and on the basis of criterion v: 

Criterion v: The Vega archipelago reflects the way 
generations of fishermen/farmers have, over the past 
1500 years, maintained a sustainable living in an 
inhospitable seascape near the Arctic Circle, based on 
the now unique practice of eider down harvesting, and 
it also celebrate the contribution made by women to 
the eider down process. 

 

ICOMOS, March 2004 
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    Vega (Norvège) 
 
    No 1143 
 
 
 
 
 
1. IDENTIFICATION 
 
État partie :  Norvège 
 
Bien proposé :  Vegaøyan –Archipel de Vega 
 
Lieu :  Nordland, Vega 
 
Date de réception :  27 janvier 2003 
 
Catégorie de bien : 
 
En termes de catégories de biens culturels, telles qu’elles 
sont définies à l’article premier de la Convention du 
patrimoine mondial de 1972, il s’agit d’un site. Aux termes 
du paragraphe 39 des Orientations devant guider la mise 
en œuvre du patrimoine mondial, il s’agit d’un paysage 
culturel.  
 
Brève description : 
 
Cet ensemble d’îles autour de Vega, au sud du Cercle 
arctique, atteste du mode de vie frugal et caractéristique, 
basé sur la pêche et la collecte du duvet d’eider (une 
espèce de canard), qu’ont développé les hommes dans cet 
archipel extrêmement exposé au sud du cercle arctique.  
 
 
2. LE BIEN 
 
Description 
 
Le site proposé pour inscription représente la majeure 
partie de l’archipel de Vega, paysage maritime composé de 
plus de 6 500 îles, îlots et « brisants », dans des eaux peu 
profondes. C’est un paysage maritime et terrestre battu par 
les vents – une multitude d’îles basses et quasi dénudées 
parsemant la surface de la mer, avec pour cadre des 
montagnes côtières, spectaculaires et massives. Plus de 50 
îles sont ou ont été habitées – beaucoup de façon 
saisonnière.  
 
Le paysage marin est centré sur Vega, la plus grande île, à 
une dizaine de kilomètres des côtes découpées du 
continent. Le site proposé pour inscription couvre 103 710 
hectares, dont 6 930 de terres. Environ un tiers de l’île de 
Vega s’inscrit dans les limites du site proposé pour 
inscription. Les deux tiers restants, avec le paysage 
maritime adjacent qui s’étend sur un kilomètre environ, 
constituent la zone tampon proposée. Aucune zone tampon 
n’est nécessaire du côté de la mer.  
 
La géologie unique de la région forme la matière première 
du peuplement et de la subsistance. L’archipel de Vega fait 
partie d’une formation dite strandflat, une plate-forme 
coupée par les vagues, avec une vaste étendue d’eaux peu 

profondes ponctuées d’îles plates, basses, contrastant 
nettement avec les falaises et les fjords du continent. 
Quoique le strandflat soit typique du littoral norvégien, de 
Leka au sud à Hamaroy au nord, c’est à Vega qu’il est le 
plus net. 
 
Ainsi, l’archipel de Vega partage des caractéristiques avec 
la côte Atlantique nord de la Norvège, mais son paysage 
culturel est plus riche et mieux préservé que le reste de la 
côte.  
 
Le paysage marin de Vega se compose de villages de 
pêche, de quais, d’entrepôts, de nichoirs pour les canards 
eider, du paysage agricole et des bâtiments de navigation 
tels que phares et balises. Dans l’ensemble, le paysage 
reflète des traditions culturelles uniques, reposant sur 
l’utilisation de cette topographie particulière pour faire 
vivre les habitants grâce à une association d’agriculture et 
de collecte de produits sauvages. Cette tradition subsiste 
encore à ce jour. 
 
Le site proposé pour inscription reflète les caractéristiques 
culturelles suivantes : 
 
- Ancienneté historique : traces de peuplements 

anciens, depuis l’âge de la pierre. 
 
- Schémas de peuplement caractéristiques 
 
- Collecte du duvet d’eider 
 
- Traditions de pêche  
 
- Traditions culturelles immatérielles 
 
Chaque point est traité l’un après l’autre. 
 
- Ancienneté historique : traces de peuplements 

anciens, depuis l’âge de la pierre : 
 
On retrouve beaucoup de traces d’habitations du début de 
l’âge de la pierre. Plus d’une centaine de sites, dont 
certains où les maisons sont encore visibles, ont été 
découverts en bas des versants des montagnes de Vega, 
mais on estime que cela n’est qu’une minuscule fraction du 
total. Le plus grand site de peuplement se nomme 
Asgarden ; il disposait du port le plus sûr et plusieurs 
centaines de milliers d’objets  y ont été retrouvés. Ailleurs, 
les plus petits peuplements étaient probablement des sites 
de chasse. 
 
Alors que les sites les plus anciens de Vega ont été 
abandonnés par la suite, au fur et à mesure que les hommes 
partaient s’installer sur des terres plus basses, les 
découvertes sur les îles plus petites, qui datent d’entre 
1500 et 1000 avant notre ère, révèlent la continuité du 
peuplement jusqu’à nos jours – ainsi qu’une continuité de 
subsistance, avec des découvertes associées à l’agriculture, 
à la pêche et à la collecte du duvet : ces découvertes 
comprennent notamment des buttes d’habitation, des cairns 
de délimitation des champs, des ports, des terrils et des 
nichoirs à eiders. 
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- Schémas de peuplement caractéristiques : 
 
Grâce au strandflat, l’agriculture a pu se développer à 
petite échelle sur les îles. On formait les champs en créant 
un sol approprié, avec de l’accot et des algues. Le schéma 
traditionnel des « petits champs » (cultivés en permanence 
pour le maïs et plus tard pour les pommes de terre) et des 
« grands champs » (cultivés en rotation) est toujours 
clairement visible. 
 
Au-delà des champs, des variétés de bruyères se sont 
développées, du fait du pâturage prolongé (moutons et 
bovins), du fauchage et de l’écobuage, et une grande partie 
de la lande est maintenant le fruit de ces procédés. 
Ailleurs, on trouve divers types d’espèces d’herbage, que 
l’on coupait jadis dans des champs clos, chacun doté de 
leur fenil, pour entreposer du foin. 
 
Sur les 56 îles qui ont été habitées, certaines ne comptaient 
qu’une maison, tandis que d’autres, comme Skjaevaer et 
Vega, abritaient des peuplements plus importants. De 
nombreuses maisons n’étaient utilisées que de façon 
saisonnière – pour la pêche ou la collecte de duvet. Les 
matériaux de construction locaux étaient le bois – bois 
flotté ou coupé sur le continent. Dans ce climat extrême, 
les bâtiments avaient une durée de vie limitée : aucun 
édifice subsistant n’a plus de 100 ou 200 ans. Les 
habitations étaient faites de rondins de bois, revêtus à 
l’extérieur de planches verticales, avec des toits 
traditionnellement faits de tourbe (quoique la plupart 
soient couverts de feutre pour toiture) – dans un style 
généralement typique des peuplements du littoral dans le 
Nordland. 
 
Bon nombre d’habitations subsistent (en particulier sur 
Vega), mais les bâtiments de pêche et les bâtiments 
agricoles tels que les granges, les hangars à bateaux, les 
magasins, les entrepôts de préparation et les cabanes des 
pêcheurs sont beaucoup moins nombreux. Les îles de 
Muddvaer et de Skjaevaer sont particulièrement 
remarquables en ce que toutes les catégories d’édifices y 
sont pleinement représentées.  
 
- Occupations spécialisées : collecte du duvet et pêche 
 
La collecte du duvet – les plumes douces dont les canards 
eider, qui vivent en grand nombre sur les îles, tapissent 
leur nid – est l’occupation la plus caractéristique. Les 
insulaires attiraient chaque année les eiders sauvages sur 
les mêmes sites, en leur fournissant des nichoirs. Le duvet 
servait de rembourrage pour les édredons. 
 
Les traces archéologiques de cette occupation remontent à 
l’époque des premiers peuplements, et les archives de la 
Saga d’Egil, écrite au XIe siècle, font référence à une 
époque antérieure de deux siècles.  
 
Dès le IXe siècle, le duvet de Nordland était une denrée 
commerciale précieuse et l’archipel de Vega la première 
région d’approvisionnement. Le duvet semble avoir 
représenté un tiers environ du revenu des insulaires. Quant 
aux œufs, ils étaient ramassés pour la consommation 
domestique. 
 
Les nichoirs étaient faits de pierre (e-husane) ou de bois 
(e-banene) et entourés d’algues pour simuler les sites de 

nichage naturels sous les rochers des plages. Ils attiraient 
les oiseaux et les protégeaient contre les prédateurs, les 
plus grands pouvant accueillir 1 000 à 1 400 oiseaux. Au 
total, l’archipel de Vega possédait 17 sites de collecte de 
duvet en usage au XIXe siècle. Aujourd’hui, les insulaires 
s’occupent encore de six d’entre eux. Le Conseil de Vega 
apporte un soutien financier et une association des 
exploitants du duvet d’eider a été mise sur pied.  
 
Traditionnellement, cette activité est féminine, un point 
que ne souligne pas le dossier de proposition d’inscription. 
 
La pêche et la chasse d’animaux marins existent depuis la 
retraite des glaces, il y a dix mille ans environ. Le type de 
pêche variait au fil de l’année. En été, on attrapait du lieu 
noir, à la fin de l’été et en automne du hareng, que l’on 
pêchait tous deux autour des îles, dans de petites 
embarcations.  
 
En hiver, on pêchait principalement de la morue, bien plus 
loin dans la mer de Barents, à quelque 250 km au nord de 
Vega. Chaque hiver, une partie des hommes des îles s’y 
rendaient dans de grands canots à dix rameurs. La saison 
hivernale de pêche durait trois mois et les poissons séchés 
ou salés représentaient une partie non négligeable du 
revenu annuel.  
 
Aujourd’hui, il reste des pêcheurs actifs, mais très peu par 
rapport à leur nombre il y a une centaine d’années. 
 
Les vestiges de cette tradition de pêche sont visibles dans 
les quais, les brise-lames, les entrepôts et les hangars à 
bateaux, ainsi que dans le phare de Bremstein. 
 
La tradition de construction de bateaux remonte à l’époque 
des Vikings et perdure depuis. Six différents types de 
bateaux, chacun adapté à un usage particulier comme la 
pêche, le transport de personnes, etc. étaient construits 
dans les fjords du continent. 
 
- Traditions culturelles immatérielles : 
 
Les traditions orales des îles, associées aux traditions de 
pêche, d’agriculture et de collecte de duvet, ne sont pas 
mises en avant dans le dossier de proposition d’inscription 
mais mentionnées dans le cadre des noms de lieux, des 
amers des pêcheurs, des « superstitions », des rituels et de 
la médecine traditionnelle. Parmi les superstitions locales, 
on trouve des esprits auxquels on faisait des offrandes pour 
que la pêche ou la collecte soient bonnes, et d’autres qui 
prédisaient la mort et le désastre.  
 
Cet aspect de la culture semblerait mériter plus d’attention, 
de documentation et d’évaluation.  
 
 
Histoire 
 
Les traces archéologiques suggèrent que l’île de Vega était 
peuplée de chasseurs d’animaux marins et de pêcheurs au 
début de l’ère mésolithique, et que ce peuplement a 
perduré à l’âge de la pierre. Progressivement, au fur et à 
mesure de la retraite des glaces, de plus grandes étendues 
de terre ont émergé de la surface de l’eau et les 6 500 îles, 
îlots et brisants ont lentement évolué. Le peuplement des 
îles les plus proches de Vega était en place aux environs de 
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1 500 avant notre ère, celui des îles extérieures aux 
alentours de 1 000 avant notre ère. A l’origine, il était 
saisonnier. 
 
Les peuplements des petites îles devinrent permanents aux 
alentours de 1 000 avant notre ère. Les habitations 
appartenaient à de riches propriétaires du continent et leurs 
premiers occupants auraient été des métayers sans terre 
cherchant à échapper à la famine, auxquels les 
propriétaires fonciers demandaient de surveiller les 
canards eiders afin d’augmenter la production du précieux 
duvet. Au fil du temps, des postes d’emballage se 
développèrent dans les îles, tandis que la pêche produisait 
de grandes quantités de poisson séché qui se vendaient 
dans la région. 
 
À partir de 1560, un décret ordonna que toutes les 
marchandises venant du nord passent par Bergen, au sud 
de la Norvège, ce qui assujettit les pêcheurs à certains 
marchands. À la fin du XVIe siècle, la découverte de 
nouveaux espaces de pêche en Amérique du nord affaiblit 
la position de Bergen. Après la grande Guerre nordique 
(1700-1721), l’agriculture reprit et les Russes se lancèrent 
dans le commerce avec le Nordland. Aux alentours de 
1770, les marchands reçurent des titres de propriété 
foncière et en 1813 le commerce devint libre – ainsi, les 
liens de pouvoir avec Bergen disparurent.  
 
La période de la fin du XIXe au début du XXe siècle fut 
une époque de grand changement. Une croissance marquée 
de la population, et des innovations diminuant le besoin en 
main d’œuvre, comme les moteurs de bateau, ont 
encouragé beaucoup d’insulaires à émigrer en Amérique, 
et d’autres vers le continent.  
 
Un autre grand changement est le plan de centralisation du 
gouvernement dans les années 1950 (le plan du Nordland), 
qui visait à mettre fin au peuplement dans les îles par la 
fermeture des écoles et des services de bateau, et 
l’introduction de primes financières à l’installation sur le 
continent. 
 
En dépit de tout, certaines personnes restèrent dans les îles, 
particulièrement l’ancienne génération, et même ceux qui 
partirent continuèrent d’entretenir leur maison, devenue 
résidence d’été. 
 
Récemment, on a commencé à se réinstaller dans les îles, 
et les politiques ont été inversées. Le conseil de Vega 
cherche maintenant des moyens d’encourager l’utilisation 
des ressources des îles, afin de soutenir leurs riches 
traditions culturelles et leur diversité écologique.  
 
 
Politique de gestion 
 
Dispositions légales :  
 
Tous les monuments et sites archéologiques et historiques 
pré-Réforme (c’est-à-dire datant d’avant 1537 après J.-C.) 
sont protégés par la loi de 1905 sur le patrimoine culturel. 
Vega possède 238 localités connues au Registre des 
Monuments et des Sites. On estime qu’il ne s’agit que 
d’une infime proportion de ce qui existe, le projet Vega de 
1984-1988 ayant révélé l’immense potentiel de recherche 
de cet archipel.  

La loi de 1978 sur le patrimoine culturel étend 
automatiquement la protection aux édifices entre 1537 et 
1650. Aux termes de la loi, les bâtiments individuels 
ultérieurs peuvent également être protégés en vertu 
d’ordonnances de protection individuelles. Un décret royal 
peut protéger les environnements culturels dans leur 
ensemble. En vertu de cette loi, des arrêtés de protection 
individuels ont été promulgués pour 29 édifices de 
Skjaervaer et pour le phare de Bremstein. La zone de 
Hysvaer/Sola, de 9317 ha, a également été classée comme 
paysage protégé.  
 
L’inventaire SEFRAK des bâtiments couvre des bâtiments 
et des vestiges de bâtiments datant d’avant 1900. Vega 
compte 711 inscriptions, dont 199 de ruines ou de vestiges. 
L’inventaire SEFRAK des autres objets est incomplet. 
Vingt et un objets de Vega sont inscrits dans ce registre.  
 
La loi de conservation naturelle de 1970 peut protéger les 
paysages, les réserves naturelles et les sanctuaires 
d’oiseaux. En vertu de cette loi, les zones de Hyscaer/Sola 
sont devenues un paysage protégé, et 5 réserves naturelles 
et 4 sanctuaires d’oiseaux ont été classés, soit au total 
22 % de la superficie des terres. 
 
Parmi les autres lois applicables, celles qui protègent l’eau 
potable, réglementent la pêche en mer en fonction des 
ressources naturelles, la protection de la faune et de la 
flore, l’occupation des sols (elles prévoient la poursuite de 
l'utilisation des terres agricoles et sont d’une pertinence 
toute particulière pour Vega) et un plan de développement 
durable pour Vega, qui « entraverait le développement du 
plan directeur municipal de Vega ». 
 
Le plan directeur de Vega (2001-2005) comprend une 
interdiction générale de la construction dans le site du 
Patrimoine mondial proposé mais promeut également 
l’aquaculture dans certaines parties de Vega qui se 
trouvent dans la zone tampon. Ce plan directeur sera révisé 
en 2003 et les valeurs fondamentales de la proposition 
d’inscription sous-tendront le nouveau plan. 
 
Tous ces plans couvrent la totalité de l’archipel et dans 
certains cas, ils visent à promouvoir le développement. En 
dépit des contrôles et de l’équilibre mis en place par 
d’autres lois, un plan général pour le site du Patrimoine 
mondial s’impose, afin de mettre en avant une vision et des 
objectifs spécifiquement propres au site ; or, ceux-ci 
semblent pour l’instant implicites plutôt qu’explicites. Ce 
plan pourrait également couvrir des sites qui ne sont pas 
protégés actuellement, tel les nichoirs. 
 
Une déclaration d’intention entre les propriétaires, les 
utilisateurs autorisés, le conseil municipal de Vega, le 
conseil du comté et les pouvoirs publics a été signée en 
2002, en vertu de laquelle les signataires ont convenu de 
préserver le « paysage de Vega avec ses valeurs culturelles 
et biologiques », et d’établir un groupe consultatif pour le 
site du Patrimoine mondial, groupe qui pourrait proposer 
un plan stratégique / de gestion à l’appui du plan directeur. 
 
Structure de la gestion : 
 
Il n’existe aucune structure de gestion spécifique en place, 
quoique la déclaration d’intention (voir ci-dessus) stipule 
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la mise en place d’un groupe consultatif du Patrimoine 
mondial. 
 
La responsabilité de la conservation du patrimoine culturel 
et naturel est à trois niveaux : 
 
National : La direction du Patrimoine culturel est 
professionnellement responsable de la gestion des 
monuments archéologiques et historiques. Une grande 
partie de son travail est effectuée par le personnel du 
conseil du comté. Pour ce qui est du patrimoine naturel, la 
Direction de la gestion de la nature est l’organisme 
consultatif professionnel, qui délivre également des 
instructions aux responsables du conseil du comté.  
 
Régional : Le bureau du gouverneur du Comté est 
responsable d’assurer que les autorités locales remplissent 
leurs obligations à l’égard, par exemple, de la conservation 
de la nature et de l’agriculture (mais non des questions 
culturelles). Au niveau du comté, le conseil du comté du 
Nordland est responsable de la planification et du 
développement. Il a délégué ses pouvoirs en vertu de la loi 
sur le patrimoine culturel.  
 
Local : Le conseil de Vega est responsable d’allouer la 
terre et les ressources en tenant dûment compte des 
ressources archéologiques, historiques et naturelles.  
 
Ressources : 
 
Le gouvernement affecte chaque année des fonds à 
l’administration des sites du Patrimoine mondial. Les sites 
culturels protégés peuvent demander un financement 
auprès de la Direction du patrimoine culturel. Un nouveau 
Fonds du patrimoine culturel a été instauré en 2003 pour 
les projets liés au patrimoine culturel. Une série de 
financement soutiennent l’agriculture en tant que 
patrimoine culturel, ainsi que l’élevage, la sylviculture et 
les autres industries rurales associées. 
 
Il existe un large éventail de personnel qualifié au niveau 
national, ainsi qu’une grande expertise des monuments 
archéologiques et historiques et de l’environnement au 
niveau régional. Au niveau local, le conseil comprend du 
personnel expert des affaires culturelles. Très important 
également est la connaissance pratique et théorique 
substantielle qu’ont les autochtones de leurs traditions et 
de leur culture – cruciales pour la survie du paysage 
culturel de Vega. 
 
 
Justification émanant de l’État partie (résumé) 
 
Les valeurs universelles exceptionnelles du site sont 
identifiées comme l’association : 
 
• D’un paysage unique d’îles et d’eaux peu profondes, 

témoignage vivant de la vie et du travail des 
populations habitant cet archipel très exposé. 

 
• D’un ensemble de vestiges construits qui attestent 

d’une longue association entre l’homme et la terre. 
 
• De traditions culturelles uniques associées à la pêche 

et à l’agriculture. 
 

• D’une tradition millénaire unique de collecte du 
duvet, au profit mutuel de l’homme et de l’oiseau. 

 
• D’un paysage représentatif de la vie de populations 

habitant dans une région rude, à l’écart du reste du 
monde. 

 
 
3. ÉVALUATION DE L’ICOMOS 
 
Actions de l’ICOMOS 
 
Une mission de l’ICOMOS s’est rendue sur le site en 
septembre 2003. 
 
L’ICOMOS a également consulté son Comité Scientifique 
International sur les jardins historiques / paysages 
culturels. 
 
 
Conservation 
 
Historique de la conservation :  
 
Les bâtiments et les vestiges de bâtiments au nord et au 
nord-ouest de l’archipel antérieurs à 1900 ont été 
inventoriés et documentés au début des années 1990 (à 
l’exception des nichoirs). Ils comprennent 40 habitations, 
19 granges et 14 entrepôts. 
 
La conservation des bâtiments s’est concentrée sur la 
restauration et la remise en état de 20 édifices dans le 
village de pêche abandonné de Skjaervaer. À l’heure 
actuelle, on n’a pas trouvé de nouveaux usages à ces 
bâtiments. 
 
Les travaux de conservation incluent également des projets 
pour essayer d’inverser le déclin des champs agricoles. En 
1998, un projet de recherche s’est penché sur la croissance 
excessive de la végétation sur 100 îles, et a abouti à un 
plan d’entretien et de maintenance pour l’archipel de 
Vega. Ce plan entrera en vigueur en 2003. 
 
État de conservation :  
 
Le paysage de Vega a été préservé par une utilisation peu 
intense et, pour l’instant, cette tendance ne semble pas 
devoir véritablement s’inverser. Seuls quelques sites ont 
fait l’objet d’une conservation active ; toutefois, les 
bâtiments peu utilisés ont besoin d’une intervention, mais 
la majorité d’entre eux sont des propriétés privées. 
 
Analyse des risques :  
 
Les risques suivants ont été identifiés dans le dossier de 
proposition d’inscription : 
 
- Dépopulation :  
 
C’est la principale menace qui pèse sur le mode de vie des 
îles ; elle est indirectement traitée par l’introduction de 
divers moyens d’incitation cherchant à ajouter de la valeur 
aux produits locaux et à encourager les modes de 
subsistance traditionnels. 
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- Manque de pâturage :  
 
Sans communauté agricole viable, bon nombre d’anciens 
champs arables et de foin, mais aussi des pâturages, sont 
recouverts par une végétation excessive. Des moutons ont 
été réintroduits à Hysvaer (dans le cadre d’une initiative 
privée), mais il n’existe aucun plan pour transporter des 
moutons dans d’autres îles. La question de la solution 
apportée à ce problème n’est pas claire. 
 
Une autre question associée et non traitée dans le dossier 
de proposition d’inscription : 
 
- Entretien des champs :  
 
La plupart des champs ont été artificiellement « créés » par 
le dépôt d’algues sur le sol, ce qui l’a fertilisé mais lui a 
aussi donné une épaisseur suffisante pour la culture. Le 
dossier de proposition d’inscription n'indique pas 
clairement si l’érosion dans ces champs est un problème et, 
si tel est le cas, si une profondeur de sol suffisante pourra 
être maintenue. 
 
- Sylviculture :  
 
En 1980-1989, des conifères ont été plantés sur 24 hectares 
de la zone tampon, avec un impact négatif sur les vues. Le 
conseil de Vega encourage aujourd’hui la coupe et 
l’abattage. 
 
- Aquaculture :  
 
L’aquaculture a la priorité dans le plan directeur de Vega 
pour la plaine côtière à l’est de l’île de Vega, dans la zone 
tampon. On indique cependant que la « connaissance de 
l’écosystème marin et de ses ressources biologiques est 
limitée », et la question de savoir comment le plan de 
développement durable limitera cette activité dans les 
zones sensibles n’est pas très claire. 
 
- Tourisme :  
 
Le tourisme ne constitue pas une menace actuellement, car 
il est sous-développé. Cependant, les autorités locales 
souhaitent encourager le développement d’un tourisme 
durable. 
 
- Manque d’utilisation des bâtiments :  
 
Il s’agit là d’un problème majeur, qui ne peut être traité 
que sur le moyen et le long terme, avec la mise en place 
d’activités plus viables. 
 
- Pollution :  
 
La pollution émise par les grands bateaux passant le long 
de la côte norvégienne est identifiée comme une menace 
potentielle, de même que la contamination radioactive 
possible de Sellafield, en Angleterre. Des mesures de 
protection contre les marées noires et des plans d’urgence 
appropriés ont été mis en place. 
 
- Catastrophes naturelles :  
 
La grande consommation des forêts de varech par les 
oursins, dont les raisons sont inconnues, est considérée par 

certains comme un désastre pour les réserves de poissons. 
De plus amples recherches sont nécessaires pour traiter 
cette question. 
 
- Pylônes :  
 
Une grande installation radar se dresse au sommet de 
Gullsvagfjellet, le plus haut pic de l’île de Vega. Cette 
zone a été exclue de la proposition d’inscription, ce qui ne 
l’empêche d’avoir un impact visuel négatif sur le site 
proposé pour inscription. 
 
Les questions suivantes n’ont pas été traitées : 
 
- Réparation et maintenance :  
 
Les autorités ont restauré les bâtiments de Skjaervaer avec 
professionnalisme. Des conseils devraient être donnés aux 
propriétaires privés, peut-être avec des directives 
encourageant les bonnes pratiques et mettant un terme à 
l’utilisation de matériaux de construction impropres. 
 
 
Authenticité et intégrité 
 
Authenticité : 
 
Il n’y a aucun problème lié à l’authenticité du site proposé 
pour inscription, exception faite de l’installation radar, 
actuellement exclue du site mais non de son 
environnement visuel. 
 
Intégrité :  
 
La zone proposée pour inscription peut être considérée 
comme suffisamment vaste pour englober toutes les 
expressions du patrimoine culturel du strandflat. 
 
 
Évaluation comparative 
 
La zone proposée pour inscription a été évaluée dans un 
contexte nordique, par un groupe d’experts nordiques et 
dans le cadre d’un projet sur le Patrimoine mondial 
nordique. Le groupe est arrivé à la conclusion que 
l’archipel de Vega ne pouvait être comparé à aucun autre 
paysage côtier nordique en termes de paysage culturel. 
 
Dans un contexte européen, les Hébrides extérieures, les 
Orcades et les îles Shetland, qui abritaient jadis des 
populations nordiques, ont quelques points communs en ce 
qu’il s’agit de cultures de pêcheurs / de fermiers dans un 
environnement relativement hostile. Il leur manque 
toutefois la topographie fragmentée et les eaux peu 
profondes, permettant une pêche importante dans des 
embarcations relativement simples.  
 
Dans un contexte mondial, il existe des archipels à l’ouest 
du Canada, dans les Caraïbes, dans la Méditerranée, sur la 
côte est du Chili, aux Seychelles, dans les Maldives, en 
Indonésie et en Nouvelle-Zélande. Aucun d’entre eux 
cependant ne présente des reliefs analogues au strandflat 
norvégien, et tous ont évolué dans un contexte géoculturel 
différent. 
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L’exploitation du duvet d’eider est un aspect que ne 
souligne pas le dossier de proposition d’inscription dans 
cette rubrique. Quoique cette pratique ait été jadis plus 
répandue et existe toujours à échelle industrielle en 
Islande, nulle part elle n’existe encore sous cette forme de 
domestication, avec des nichoirs fournis aux oiseaux et du 
duvet nettoyé à la main. Ce système culturel, avec les sites 
et structures qui lui sont associés, est désormais unique. En 
tant que composante essentielle de l’activité de l’archipel 
de Vega, il a donc un impact marqué sur le profil général 
du paysage culturel de la région. 
 
 
Valeur universelle exceptionnelle 
 
Déclaration générale : 
 
L’archipel de Vega possède une valeur universelle 
exceptionnelle pour : 
 
• La culture et l’exploitation désormais unique de la 

collecte du duvet d’eider, qui perdure dans la région 
depuis plus d’un millier d’années. 

 
• Le paysage façonné par l’homme, témoignage du 

mode de vie frugal et caractéristique développé par 
l’homme dans cette région très exposée, au sud du 
cercle arctique. 

 
• L’interaction durable et persistante entre l’homme et 

le paysage, qui présente une continuité culturelle 
remarquable. 

 
• Le rôle clé qu’ont joué les femmes dans l’exploitation 

du duvet d’eider et leur implication ainsi dans la 
production d’un produit précieux, composante du 
commerce hanséatique. 

 
Évaluation des critères : 
 
Le site est proposé pour inscription sur la base du critère v. 
 
Le paysage culturel de l’archipel de Vega illustre de façon 
remarquable comment des populations ont pu tirer leur 
subsistance d’un environnement inhospitalier, et ce sur un 
long laps de temps et de façon caractéristique et durable.  
 
Le site reflète la longue et désormais unique tradition de 
l’exploitation du duvet d’eider, qui pourrait remonter 
jusqu’aux temps préhistoriques et existe incontestablement 
depuis au moins 1 500 ans.  
 
Le site est un témoignage du travail des femmes et du 
contrôle qu’elles exercent sur cette activité traditionnelle. 
 
Il montre comme une petite société a pu développer dans 
un environnement isolé et hostile des moyens durables 
d’usage des ressources jusqu’à devenir un élément 
essentiel du réseau marchand national et international, par 
la production d’une denrée précieuse. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. RECOMMANDATIONS DE L’ICOMOS  
 
Recommandations pour le futur 
 
Le site est incontestablement d’une valeur universelle 
exceptionnelle, mais il n’est pas exempt de points faibles. 
Pour l’instant, il s’agit d’un paysage vivant où, de façon 
remarquable, la collecte du duvet d’eider a persisté en 
dépit de pressions contraires ces cents dernières années. 
Toutefois, il n’y a actuellement plus assez de gens pour 
utiliser tous les bâtiments des îles, et pas assez 
d’agriculteurs prêts à amener leurs moutons paître dans les 
riches pâturages des îles.  
 
On constate une forte volonté de résoudre ces problèmes et 
une série de projets ont été mis en place, lesquels 
pourraient soutenir les processus locaux. Quatre aspects 
nécessitent une attention particulière : 
 

1. Il n’y a actuellement pas d’inventaire des 
nichoirs à eiders des îles, ce qui devrait être fait 
de toute urgence, avec un plan de conservation 
de ces structures uniques et la définition de 
méthodes de protection. 

 
2. Quoique le plan directeur de Vega soit re-rédigé 

pour épouser les objectifs de la proposition 
d’inscription, il couvre plus que le site proposé 
pour inscription et inclut des propositions de 
développement pour la zone tampon. Un plan 
stratégique propre au site proposé pour 
inscription devrait être préparé et intégré au plan 
directeur. Il devrait traiter : 

 
a. Des mesures pour soutenir les formes 

traditionnelles de gestion de la terre, en 
particulier le pâturage des moutons sur 
les îles et l’entretien des champs 

 
b. L’interface entre conservation et 

développement durable pour ce qui est 
de l’aquaculture 

 
c. La documentation 

 
d. Comment les propriétaires privés 

pourraient s’impliquer dans les 
processus de gestion  

 
3. Il est nécessaire de formaliser le recueil des 

connaissances traditionnelles et immatérielles 
des procédés et traditions culturelles des îles, 
afin d’assurer leur survie. Un plan 
d’enregistrement des traditions culturelles 
devrait être mis en place. 

 
4. La grande installation radio sur l’île de Vega 

constitue une intrusion visuelle dans ce paysage 
spectaculaire et magnifique. Il conviendrait de 
trouver une solution pour la délocaliser, afin que 
son empreinte puisse être incluse dans la 
proposition d’inscription. 
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Il est recommandé que l’État partie étudie avec attention le 
renforcement de la délimitation nord et nord-est du site 
proposé pour inscription en incluant des îles 
supplémentaires et les zones marines. 
 
Il est également recommandé qu’une attention particulière 
soit portée à l’acquisition par l’État des îles abandonnées, 
quand cela est approprié, afin de maintenir le paysage 
culturel de ces îles. 
 
 
Recommandation concernant l’inscription 
 
Que, sous réserve des quatre points ci-dessus, le bien soit 
inscrit sur la Liste du patrimoine mondial en tant que 
paysage culturel et sur la base du critère v : 
 

Critère v : L’archipel de Vega reflète la façon dont 
des générations de pêcheurs / agriculteurs ont, sur 
les 1 500 dernières années, maintenu un mode de 
vie durable dans un paysage maritime inhospitalier 
à proximité du Cercle arctique, grâce à la pratique 
désormais unique de la collecte du duvet d’eider, et 
il célèbre aussi la contribution des femmes à cette 
activité. 

 
 
 

ICOMOS, mars 2004 
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WORLD HERITAGE NOMINATION - IUCN TECHNICAL EVALUATION 

VEGAØYAN - THE VEGA ARHIPELAGO (NORWAY) ID Nº 1143 
 
 
Vegaøyan - The Vega Archipelago of the Norwegian Coast has been nominated as a 
“Cultural Landscape”. 

 
1. DOCUMENTATION 
 

iv) Additional literature consulted: Nordic Council of Ministers, 1996, Proposals 
for new areas for the UNESCO World Heritage List, Nordic Council of 
Ministers, Copenhagen; M. Heath, M. Evans eds., 2000, Important Bird Areas 
in Europe: Priority Sites for conservation, Vol. 1: Northern Europe, Birdlife 
International; G Kelleher, C. Bleakley and S. Wells, Eds. 1195, A Global 
Representative System of Marine Protected Areas, Vol. 1, GBMPA, IUCN, 
WB.  
 

v) Consultations: 1 external reviewer. The IUCN mission met with the Mayor of 
Vega Municipality, a representative of the County Governor of Nordland, 
representatives of the Directorate of Nature Management, and a number of local 
inhabitants. 

 
vi) Field visit: M. Helminen (IUCN), August 2003, and B. Johansson (ICOMOS), 

September 2003. 
 

2.  SUMMARY OF NATURAL VALUES 
 
The nominated area, the Vega Archipelago, consists of 96,880 ha of sea and 6,930 ha of 
land. The land area is made up of the mountainous and some coastal parts of the main island 
of Vega, but excludes most of the farmed part of the island (which forms part of the buffer 
zone). The rest of the nominated land area includes about 6500 islands, islets and skerries. 
Thus the dominant natural element is the sea, more particularly the productive shallow sea of 
the Strandflat, which provides rich fish and bird populations, which have been available for 
human use. The distinctive features of human life that have evolved during millennia are 
adaptations to these ecological conditions. 
 
The Norwegian Strandflat is essentially a broad wave-cut platform cut out of the bedrock, 
ranging between 100m in altitude and 100m in depth. It is found along the Atlantic coast of 
Norway between the 59th and 72nd latitudes. According to the information provided, it is most 
typically developed in the Helgeland coast, and the largest continuous block is located around 
the island of Vega.  
 
An important feature of the Strandflat is the many small islands and skerries, which typically 
form sub-archipelagos. The markedly uneven distribution of islands has had important 
implications for terrestrial flora and fauna as well as for human occupation. This is because 
islands in these sub-archipelagos provide some shelter to each other, so creating conditions 
suitable for a single family to occupy certain islands and use adjacent ones. The cultural and 
ecological significance of these sub-archipelagos is demonstrated by the fact that they have 
been given a specific Norwegian name: "oyvaer". 
 
A notable and valuable feature of the Vega Archipelago is the wedge-shaped mountains or 
"monadnocks"1. There are two of them on the main island of Vega and a third one forms the 

                                                 
1 Monadnocks are isolated hills that stand above the surrounding plane. 
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island of Sola. The highest of them, Gullvågsfellet (737m) on Vega, remained uncovered by 
the continental ice mass during the Quaternary era, even when the westernmost margin of 
the glacier was far out to sea; accordingly it retains deep layers of eroded material not moved 
by ice. The southwestern slopes of the monadnocks provide sheltered sites for some plant 
species, which generally occur only in more southern latitudes; examples are hazel and wych 
elm, which are found in the Eidemslia nature reserve on Vega – this is one of the most 
northernmost sites in Norway (as well as in Europe). 
 
The Vega Archipelago contains important biodiversity, although there are no endemic 
species. Bird fauna is especially rich both in species diversity and numbers of individuals. 
Some 110 bird species have been reported as breeding, or are presumed to be breeding, in 
the area. It is most famous for its large eider duck population. Eiders have been traditionally 
used sustainably for eggs and down, and specific techniques were used to attract the birds to 
nest in close groups under purpose-built shelters. This traditional way of eider management is 
culturally important and demonstrates the bird’s unusual ability to adapt to artificial nesting 
sites. It is interesting that the breeding success of the eiders utilizing the nesting shelters has 
been better than that of the birds breeding in the open. 
 
About 4000 pairs of cormorant breed within the area. Nordvaeret, in the outermost part of the 
archipelago, contains the largest ground nesting colony of cormorants in the world: the entire 
treeless island is coloured white by the faeces of the birds. There are also 450 pairs of 
breeding greylag geese, while up to 10,000 barnacle geese utilize the Vega Archipelago as a 
resting and feeding area on their migration route between Scotland and Svalbard. There are 
also significant populations of grey seals, water voles and otters. 
  
The beautiful scenery of open sea, small islands and magnificent monadnocks is essentially a 
natural one, the cultural element being an important additional factor. The area has correctly 
been nominated as a "cultural landscape". Moreover, both the terrestrial and marine areas 
are essential parts of the nomination. 
 
 
3. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER SITES 
 
It is claimed in the nomination that no similar geological, hydrological and ecological 
conditions are to be found anywhere else on earth. There are, however, several other North 
Atlantic island groups with some similar characteristics. For example, the Lofoten Islands to 
the north have a broadly similar position off the main Norwegian coast but they are far more 
mountainous, and differ in terms of economy and their cultural and social history. There are 
also a number of archipelagos in the Baltic off the Swedish and Finnish coasts, but the Baltic 
is a very different environment from the Atlantic, and the island groups are much less 
exposed to the elements. Superficially similar features can be found in the island groups off 
the north and west of Scotland (Hebrides, Shetlands, Orkneys), but none has the Strandflat 
topographical feature. Island groups elsewhere in the world have very different physical 
and/or cultural characteristics. Therefore, taking into account its glacial history, the high 
latitude, the exposure to oceanic storms, and the warming influence of the Gulf Stream, it 
would seem that the natural values of the Norwegian Strandflat – so well exemplified in the 
Vega archipelago - are indeed very distinctive.  
 
 
4. INTEGRITY 

 
4.1 Boundaries and the buffer zone 
 
The boundaries of the nominated area follow mostly the administrative boundaries of the 
Vega municipality. In the southern and western edge of the area there is an ecological 
justification for this proposal. However, the ecological case for using the administrative 
boundary of the nominated area is less convincing toward the north-eastern limit. 
 
The present nomination covers only part of the area proposed by the Nordic Council of 
Ministers in the report, "Proposals for new areas for the UNESCO World Heritage List” 
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(1996). This had proposed that a large "North Norwegian Archipelago" be nominated to 
include both the presently nominated area and additional areas to the south and extending 
north to the Lofoten Islands, totaling about 2500 km2. The present nomination is, however, 
more convincing and practical, and better designed to ensure effective management and to 
meet integrity conditions. 
 
As noted, the present nomination proposes a buffer zone in the eastern inhabited part of 
Vega Island and also in the archipelago between Vega and the continental coast. It would 
seem that the need to keep within the boundaries of the Vega municipality is the reason for 
there being no proposed buffer zone elsewhere, notably towards the northeastern margin of 
the site. The boundary separating the buffer zone and the nominated area on Vega Island 
seems appropriate, since the eastern farmed and settled part of the island differs sharply from 
the western mountainous part: for instance, it contains fairly large plantations of exotic Sitka 
spruce. On the other hand, including some smaller protected areas on the northern coast of 
the main island would increase the biodiversity value of the nominated site. 
 
4.2.  Management plans and threats 
 
The nomination explains that only traditional means of livelihood or other low impact methods 
of resource utilisation will be allowed within the nominated area. However, all economic 
activities that cause an appreciable change in the landscape should be directed to the buffer 
zone, where the regulations will be less strict. This should apply in particular to aquaculture, 
which has been the cause of well-documented environmental damage elsewhere in Norway. 
A revision of the current management plan began in the beginning of 2003 and was due to be 
completed by the end of 2003.  
 
Land tenure and legal protection are a cause for some concern. 90-95 per cent of the area is 
in private ownership. While this is not necessarily incompatible with effective conservation, 
natural heritage protection must then depend on a strong legal base, effective management 
planning and wide public support. After some recent additions, about 29 per cent of the area 
is legally protected for biodiversity reasons with related regulations: in effect this means that 
over more than two thirds of the property, management must rely on voluntary cooperation.  
 
This is of concern because there is a general trend of people moving away from more remote 
areas towards urban areas. This trend has already resulted in many people leaving the Nordic 
archipelagos. Holiday use of former permanent homesteads cannot create the right conditions 
to maintain traditional land uses and related man-made habitats. The effect of such 
emigration is already readily visible in the outer islands of the Vega Archipelago, with formerly 
grazed vegetation returning to more natural condition, a process which leads to a loss of 
floristic biodiversity. As a result, the grass-eating wild geese are losing part of their feeding 
grounds. 
 
The decline in the number of permanent human inhabitants also erodes the traditional eider 
duck’s production. The spring collection of the eggs is no longer essential and has in fact 
been prohibited. Although the eider duck is at no risk if the traditional use of them ceases, it is 
highly desirable that the management of the eider populations should be continued, at least 
on a limited scale, since it is a classic example of sustainable utilization of a renewable 
natural resource.  
 
A potential threat arises from increased tourism and other leisure time activities. The 
municipality aims to encourage a growth in tourism as a source of income. Existing buildings 
and harbours provide good opportunities for quality tourism, based on the natural and cultural 
heritage of the site. The Vega Sea Hotel and the accommodation provided in the old 
fishermen’s houses in the Nes harbour are examples of the type of touristic development 
appropriate to the local conditions. The existing Eider Museum "E-Hus" should be maintained 
broadly in its present form. The planned “World Heritage Center” on Vega Island could also 
provide valuable information to tourists and help to promote low-impact tourism in the 
archipelago.  
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Although less than a third of the nominated archipelago area is legally protected for 
biodiversity reasons, this is to some extent compensated for by strong local commitment, 
which is fully supported by the regional and national authorities. An ambitious management 
plan is now under preparation, and actions have already been taken to build local support for 
the protection of natural heritage values. 
 
 
5. IUCN SUMMARY 
 
The landscape of the Vega Archipelago has great aesthetic value, with a shallow sea, 
scattered groups of low-lying islands and skerries, and three magnificent monadnocks 
appearing as dramatic visual features in the otherwise flat maritime scenery. The Strandflat is 
also an internationally significant geological and geomorphological feature. Finally the area’s 
biodiversity is of great interest.  
 
There are strong links between the particular natural conditions of the area and its cultural 
development. The human influence does not dominate the scenery but has contributed 
interesting small-scale features on the inhabited and formerly grazed islands. In the past, all 
utilization of natural resources has taken place within the carrying capacity of the area. 
Traditional management of the eider population is of particular interest from the biological 
point of view as well as culturally. A similar combination of the particular natural and cultural 
values cannot be found elsewhere. 
 
Despite its great aesthetic and natural values, the nominated Vega Archipelago does not fully 
meet any one of the four natural criteria. Nevertheless, IUCN believes that those values are 
sufficiently high to add significantly to the case for inscribing the area as World Heritage 
Cultural Landscape.  
 
While therefore supporting any recommendations from ICOMOS to inscribe the site, IUCN 
has several concerns and would advise ICOMOS and the State Party as follows: 
 
• = The State Party should be encouraged to consider extending the nominated area to 

include islands and marine areas to the north and north east, or at least to include 
these in the buffer zone; 

• = As an urgent action, it should extend the areas where biodiversity is subject to legal 
protection. This should apply to both marine and land areas.  

• = The new management plan should make clear how private owners will be encouraged 
to co-operate in its implementation, in terms of responsibilities, regulations and 
compliance arrangements; 

• = Aquaculture should be regulated so as to avoid or minimise environmental impact;  
• = It should develop or strengthen measures to support traditional forms of land 

management, notably grazing, in parts of the privately owned islands; 
• = Abandoned islands should be acquired for public ownership and managed to protect 

biodiversity; 
• = Nature-based tourism should be strictly regulated so as not to disturb bird and mammal 

populations; 
• = Interpretation of the area’s natural and cultural vales should be offered to all visitors; 

and 
• = There should be enhanced programmes of biodiversity-related research and 

monitoring, including the establishment of a seasonally active research station, to help 
in the better management of the site.   
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CANDIDATURE AU PATRIMOINE MONDIAL - ÉVALUATION TECHNIQUE DE L’UICN 

 
Vegaøyan – Archipel de Vega (Norvège) ID N°1143  

 

 
Vegaøyan (l’Archipel de Vega) au large de la Norvège est proposé pour inscription en qualité de 
«paysage culturel». 
 
 
1. DOCUMENTATION 
 

i) Littérature consultée: Nordic Council of Ministers, 1996, Proposals for new 
areas for the UNESCO World Heritage List, Nordic Council of Ministers, 
Copenhagen; M. Heath, M. Evans eds., 2000, Important Bird Areas in Europe: 
Priority Sites for conservation, Vol. 1: Northern Europe, Birdlife International; G 
Kelleher, C. Bleakley and S. Wells, Eds. 1195, A Global Representative System 
of Marine Protected Areas, Vol. 1, GBMPA, IUCN, WB. 

 
ii)  Consultations: 1 évaluateur indépendant. La mission de l’UICN a rencontré le 

maire de Vega, un représentant du gouverneur du comté de Nordland, des 
représentants de la direction de la gestion de la nature et quelques habitants. 

 
iii)  Visite du site: M. Helminen (UICN), août 2003; B. Johansson (ICOMOS), 

septembre 2003 
 
 

2. RÉSUMÉ DES CARACTÉRISTIQUES NATURELLES 
 
Le site proposé, l’Archipel de Vega, se compose de 96 880 ha marins et 6930 ha terrestres. 
La partie terrestre comprend les secteurs montagneux et certains secteurs côtiers de l’île 
principale de Vega mais exclut l’essentiel du domaine agricole de l’île (compris dans la zone 
tampon). Le reste de la zone proposée compte environ 6500 îles, îlets et récifs. En 
conséquence, l’élément naturel dominant est la mer et, plus particulièrement, la mer peu 
profonde et productive du Strandflat, qui fournit à l’homme de riches populations de poissons 
et d’oiseaux. Les caractéristiques particulières de la vie humaine qui a évolué durant le 
millénaire sont des adaptations à ces conditions écologiques.  
 
Le Strandflat norvégien est essentiellement une plate-forme large, façonnée par les vagues 
et découpée dans le lit rocheux, entre 100 m d’altitude et 100 m de profondeur. On le trouve 
le long de la côte atlantique de la Norvège, entre 59º et 72º de latitude. Selon l’information 
fournie, c’est sur la côte d’Helgeland qu’il est le plus typique et le plus grand bloc continu se 
trouve autour de l’île de Vega.  
 
Le Strandflat se caractérise, en particulier, par les îlets et récifs innombrables qui, de manière 
typique, forment des «sous-archipels». La répartition nettement inégale des îles a eu des 
incidences importantes sur la flore et la faune terrestres ainsi que sur la présence humaine. 
En effet, les îles de ces sous-archipels s’abritent mutuellement et créent ainsi des conditions 
favorables pour qu’une famille puisse occuper une île donnée et utiliser les îles voisines. En 
norvégien, ces sous-archipels ont reçu le nom de «oyvaer», ce qui témoigne de leur 
importance culturelle et écologique.  
 
Les montagnes cunéiformes appelées monadnocks1 sont un élément remarquable et 
important de l’Archipel de Vega. Il y en a deux dans l’île principale de Vega et une troisième 
qui forme l’île de Sola. La plus haute, Gullvågsfellet (737 m), sur Vega, n’a pas été 
recouverte par la masse de glace continentale durant l’ère quaternaire, même lorsque 
l’extrémité la plus occidentale du glacier se trouvait loin dans la mer. En conséquence, elle 

                                                
1 Les monadnocks sont des collines isolées qui surplombent la plaine environnante. 
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présente des couches profondes de matériel érodé qui n’a pas été déplacé par la glace. Les 
versants sud-ouest des monadnocks servent d’abris pour certaines espèces de plantes que 
l’on trouve, en général, uniquement sous des latitudes plus méridionales: par exemple, le 
noisetier et l’orme blanc, présents dans la Réserve naturelle d’Eidemslia, sur Vega – il s’agit 
d’un des sites les plus septentrionaux pour ces espèces en Norvège (et en Europe). 
 
L’Archipel de Vega contient une diversité biologique importante bien qu’il n’y ait pas 
d’espèces endémiques. L’avifaune est particulièrement riche, tant pour la diversité spécifique 
que pour le nombre d’individus. On a recensé environ 110 oiseaux nicheurs ou que l’on 
pense être nicheurs dans la région qui est surtout célèbre pour ses grandes populations 
d’eiders. Les eiders sont traditionnellement utilisés de manière durable pour leurs œufs et 
leur duvet et des techniques particulières ont été mises au point pour attirer les oiseaux et les 
inciter à nicher en groupes serrés dans des abris construits à cet effet. Cette technique 
traditionnelle de gestion des eiders est importante sur le plan culturel et démontre la capacité 
inhabituelle d’un oiseau de s’adapter à des sites de nidification artificiels. Il est intéressant de 
noter que le succès de la reproduction des eiders dans les nichoirs est supérieur au succès 
de la reproduction en liberté. 
 
Environ 4000 couples de cormorans se reproduisent dans la région. Nordvaeret, dans le 
secteur le plus à l’extérieur de l’archipel, possède la plus grande colonie mondiale de 
cormorans nichant au sol : cette île dépourvue d’arbres est entièrement colorée de blanc par 
les fèces des oiseaux. Il y a aussi 450 couples d’oies cendrées reproductrices tandis que 
10 000 bernaches nonnettes utilisent l’Archipel de Vega comme lieu de repos et de 
nourrissage sur leur voie de migration entre l’Écosse et le Svalbard. On trouve aussi 
d’importantes populations de phoques gris, de campagnols aquatiques et de loutres. 
 
Le superbe spectacle de la haute mer, des îlets et des magnifiques monadnocks est 
essentiellement naturel, l’élément culturel étant un facteur additionnel important. La région 
est proposée, à juste titre, en tant que «paysage culturel». En outre, les zones terrestres et 
marines sont des éléments essentiels de la proposition.  
 
 
3. COMPARAISON AVEC D’AUTRES SITES 
 
Le texte de la proposition prétend qu’il n’existe pas d’exemples de conditions géologiques, 
hydrologiques et écologiques semblables ailleurs sur Terre. Il y a cependant, plusieurs autres 
archipels de l’Atlantique Nord qui présentent des caractéristiques semblables. Par exemple, 
les îles Lofoten, au nord, se trouvent dans une position assez semblable, au large de la côte 
principale de la Norvège mais sont beaucoup plus montagneuses et diffèrent du point de vue 
de l’économie, ainsi que de l’histoire culturelle et sociale. Il y a aussi plusieurs archipels dans 
la Baltique, au large des côtes suédoises et finlandaises mais la Baltique est un milieu très 
différent de l’Atlantique et les archipels sont beaucoup moins exposés aux éléments. 
Superficiellement, des caractéristiques semblables peuvent être trouvées dans les archipels 
situés au nord et à l’ouest de l’Écosse (Hébrides, Shetlands, Orkneys), mais aucun ne 
présente l’élément topographique du Strandflat. Ailleurs dans le monde, les archipels ont des 
caractéristiques physiques et/ou culturelles très différentes. En conséquence, si l’on tient 
compte de l’histoire glaciaire, de la haute latitude, de l’exposition aux tempêtes océaniques et 
de l’influence réchauffante du Gulf Stream, il semble que les valeurs naturelles du Strandflat 
norvégien – si bien illustrées dans l’Archipel de Vega – soient réellement très distinctives.  
 
 
4. INTEGRITÉ 
 
4.1. Limites et zone tampon 
 
Les limites du site proposé suivent pratiquement les limites administratives de la municipalité 
de Vega. Dans les secteurs méridional et occidental de la zone, cette proposition se justifie 
du point de vue écologique. Toutefois, l’utilisation des limites administratives du site proposé 
pour les limites nord-est est moins convaincante du point de vue écologique.  
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La proposition actuelle ne couvre qu’une partie de la zone proposée par le Conseil des 
ministres des pays nordiques dans le rapport intitulé «Propositions de nouvelles zones pour 
la Liste du patrimoine mondial de l’UNESCO» (1996). Dans ce rapport, il était envisagé de 
proposer un vaste «archipel norvégien septentrional» pour inclure à la fois la zone proposée 
aujourd’hui et des zones additionnelles vers le sud, ainsi qu’une extension vers le nord 
jusqu’aux îles Lofoten pour un total d’environ 2500 km2. La proposition actuelle est 
cependant plus convaincante, plus pratique et plus propre à garantir une gestion efficace et à 
remplir les conditions d’intégrité. 
 
Comme nous l’avons mentionné, la proposition actuelle fait état d’une zone tampon dans le 
secteur oriental, habité, de l’île de Vega, ainsi que dans l’archipel qui se trouve entre Vega et 
le continent. Il semblerait que ce soit pour rester dans les limites de la municipalité de Vega 
que la zone tampon est placée là et non ailleurs, notamment vers les marges nord-est du 
site. Les limites séparant la zone tampon et le site proposé, sur l’île de Vega, semblent 
appropriées car le secteur oriental de l’île, cultivé et habité, diffère fortement du secteur 
montagneux occidental: par exemple, il contient d’assez grandes plantations de sapins sitka 
exotiques. En revanche, inclure quelques aires protégées de plus petite taille, sur la côte 
septentrionale de l’île principale, augmenterait la richesse du site proposé du point de vue de 
la diversité biologique.  
 
4.2. Plan de gestion et menaces 
 
Le texte de la proposition explique que seuls des moyens de subsistance traditionnels et 
autres formes d’utilisation des ressources à faible impact seront autorisés dans le site 
proposé. Toutefois, toutes les activités économiques qui entraînent des modifications 
appréciables dans le paysage devraient être réservées à la zone tampon où les règlements 
seront moins stricts. Cela devrait s’appliquer en particulier à l’aquaculture qui est la cause de 
dommages écologiques bien décrits ailleurs en Norvège. Une révision du plan de gestion 
actuel a commencé au début de 2003 et devait être terminée fin 2003.  
 
Le régime foncier et la protection juridique sont source de préoccupation. En effet, 90% à 
95% de la région sont inclus dans des propriétés privées : cela n’est pas nécessairement 
incompatible avec une conservation efficace mais la protection du patrimoine naturel doit 
dépendre d’un régime juridique rigoureux, d’une planification efficace de la gestion et d’un 
appui généralisé du public. Après quelques additions récentes, environ 29% de la région sont 
légalement protégés pour leur  diversité biologique par des règlements en rapport: dans la 
pratique, cela signifie que dans plus des deux tiers du site, la gestion doit s’en remettre à la 
coopération volontaire.  
 
Ce facteur est préoccupant car il y a une tendance générale à l’exode de la population des 
zones isolées vers les zones urbaines, tendance qui a déjà entraîné le départ de 
nombreuses personnes des archipels nordiques. Remplacer des populations permanentes 
par des populations de vacanciers ne saurait créer les bonnes conditions pour maintenir 
l’utilisation traditionnelle des terres et l’habitat artificiel en rapport. L’effet de cette émigration 
est déjà visible dans les îles les plus extérieures de l’Archipel de Vega où la végétation, 
autrefois pâturée, est en train de retrouver de conditions plus naturelles, un processus qui 
entraîne une perte de diversité biologique de la flore. En conséquence, les oies cendrées 
herbivores sont en train de perdre une partie de leurs sites de nourrissage. 
 
Le déclin du nombre d’habitants permanents entraîne également un déclin de la production 
traditionnelle d’eiders. La collecte des œufs, au printemps, n’est plus essentielle et a, en fait, 
été interdite. Bien que l’eider ne coure aucun risque au cas où l’utilisation traditionnelle 
cesserait, il est extrêmement souhaitable que la gestion des populations d’eiders se 
poursuive, au moins de manière limitée, car c’est un exemple classique d’utilisation durable 
d’une ressource naturelle renouvelable.  
 
L’expansion du tourisme et d’autres activités de loisirs est une menace potentielle. La 
municipalité cherche à encourager l’expansion du tourisme en tant que source de revenu. 
Les bâtiments et ports existants offrent de bonnes possibilités de tourisme de qualité, basé 
sur le patrimoine naturel et culturel du site. L’hôtel de la Mer de Vega et les logements 
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proposés dans les anciennes maisons de pêcheurs, dans le port de Nes, sont des exemples 
du type de développement touristique adapté aux conditions locales. Il serait bon de 
maintenir le Musée de l’eider «E-Hus» sous sa forme actuelle. Le «Centre du patrimoine 
mondial» envisagé sur l’île de Vega pourrait aussi fournir des informations intéressantes aux 
touristes et aider à promouvoir un tourisme à faible impact dans l’archipel.  
 
Bien que moins du tiers de l’archipel proposé reçoive une protection juridique pour la 
diversité biologique, cela est compensé, dans une certaine mesure, par la détermination de 
la population et des autorités locale pleinement soutenues par les pouvoirs publics régionaux 
et nationaux. Un plan de gestion ambitieux est en préparation et des mesures ont déjà été 
prises pour renforcer l’appui local à la protection des valeurs de patrimoine naturel.  
 
 
5. RESUMÉ DE L’UICN 
 
Le paysage de l’Archipel de Vega est très esthétique avec une mer peu profonde, des 
groupes éparpillés d’îles et de récifs bas et trois magnifiques monadnocks qui sont des 
caractéristiques visuelles spectaculaires dans un paysage maritime, par ailleurs plat. Le 
Strandflat est aussi une caractéristique géologique et géomorphologique importante au 
niveau international. Enfin, la diversité biologique de la région présente un grand intérêt.  
 
Il y a des liens solides entre les conditions naturelles de la région et son développement 
culturel. L’influence de l’homme ne domine pas le paysage et apporte des caractéristiques 
intéressantes à petite échelle sur les îles habitées et autrefois pâturées. Autrefois, toute 
utilisation des ressources naturelles avait lieu dans le contexte de la capacité de charge de la 
région. La gestion traditionnelle de la population d’eiders est particulièrement intéressante du 
point de vue biologique mais aussi culturel. Une association semblable de ces valeurs 
naturelles et culturelles particulières n’existe nulle part ailleurs. 
 
Malgré sa grande valeur esthétique et naturelle, l’Archipel de Vega proposé ne remplit 
totalement aucun des quatre critères naturels. Néanmoins, l’UICN estime que ses valeurs 
sont suffisamment élevées pour venir renforcer les raisons d’inscrire la région en tant que 
paysage culturel du patrimoine mondial.  
 
Tout en soutenant toute recommandation de l’ICOMOS concernant l’inscription du site, 
l’UICN a plusieurs préoccupations et conseille à l’ICOMOS et à l’État partie les mesures 
suivantes:  
 
• l’État partie devrait être encouragé à envisager d’agrandir le site proposé pour inclure 

les îles et les zones marines qui se trouvent au nord et au nord-est, ou au moins pour 
inclure celles-ci dans la zone tampon; 

• l’État partie devrait, de toute urgence, agrandir les zones dans lesquelles la diversité 
biologique est légalement protégée. Cela devrait s’appliquer tant au milieu marin que 
terrestre; 

• le nouveau plan de gestion devrait expliquer clairement comment les propriétaires 
privés seront incités à coopérer à son application du point de vue des responsabilités, 
des règlements et des accords de respect; 

• l’aquaculture devrait être réglementée afin d’éviter ou d’atténuer le plus possible les 
impacts écologiques;  

• l’État partie devrait élaborer ou renforcer les mesures qui soutiennent les formes 
traditionnelles de gestion des terres, notamment le pâturage dans certaines parties des 
îles privées; 

• les îles abandonnées devraient être acquises par le domaine public et gérées de 
manière à protéger la diversité biologique; 

• le tourisme basé sur la nature devrait être strictement réglementé de manière à ne pas 
perturber les populations d’oiseaux et de mammifères; 

• il serait bon d’offrir à tous les visiteurs une interprétation des valeurs naturelles et 
culturelles du site;  
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• il devrait y avoir des programmes renforcés de recherche et de suivi relatifs à la 
diversité biologique, notamment la création d’une station de recherche active en saison 
pour aider à mieux gérer le site.  
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